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The Phantom of Satan's Head

The swells are breaking on the shoal,

The old ship's begun to roll,

With all her timbers groaning,

While a weary wind is moaning.

You can hear the hollow toning

Of Satan's Head bell.

We're passing by the very place,

Off yonder where the tide-rips race,

Where Old Andy s sleeping,

And strange things are keeping

Watch, and ever creeping

Over his dead shell.

One night when the sky was sojt,

Andy was lookout up aloft,

When suddenly we heard him scream—
He pointed wildly off abeam—
Asfrom a man in some mad dream

Came that unholy yell.

One moment he stared crazily,

Then dove straight off into the sea.

We neverfound him in the night.

God only knows what awful sight

He saw—or some undreamed delight?

No man can tell.

But sometimes when the helmsmen steer

The southeast course that passes here,

Amid the timbers' groaning,

And the bell's deep hollow toning,

You can hear Old Andy moaning,

Way down in hell.

John Hazard.

/
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OTT'i 1 "LT'l * Somebody in The Nation began an
II nitCri niKing art icle recently by saying that hitch

hiking, like rugged individualism, started its career with honor, only to

get into bad odor eventually. Too bad for the boys who have small

stakes but sweeping affection for both grandeur and prettiness in these

United States, and who have a certain comradely feeling toward People

In General, the boys not yet screwed into materialism by souring disil-

lusionment. Of course, you're right, all you sensible people who want

other people to use their heads, too, but still, I'd rather be foolhardy

once in a while, because I'm sure that you see only a part of life in

unrelenting common sense.

Now just for instance;—this doesn't prove anything, but it illus-

trates— : I've ridden home on the bus for Christmas several times.

Once I dozed by the side of a mutton-complexioned lady who told me
about her four daughters, Jennie, Mary, Hilda, and Susan, and about

her mother, and about her grandmother who once said, "Well,—

I

always say, Lucy,
—

'Distance lends enchantment'—uh huh, hum."
This travelling companion also half turned around in her seat and
wavered to the pair of soused Hahnemann students behind us, "Now
boys, don't sing any bad songs." (They had already sung one with

hell in it) . . . Another time I sat by a polite medical student wearing

octagonal lenses, and talked rather wearily with him about Pushing

Back the Frontiers of Intuitive Knowledge, and How Even Huxley's

Materialism was Bound to Bring a Reaction . . . and once, while I

could stay awake, I yawned and watched a couple of smoothies with
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moustaches taking care of their pick-ups. They would get twisted

together till the position was uncomfortable. Then they'd rest a while.

Then they would get braided together, or even woven, it seemed to me,
and I'd fall asleep again. Anyway you get what I mean. No, I suppose

you don't.

Instead of generalizing and hammering away with "What I mean is

that, uh— ", I'd be much clearer if I told about the bootlegger, the

farmer going to the convention, the mason jar opener salesman, and the

English teacher at Kiski, all of whom picked me up on my recent journey.

He was a tough son of, he was a well knit man, this bootlegger.

Instead of trying to be profound, I might as well say I'm not sure he

was a bootlegger, but his remarks certainly pointed that way, when I

politely asked him what his business was. (I wasn't being callow; the

conversation just led up to it.) "Ho ho. Led's not talk about my busi-

ness. I'm a tour-'\st. We'll call it that, anyway" . . . when he slowed

down his Willys roadster in the glorious, wet, abundant wilderness of

Yellowstone Park, I liked from the first the sinister indifference of his

face, which was as weatherbeaten as Douglas Fairbanks', and which,

moustached and phlegmatic, he didn't bother to turn around to "see

whether I would be safe to pick up" (not that any well knit gentleman

would have to, but—). Like Edmund Lowe in a gangster show when he

appears not to bother to watch his enemy's movements, even when his

fist is making his coat pocket bulge. Hardly a word when I got into the

car and monkeyed around trying to get my solid lead suitcase into a

good position. I finally set it to my right on the seat, which position

sneaked me over pretty close to this iron man, with his thick, maroon,

brushed wool sweater pulled over his vest. He started the car savagely.

I made a bad attempt to roll some Bull Durham, but the wind in

the open car spoiled it all. The big boy told me to reach in his jacket

pocket and get a "Herbert Tarrington". He was already smoking one

and making an awful mess out of the cork tip end, he mouthed it around

so much. So for a while I smoked and thanked the Lord I had a ride

(for it was getting dark in the sky) and wondered what this " tour-ist"

was going to be like, and cursed the last night at Yellowstone, and the

flop that it turned out to be.

But it didn't last long, or I wouldn't have anything to write about.

I've forgotten how we got to talking, but we did. And it wasn't a super-

ficial glossing over psychical this and intuitive that, the way Maxwell

and I used to talk Rhinie year. If it was blunter, it was nevertheless

—

really interesting.

After we had got on past the West Thumb a way, and also past the

introductory words like, "Well, I've often thought the same way about

a girl that says that," and "Yeah, I've seen a lot of fellahs that don't
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seem to give a, " and so on, this man with abnormally huge and hairy

wrists (I thought) started gesturing with his right hand and asked me,

like a prosecuting attorney, "What is education for? Why are you
going to college? What is it going to do for you?"

I intended to show him then and there what Sweetness and Light

are, at least to satisfy myself, for I expected he was one of these mugs
who think it's a crime for anyone to take Greek. I thought I'd show him

I had read Culture and Anarchy, The Inner Life, The Research Magnificent,

and The Haverjord College Bulletin, and make him sorry that he hadn't,

too. But hereupon I found out why hitch hiking is more human than

ordinary travel, as in a bus. My friend wasn't going to take half cocked

idealism, and he crushed me without any trouble, for all his stodgy per-

sistence in being Unenlightened.

"Navv what are you talkin' about tryin' to discover Truth, and

equipping yourself with Culture and . . getting a command of the

world's problems? I ask you, a college student, what Education is for

and you give me a lod a " (He could be as contemptuous as a

Fundamentalist, and yet make me like it). "The purpose of Education

can be expressed in six words." He looked at me to make sure I was

fascinated. "Well, what do you—?" "To master yourself and your

conditions," he thundered.

"Hop in, hop in. You look like a damn nice kid and if I still think

so by the time we get to Kadoka, I'll take you clear to Yankton, that's

three hundred and fifty miles. Got to get there by eight a'clock, think

we can make it, what time is it? Just slam it, that's right."

Now I'm in South Dakota, and this is the farmer going to the con-

vention in Des Moines to arrange a farmers' strike for higher prices.

"Where's your home?"
"Why I five in Pennsylvania; that is my home has been

—

"

"Go to school there, do yuh?"
"Yes."

"Where's your school?"

"I go to Haverford College; that's near Philadelphia. It's
—

"

"Philadelphia, hey? How are things out there?"

"Oh gosh, awful. Of course, I haven't been there for a year, but I

have a sister in Pittsburgh who works in a public charity office, you
know,—she interviews poor down and outers all day long, and

—

"

"Yeah, yeah. They must be starving in Pittsburgh all right. Ter-

rible.
"

"Yeah, and what I've been planning to do ever since I started this

trip was to—when I get to Pittsburgh, I wanted to dress up like a bum
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and go out to her office and see how long it would take her to recognize

me. Ha Ha. I'd have to get a lot of whiskers or something and—

"

"Ha ha! Yeah! 'Da da da dee, dah, Dry up those teeers, Da da da

dee, dah, Dry up—those—tears. Da da da deeeeee dah.' Boy it's a hot

one today, ain't she?"

"Gosh I'll say so. I've been (getting out a cigarette)—getting a sort

of a headache. D'you want a cigarette?"

"Why I don't care . . . Yeah,
"

I was awfully tired, and was perfectly content to sit in the dusty,

ragged folding seat of the bangy old Chrysler coach, and pray that the

miles would get eaten up fast. I had chewed up half a box of Shredded

Wheat and drunk a quart of vaguely turned milk for breakfast, and it

wasn't staying by me at all. I was afraid this chunky, red-faced man
would make me do a lot of talking—or shouting, since the car made so

much noise at its top speed. Either that or drive me completely crazy

with "Dry Up—Those—Teeers". The song got as unnoticeable as a

carnival wagon after a while, though.

My friend was boiling with anger at the big capitalists, I soon learned.

"Wonderful crops. WunnerbA crops! But the farmer can't git

nothin' for 'em. Right now he has to borrow all he can and then he

can't even pay fer production.

"

Later: "Now there you are (pointing to a newly painted group of

farm buildings). See? Get her all painted up. Get her all built up so

the farm '11 produce and they have to lose it because some fathead capitalist

from the East has a mortgage on it. The farmer is the basis for all the

life o' the country-—everything. Everybody has money invested in 'em.

I bet your Haverford College has a lot o' their money in good first mort-

gages. The only way this here—Business Depression is going to stop is

to gel back the purch'sing power of the farmer."

He was mad, and he was going to join other delegates at Yankton
and go on to Des Moines and "Do something about it, I don't know what

yet."

"Da da da dee, dah, Dry up those teers. Da da da dee, dah. Dry up

—

those—Teers. Da da da DEEEEE, DAH, Dry-up—those Tearrrrs, I

hear you cry—ing, Dry—Up Those Tears!"

I liked the little tailor who picked me up in Minnesota. He had

lost his job in Seattle and was travelling around in his little Model-

A

coach putting propositions to the unemployed to sell a rubber grip busi-

ness to open mason jars. I thought that his freshly started package of

Wings cigarettes, tucked in the elastic opening of a side pocket in the

car, was in a perfect setting. A package of Wings, with perhaps one

8
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cigarette smoked, and a couple sticking out half an inch, ready to be

grabbed, reminds me exactly of a Model-A Ford. If they had been

Tally-Ho cigarettes with amber tips, they would have gone with a

Ford-V8.

This little man had a clear, high, nasal voice: . . . "Dirty rotten old

Hoover, he don't care for us little fellows. He's got lots of money, so

why should he worry? He's made a Fortune. Hell, you might as well

try and ... I picked this business up, selling a two-bit article, and

tryin' to get other fellows interested. Now I thought I had a fellow all

lined up this morning. I talked to him for two hours. But / can't spend

all that time with one person ..." He enunciated nicely. "Soon as

I get this territory here covered I'm going right back to Seattle, my
wife's there, and look for something else ..."

He didn't take me far. He stopped in Owatonna, to try the town

out. It looked pretty fair, he said.

"Well, I'm awfully grateful to you. It was surely nice of you to
—

"

"Oh, that's all right. I'm glad to pick up anyone if I can get a look

at him first. It's getting so dangerous now, you know. Let's see now, I

think I'll go into this store and ask the
—

"

I mention the Kiski English teacher, who picked me up when I was
practically home, because he was more than Interesting. He was Valu-

able. He had gone to Princeton when Woodrow Wilson was there, and

Henry Van Dyke. You can't tell—perhaps he was what I might become
myself sometime. And I don't think I'd have met him on a bus . . .

Oh, it's not so much that. I could meet anyone on the bus as far as

that goes. But in the bus—and here we're getting to what all this

experience stands for—there is no place for a perfectly thrilling, bouncing

spirit that you find on the road. Hitch Hiking, in those cases of unwise,

unconventional "begging", "not knowing who you're getting in with"

and "It simply isn't right, Oliver, and I'm not going to have it." The
spirit extends not only to me, the Hiker (I'm not a thumb jerker, either,

for I use the index and middle finger and trace my "success" to them)

but also to the man at the wheel. He'll unfold and become unbelievably

human to his sweating friend of five minutes, tell him banal tales, no
doubt, but always with his stamp of personality in them, and give him
shining advices when it seems appropriate.

I haven't begun to unravel a Hitch Hiker's Comedie Humaine Series.

I bit off the bootlegger's diatribe where it was just beginning. I never

came near filling in the blanks, or supplying the background—such as

telling about the letter I wrote every night to my Mother, by street

light or in a jail, and how I sent each letter to my friend at Old Faithful,
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and how he forwarded it to Mother in one of the addressed envelopes I

left with him (stamped, too, Syd), and what a jolly task it was to com-

pose them—especially in the jail. And I haven't done justice to the

bootlegger, who had other startlingly profound remarks to make; and

who woke me up with a few shakes, between Livingston and Big Timber,

telling me he wanted to be amused with a song
—"In the Blue Ridge

Mountains of Pennsylvania ha ha," he suggested— ; how he gave me his

name, eventually, and said his initials, P. V., stood for Perseverance;

how I found the next morning that he'd paid for my hotel bill ... I

should have said something about my carrying water for the pregnant

washerwoman, too, and getting a fine breakfast for it, after that miserable

night on the ground.

But that wasn't my purpose, anyway. I'd like you to see the joy

this thing has. We are a sponging set of rats, the nervous motorists

agree, and we imagine we belong to a Noble Order of Hitch Hikers, based

on a kind of Ted Westerman spirit of cooperation . . . But we do some-

thing. We break down and make friends with total strangers, with but

one stinking ulterior motive,
—

"getting there" cheaply. And I think,

too, few men break down and make friends with total strangers.

Hazlitt never would have made a Hitch Hiker. He wasn't nasty

enough. He rhapsodizes on long walks with himself and Nature. But

I'd rather go on the roads where the automobiles zoom by; for you

meet people there, and I like people.

Oliver F. Egleston.

Dialogue entre un Pauvre Poete et I' Auteur
—Ecouchard Lebrun

On vient de me voler! —Que je plains ton malheur!
—Tout mes vers manuscrits! —Que je plains le voleurl

P. I've been robbed!

A. How Ijoin in your griejl

P. All my poems!

A. How I pity the thiej!

—Charles W. Hart.
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The Romance of a Song-Writer

THIS little tale came to me from Barney Greene, the clerk at the

drug store over in the village, and Barney got it, so Barney says,

from Peter Fry, the night watchman at Granger's Hosiery Mill

and he got it from somebody else who got it from still somebody else.

This, you see, could go on forever until I got tired of writing it and you

got tired of reading it. But I'm not one to stall. Sit tight and we're off.

It seems that there once was a fellow who was a song-writer, and a

darn good song-writer. He lived over in Tin Pan Alley, as it is called,

and there grew from a mere fifth-rate connector of sharps and flats, to a

big-shot who could ask his own price for combinations of moon, tune,

and croon, a little house on the hill, and I love you. All the big producers

on Broadway were simply sopping with tears from begging this fellow

to sign up. They sent him just reams and reams of endorsed blank

checks to stick his John Hancock to. (Yes, children, this was all before

the Fall of '29.) But, do you think he'd get tied up? No, sir-ee, not on

your tin-cups. He figured that since he was making hay while the sun

was shining, it was lots better to make the hay by himself. He even

preferred to five by himself and did so in a swellegant penthouse on

Riverside Drive. All the talk about love and a home for two was just

business to him. He only wrote it because the public and the radio

crooners ate the drivel wholesale. Thus he had a simple way to pay the

butcher, the baker and, eventually, the undertaker. And make no
mistake about it, the boy was piling up the bucks galore.

It was a known fact that he had a clever, calculating head for business

and was well able to take care of himself and of all that came his way or

even leaned his way a little. Plenty of dames, and you know the kind of

dame I mean, tried to get our hero to tumble. But, he gave them all the

stony stare. These dames wanted his money. Not him. He knew it.

Yes, everybody around the bright lights gave him credit for being a

mighty sensible fellow and mothers hoped that their sons would grow

up like him and fathers hoped that their daughters would marry somebody
as nice as our hero and with as many bucks. It looked as if his name was

going down in posterity to five with Sousa, Mozart, Irving Berlin and the

other swells. Gosh, he was riding pretty on the crest of the wavewhen
what does the palooka do but fall for a dame. He could have collected

11
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cigar bands or stamps or butterfly wings, but when a fellow starts col-

lecting dames it's curtains. It wasn't long before he was chasing himself

in circles and all the other things a fellow does when he gets to thinking

of blue eyes and blonde hair. He couldn't eat. He couldn't sleep. He
couldn't work. Now when a fellow gets feeling that way about blonde

hair and blue eyes there is only one thing to do,—go to the nearest Justice

of the Peace. Our hero said: "Will you?" and then she promised to

make him the happiest fellow in the world. With that he kissed her and

put the ring on the proper finger. And now the scene shifts.

It is five years later when we again pick up the thread of this tale.

Elmer, yes, that is our hero's name, is still married to Gladys and the

blue eyes and the blonde hair, and to make it all equal, she is of course,

married to him. But, instead of a happy home what is this I see? You've

guessed it. Tragedy, stark, grim tragedy. No more do love and joy

reign supreme in this little home for Elmer has found that his wife

Gladys, she of the blue eyes et cetera, has been tried and found wanton.

While Elmer was earning bread and water to keep the wolf from having

puppies in the parlor, Gladys was sowing wild oats at reduced rates.

Cleopatra was a piker when matched along side of Gladys. Elmer

played on the piano; Gladys played, too, but not on the piano. (Tish-

tish; I blush to relate this but I must carry on.) You see, there was a

man from the city. Tall, handsome and hot stuff. He read the city

gas-meters. He was boop-poop-a-doop with the women and Gladys

was hot-cha-cha-cha with the men and when these two got acquainted,

well, it was in the stars that Elmer should take the high road and Gladys

take the low road. Now, Gladys asked Elmer for a divorce, but Elmer,

smelling a fly in the soup and thirsting for revenge, told her to go fly a

kite. And with that, my dear public, our song-writer hero put his foot,

in fact he put his whole leg up to his thigh, in the proverbial soup. Gladys

and her gas-meter Romeo (Gregory was his name but all the boys around

the pool-room called him Gregory for short) decided to give Elmer the

works pronto.

A few days after this decision, the fifteenth of May to be exact, Elmer

came home with a headache that felt like the breaking up of Prosperity.

He took a sleeping drug and went to bed. While he was snoring scales

and arpeggios and diminished sevenths, who should come to his house

but Gregory, to read Elmer's gas-meter. (And now my dear readers,

with our hero dead to the world and Gregory and Gladys plotting mis-

chief, we are approaching the most thrilling part of our story.) Gregory

has figured out with his one-cylinder brain that by fixing a hose from the

gas jet to Elmer's bed, murder could be made to look like suicide. Be-

sides, he would get ten per cent rake-off on all the gas used insomuch as

he worked for the company. (His full name was Gregory MacGregor.)

12
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It takes them but a minute to set up the hose. All the time our hero

lies peacefully sleeping. The windows are closed; the gas is turned on.

The lovers click the lock behind them and scram. The clock on the

mantel strikes twelve. (It cannot strike eleven nor can it strike ten.

It must strike twelve times for it is twelve noon when this dastardly deed

is done.) All is deadly still.

Seven hours later. Gladys and Gregory are sitting in Gregory's flat.

Like a bolt out of the blue comes a knock on the door. Like this: knock-

knock . . . KNOCK (get what I mean?) Gladys and Gregory are

at first quieter than churchmice. Then summing up courage (adding

one and carrying two is the proper way to sum up anything) Gregory

strides to the door. He looks grand in his brown uniform. He puts his

hand on the knob and in a clear voice asks who is there. A clear voice

on the other side of the same door says that it is none of his business

but to open the door in a hurry before it's busted into. Gregory smells

his goose cooking so he unbolts. Now for the surprise. In walk two

detectives, one disguised as President Hoover, the other as Prosperity.

(One of the police force's little jokes.) Back of these two, Elmer, dressed

up as an American citizen, and last of all the landlord disguised as a

cipher. The man camouflaged as President Hoover flashes a badge and says

that he has come to arrest Gladys and Gregory on the charge of pre-

meditated murder. With this Gregory strides over to Gladys, enfolds

her in his manly arms, and says that he must be joking. Surely no one

would suspect this innocent woman (here he points to Gladys) or such

a man as he (here he points to himself and you can see by the way he

points that he just hates himself) of murder. But the detective says

that he and his partner (here he points to his partner) have spent a good

half day finding them and he is sorry but they had better come along

or else all their work would be for nought (and here he points to the

landlord). Naturally, Gladys and Gregory sympathize with detectives

who incidentally, are armed with machine guns and tear-gas bombs.

So they are handcuffed and led away and Elmer and the landlord sit

down to a game of double solitaire.

Elmer is today writing songs. Gladys and Gregory are still in jail,

serving long terms. I made a trip to New York the other day and dropped

in to see Elmer. Of course I avoided the subject of his matrimonial

wreck, but one thing led to another and finally, he said to me, "Craig,

I'll bet you don't know yet how I got out of the mess alive?" I nodded.

With that he opened a draw in the bottom of his desk and pulled out a

13
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postal card that had been set in a picture frame. Handing it to me, he
merely smiled. This is what I read:

Mr. Elmer Grimditch:

Unless your bill of two months standing is paid

by the fifteenth of May; we shall discontinue

our services to you at noon of that day.

The Consolidated Gas Co.

C. M. Bancroft.

A Note On The "Faerie Queene"

There many minstrales maken melody,

To drive away the dull melancholy

,

And many bardes, that to the trembling chord

Can tune thir timely voices cunningly,

And many chroniclers, that can record

Old loves, and warres for ladies doen by many a lord.

In these lines Spenser has written his own press notice,—and it is a

more trustworthy one than we are generally given today. Memorize
the verses and say them over carelessly (i. e. without weighing the mean-
ing of the words, but merely listening to their sound); then read them
with care and decide whether you are interested in "old loves, and

warres for ladies doen by many a lord." If the music of the fines and

the antique tale they promise allures you, then you were born to love

the Faerie Queene.

Let the scholar explain Spenser's allegory and let the pedant annotate

his mythology, there is still room for the real lover of poetry to read and

enjoy. Keats was such a one; he went through the Faerie Queene "as

a young horse goes through a spring meadow—romping!"

Charles Frank.
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Interlude

RUPERT, roused by the sudden stir, awoke from his revery. The
tolling of the churchbell seemed to cause a flurry of movement
in the landscape so peaceful all during the afternoon. Labourers

in the fields wiped damp foreheads with red or blue handkerchiefs,

shouldered their scythes, and in little groups began to walk toward the

village. On the mountainside a shepherd's dog in answer to his master's

whistled command was rounding up the scattered sheep who, disturbed

from their grazing, caused their bells to tinkle in accompaniment to the

heavier tone of the curfew in the valley below.

Rupert stretched lazily and, rolling over, raised himself on his elbows

to gaze down on the immaculately white, red-roofed toy-houses grouped

together in the shelter of the surrounding mountains. For a moment
more his eyes went roving over the valley, but soon they lost their focus

again; once more became dreamy as his memory carried him back to

other autumn scenes.

He had loafed in Switzerland—much like this. And England

—

Oxford . . . Ah, but it could hardly be said that he had loafed there in

the fall. He recalled back-breaking "spins" on the river; his last boat-

race . . .

After Oxford had come his three years at the Royal Academy at

Maritzstadt, in final preparation for his career. A mocking twist came
to his mouth at the word—career. Of one thing he was certain, however;

there, at Maritzstadt, he had spent his happiest days. There, too,

autumn had been beautiful. He saw again the picturesqueness of the

trees in the city-park, whose multi-coloured leaves—from bright red to

dull and burnished copper—seemed like patches in the coat of some
Gargantuan jester. He and his companions had spent many afternoons

walking through those shady lanes. And then, at the beginning of his

last year at the Academy, he had met Annette . . . The dreaminess

suddenly left the young man's eyes to give place to a look of keen pain.

Must his mind then always circle back to that! He tried to make himself

think of other things; but seeing how futile it was, deliberately, angrily

plunged into those recesses of his memory that he had believed so securely

locked up; as if by so doing he might end that haunting image forever.

His meeting her had been accidental. He and his friends, taking their

customary walk, were passing through the square surrounding a small

pond—the gathering-place of children and their governesses—when
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they were suddenly arrested by a child's crying. Not an unusual sound

in such a place, but certainly this youngster was in great distress, if

one could judge by his heartrending sobs. His governess was doing her

best to quiet him; but not until he saw before him a tall young man in

gorgeous uniform did he stop his crying. And then only for a moment;
for even all that splendor was not sufficient to make him forget his grief.

In answer to Rupert's questioning the child merely pointed to the

middle of the pond. Following with his eyes the direction of that finger,

Rupert saw one of those little mechanical boats whose chief characteristic

consists in breaking down when out of reach of their owners. With
the intention of borrowing a cane he turned to where he had left his

friends; but finding that they had strolled on, he went to search among
the trees, and soon returned with a long stick. Kneeling down—at the

risk of falling in—he accomplished the rescue of the shipwrecked craft,

and delivered it safely into the eager hands of the youngster.

"Thank you so much." The governess, no doubt. Still on his knees,

he slowly looked up over his shoulder.

It was no

—

He stopped with a little sharp intake of breath. The girl looking

down at him most certainly was not the governess. As a matter of fact

she did not resemble any girl Rupert had ever seen. He continued to

look straight into her eyes. He thought afterwards that it must have

been chiefly her eyes that fascinated him so. They were black, or dark-

blue, or violet—he didn't know.

He suddenly realized that he was staring. He stood up, feeling his

face growing very red. It did not even occur to him to repeat that

what he had done had been nothing; he did not exactly remember how
he had happened to be on his knees.

The girl before him, standing there very composedly in her chic

tailleur, at first seemed unwilling to help him out. On seeing his dis-

comfiture, a roguishness had crept into her eyes. Finally, however,

she came to his rescue.

"You might have fallen in, you know," she said; and her voice

matched her eyes.

"I almost wish I had," he answered, feeling more sure of himself

now that he was standing; for he could look down on her—she was no

taller than his shoulder.

The little boy, she told him, was her brother. There was no end to

his recklessness, it seemed ; she was sure that not even Lloyd's of London

would care to underwrite his ship. The youngster—Jean, his sister

called him—with his boat clasped tightly to his breast, was busy absorb-

ing the glory of Rupert's uniform.

"I shall wear one too some day," looking at his sister defiantly,

as if expecting possible objection.
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From that day Rupert went out alone; and though he did not even

admit it to himself, his feet inevitably took him, sooner or later during

his walk, to the little square. He quarreled with himself and persistently

denied any motive to the impulse that led him day after day in the

same direction.

He had known, of course, a good many girls. He had learned to say

meaningless things in a low tone, and to make conversation over a

tea-cup. But the girl aux yeux bleus had hardly seemed the sort one

could confidently say meaningless things to—she would be too apt to

laugh at you.

Three days he crossed the little square without seeing Jean or his

sister. Like a schoolboy in love he would not even acknowledge that he

wanted to find her there. When he did, one glorious afternoon, he did

not know what to do. It was little Jean who, seeing his friend standing

at one corner of the square, rushed up to him and began to tug at his hand.

Rupert, looking up, saw the girl sitting on the stone edge of the pond.

She smiled, and he walked over, thankful that Jean's pulling him by the

hand served as a pretext.

That time she asked him to visit her. She and Jean lived with an

aunt—for their mother was dead, and their father in France at this

time—in the diplomatic service.

Rupert began to see a good deal of Annette. They went frequently

to the opera; on many afternoons they walked in the park, or rode

together. It did not take him long to discover that he was hopelessly

in love. Hopelessly—or so it seemed to him; for she would begin to

laugh so soon as he became at all serious. She did not want to fall in

love, she told him. Nor was this coquetry; she was wholly sincere.

One evening (they had just heard La Traviata) he told her he knew
that she was much too good for him. It had an unlooked-for effect. She

took him by the shoulders and shook him—actually shook him. He had
felt inclined to laugh until she said, with a stamp of her foot and a last

shake-

—

"If ever you say that again I shall hate you, hate you!"

He had never seen her angry before, and he could not but observe

that, with her face flushed and her eyes bright with anger, she was more
beautiful than ever. He had not so much as touched her hand in the

three months that they had known each other; nothing would have

happened now if her eyes had not suddenly softened again. It had not

been a question of thinking; as if some other self had compelled him
he took her in his arms—harshly, roughly; probably hurting her. She,

a bit frightened, had tried to push him off and then—with a little sob

—

had reached her hands around his neck She had not wanted to fall in

love, she had said; forgetting that choice had little to do with it.
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He was to find that her love was greater than his. The first letter

from his father concerning his engagement merely irritated him. "You
must see that the whole thing is impossible," it read. It went on to speak

of his duty, his career. The difference in rank should be enough to dis-

suade him from marrying this girl. Noblesse oblige—The phrase was
disgusting in its triteness, offensive for the smug aptness with which it

applied itself to his case.

There were many such letters. They alone would not have suc-

ceeded in dissuading him from marrying Annette; but Edzard, his

best friend, had begun to point out to him that their marriage would

certainly be incongruous. (Only later had Rupert found out that his

father had influenced Edzard.) The bonds of friendship had lent their

weight to his arguments. Rupert began to waver, to grow doubtful.

Finally he agreed to conform to his father's views. This submission did

not occur without a struggle. There were nights when he lay tossing

about on his bed, deciding to ask Annette to marry him at once; to rush

away with him to where no letters could reach them.

He had not said a word to her to make her think that anything was
amiss; so that, when he told her—they were sitting in the public park,

watching the sun disappear behind the treetops—she thought at first

he might be joking. Until she saw the agony in his face . . . Then,

slowly, there had crept into her eyes a look of incredulity, of fear, of

pride—but not of anger. She had risen—suddenly—without a word.

She laid her hand on his shoulder in a wistfully caressing gesture, her

eyes not on him, (he had sunk his head in his hands), and walked away.

He, realizing that nothing more could be said, had fought down a mad
impulse to run after her. It was perhaps better so.

That the memory of Annette would stay with him, would cling to him

so relentlessly, was something he had not foreseen. To forget her he had

immediately left Maritzstadt; and had gone to those places where he

thought his mind would be most easily distracted. He was successful;

but only so long as he was surrounded by friends and had not too much
time to think for himself. Once alone, however, he was as badly off as

before. No doubt the knowledge that he lacked a certain amount of

courage, that he had not been entirely fair with Annette, accounted partly

for the persistence with which his thoughts returned to her. But it was

not entirely a matter of conscience. He now knew that he had been

even more in love with her than he had supposed.

Still in the attempt to forget, he had come here, in the French Jura,

taking with him only one servant. He had registered at a small inn

under the name of Timmer. And now, at last, he believed that he had
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found the means of climbing out from his mental purgatory—he had

found another woman. He was in love with her; he was quite sure of it.

Had he not seen her almost every day during the last month? And there

could be no question this time of rank or station in life—she came from

a noble family.
* * * * *

The Baroness von Falk, known to her more intimate friends as Tetje,

had similarly found it expedient to go en villegiature, if for other reasons

than had motivated Rupert. Certain events, she knew from experi-

ence, had best be given time to blow over. And yet, perhaps through

force of habit, perhaps because she thought it sinful to pass up even one

opportunity, she had made up her mind to add to her conquests the tall

young man who was standing beside her, so intently examining the

window of the village curio-shop. Rupert's concentration was not so

profound, however, that the gleam of a white glove as it fluttered to the

ground could not disturb it. The rest, in the hands of the experienced

Tetje, was simplicity itself. Inside of three short weeks she felt reason-

ably certain that Rupert might be considered as an additional pearl to a

necklace already complete—a necklace, however, not strung on silver

wire, as one might expect; but suspended on a strand of elastic which,

if not quite so elegant, was nevertheless endowed with this virtue—that

it adapted itself to almost illimitable extension.

Still, the affair must not be carried too far, she felt. Rupert—what
was his last name?—ah, yes, Timmer—Rupert Timmer. She had no

quarrel with the first name; but Timmer—Good Lord! A very common
name; and yet the young man had very much the appearance and man-
ners of a gentleman. He must be told, however, that the time had come
to end what was a mere summer-flirtation; and with that purpose she

had given him rendezvous in their usual place of meeting—a clearing

in the woods that one reached by climbing a winding bridle-path.

She had not planned the manner of breaking the young man's heart

;

she was sure of her ability to extemporize. Like Napoleon she was
accustomed to "arrive and then to see."

Rupert was there before her, as she had expected. He held the

bridle while she dismounted, slowly and portentously, as befitted the

calamity that was so soon to descend upon his head. Apparently the

effect was wasted, however, for he caught her in his arms before her foot

reached the ground. Carrying her to where the trunk of a fallen tree

made a convenient seat, he set her down, bowed in mock seriousness,

and took a seat next to her. She had a far-away look in her eyes, for she

was planning now, planning the best way to pink her man. The thrust

must be deadly; yet without undue bloodshed, and therefore nicely

executed.
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After a moment she turned her head to look at him. What was he

saying? Marriage? She rose quickly, pride and indignation written

plainly on her pretty face. For a full minute her tongue whipped and

slashed the presumptuous young fool at her feet. She, a baroness, marry

with one of no station in life? She was playing her part with the con-

summate skill of a born actress; he sat there in dumb astonishment, his

lips a bit parted, and his eyes very round. And suddenly he began to

laugh. At first, it was a low chuckle, but soon it grew into an unmis-

takably hearty, solid laugh. What annoyed her so was the fact that he

did not seem to be laughing at her; this was no mere bravado—one would

have said that he had, only an instant before, seen the point of a joke

that had been played on him a long, long time ago. Even when she

struck him across the face with her riding-crop he could not put a stop

to that strange hilarity. The last sounds of it followed her as she drove

the spurs into her horse. By the time that she reached the bend in the

road, however, Rupert had once more grown serious and thoughtful.

There was something he must decide, and he meant to decide it quickly.

One would have said that it did not take him long to make up his mind;

for he got on his feet with a bound, an eagerness in his face that had not

been there for many a day. He made no use of the stirrup to mount in

the saddle; and his horse, already frightened by the action of the last

minute, hardly needed the prick of his master's spur to make him start

forward at full speed.

Arrived at the inn, Rupert left the animal to the care of a groom,

and forced himself to climb the stairs leading to his suite with no more

than ordinary haste. He had to knock twice before he heard his servant

getting out of a chair, and shuffling across the room. Hardly giving the

old man the chance of opening the door fully, he took him by the arm
and told him to pack the trunks immediately.

"I hope, your highness, that nothing has happened?"

"Confound you, Fransl How many times must I tell you that while

we are here I am just plain Mr. Timmerl Ah, true; I had forgotten.

It does not matter now."

"Shall you go directly to the capital, your hi
"

Rupert paused a moment in his task of stuffing shirts and cravats

into a valise.

"To where?" He crammed a suit of pyjamas into the bag and

stood up straight. "Yes, Frans; to the capital. Certainly, to the capital

—by way of Maritzstadt."

Rene Bla.nc-R.oos.
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Though I've spent some time in college,

I'm afraid my worldly knowledge

Is as small as on the day that I was born.

I'm not tempted by a smoke

Or a pornographic joke—
To tell the truth, I've never even sworn

.

Somehow I get the jitters

When I'm offered gin and bitters;

My proclivity has never stooped so low.

I believe I must admit

Fellows aren't impressed a bit

By the wonderful intelligence I show.

I can discourse on the Bible

And I'm far too often liable

To quote poetry with very little reason.

My talk's not worthless gabble

Like the style of James Branch Cabell,

And I never murder words like Jimmy Gleason.

I've been told by all my proctors

And by moralistic doctors

That I've lived a model life at Haverford;

But when I'm on a date

(It is needless to relate)

The young lady is continually bored.

I may be quite pedantic,

But Ifust can'tfeel romantic

When we're gliding 'neath the moon in a canoe;

I'm afraid if she should mention

That we violate convention

I would probably not know fust what to do.

I have always felt pathetic

When accounted too aesthetic,

And I'm going to change my style of life at last.

I will pawn my golden key

For a long neglected spree

And so become a fellow with a past.

David L. Wilson.
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Agrippa

CORNELIUS AGRIPPA was born at Cologne In 1486 of a fine old

family. His life was wretched, his death wretched. In his time

knowledge was scarce: those who cultivated letters were thought

irreligious; those who observed the phenomena of Nature were heretics;

and any who was familiar with the deductive sciences was surely a

sorcerer. Agrippa was all of these; Agrippa was anathema.

It is the consolation of fools to revile the learned. Agrippa was
learned, and for that he was scorned; he was wise, and for that he was

suspected. The ill-sounding stories of the invidious aroused the mis-

trust of the simple and thereafter Agrippa wandered hastily through

Europe but his reputation always sped before him.

The most damaging tale was one concerning his practices while he

was a professor at the University of Louvain. Agrippa was officially a

lecturer of chemistry and medicine, but his students knew him to be a

magician and many of them came to him privately for instruction in

that field. Here was a profitable source of income and Agrippa eagerly

embraced it. He was not ignorant of his precarious position; he saw
clearly that if he took many scholars of sorcery, he could not hope to

keep the proceedings sub rosa. However, he was certain that even though

the matters were generally known, he was in no danger so long as his

proteges came to no harm. To prevent that, applicants for advanced

study in the occult sciences were examined with great care : to gain access

to the library-laboratory of the great man one must be healthy, not too

adventurous, and able to keep a secret. Englishmen most often satis-

fied requirements. For this picked group of students, Agrippa planned

the work thus: too much for any to fall into mischief through idle curi-

osity, yet not enough for any to gain mastery of the subject. The
Academy Agrippa prospered.

It was on one of those deceiving days when everything is going well

that Jose Patrin first approached Agrippa and spoke softly of private

studies in "science". Jose had none of the qualifications: he might

have been healthy but he probably was not. He was a Romantic—his

eyes bespoke that—and was interested in magic only because it seemed

to promise larks and adventures. Finally, he was rich and had no greedy

incentive to keep secrets. Indeed, you could trust him with nothing but

a dull secret for that he would forget. Jose had none of the qualifications

but he did have charm. Even that would not have got him by, had not

Agrippa been prosperity-rash. Jose talked eagerly and charmingly and

Agrippa smiled and said, "We shall see," in a way that meant "Yes."

Shortly Jose was conducted to a private room and great, mouldy
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books were set before him and he was bade, "Read and Study!" These

were deep books and dry and such as would discourage all but sincere,

intelligent scholars—so thought Agrippa, but he counted not on Imagina-

tion. Jose read but did not study; he read and thrilled. The printed

page supplied him a steed of fact and on it he went galloping off to weird

encounters with Hecate and to ghastly scenes du Sabbat. Agrippa listen-

ing outside the door heard ecstatic gurgles, astonished whistles, pounding

fists, and stamping feet; mistaking these for the manifestations of a piti-

ful struggle between an inferior mind and the obscurities of science, he

smiled and said, "Here is a young colt who will this day give up the

study and bother me no longer." Agrippa worked quietly among his

powders, and the noises within grew more frequent and more wild. Sud-

denly they stopped and were heard no more. Again Agrippa smiled

and said, "Now is it over; let him sleep a few hours and then shall I

wake him and send him home."

When he thought the young man had rested enough to remove his

fatigue, but not enough to restore his confidence, Agrippa opened the

door and was not surprised to see Jose stretched out on the floor in an

attitude of exhaustion; he was astonished to notice how little the boy

had read. Only a few pages of one of the volumes were turned back, but

Agrippa merely muttered, "unusually stupid" and sighed at the disorder

of the study-closet. First he tidied up the room, and then he bent over

the reclining body and looked with scorn at this young booby. He looked

again and gasped, "No breathing!"

Midnight was tolling when Agrippa made this discovery; for hours

he worked anxiously trying to revive the boy. Stuffing powders up his

nose, injecting fluids into his veins, inspiring his own breath into the boy's

mouth—all of these were vain; Jose was dead.

Shortly before dawn, Agrippa lighted an alcohol lamp and kneeling

before it, he called on the powers of Hell to aid him. With oaths and

conjurations he bade Alastor appear. Out of the blue alcohol flame rolled

the crimson spirit Alastor. Agrippa showed him the body of Jose and

commanded him to enter it. Alastor poured himself into the gaping

mouth. Straightway the corpse of Jose Patrin rose slowly and stood

before Agrippa. The sorcerer approached, opened the eyes, closed the

mouth, and pushed the head forward so that the chin rested upon the

chest. Then he buttoned fast the gown and set the cap far down upon
the brow, commanding, "Alastor, I bid thee stay with this body for

seven days and seven nights. Walk it through the streets of Louvain.

Speak not, observe not, and above all rest not. At dawn of the eighth

day leave the body upon the doorstep of its father. Fare thee well!"

So saying, he opened the door and led the way to the street. When he

had seen the corpse off, he returned to his chamber and made his own
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preparations. Day was just breaking as Agrippa left Louvain, never to

return.

His flight was noted and so were the mysterious actions of Jose

Patrin. The villagers wondered to see the young man in cap and gown
striding about, chin on chest, and eyes ever staring upon the ground before

him. But he was a scholar, and scholars might be as eccentric as they

pleased so long as no harm came of it. Moreover, no one was interested

enough to follow the man and see that the walking continued from

morn till night and from night till morn. So it was not until later that

Louvain knew that the solitary figure had walked for seven days and

seven nights through the town, resting never, speaking never, nor ever

raising its eyes. When on the eighth day the corpse was found chez

Patrin, Agrippa was in Italy. Then scores of Louvainians came to M.
Patrin and told him what they knew of his son's seven-day walk. From
the combined stories the truth was known, and then did M. Patrin tear

his hair and shriek, "But why did you not question him?" Every time

came the answer, "I greeted him. Monsieur, but he would not answer,

so thinking him in a study not to be disturbed, I went my way." It

was not difficult to connect Agrippa with the crime; blasphemous were

the curses heaped upon his head and bloody the threats.

Though Louvain never had the pleasure of crucifying Agrippa, the

story spread and furnished taunts to the gaminry of Europe. Some said

that a devil had strangled Jose as he read, others that Agrippa himself

had done the deed. It was useless for the outcast to say that the boy's

heart was weaker than his imagination, and so the sorcerer walked

—

was kicked—over the face of Europe until he died at Grenoble.

The manner of his death kept alive the scandal of his life. He had

been accompanied in his vagabondage by a faithful dog that never left

his side. Even the fidelity of a dog, which in other men is counted an

indication of some kind of virtue, was a subject of gossip, for it was

said that the dog was an attendant evil spirit which made possible its

master's sorceries. Well, then, as the old man lay dying and the dog

lay sleeping by the bed, a group of priests entered the chamber to per-

suade or threaten Agrippa into repentance. (His soul had become

famous for its blackness, and at every sickness he was besieged by priests.

They may possibly have thought that who should save Agrippa's soul

would need no further recommendation in Heaven.) While they were

now pleading, now reviling, Agrippa bolted up into a sitting position,

seized the dog by the neck and staring into his eyes, screamed, "Get

thee gone, wretched beast, thou hast caused my ruin!" The priests

reported that the dog ran mutely out of the house and straight for a

near-by stream. Arrived at the bank, he plunged in and was not seen

again. When the holy men returned their glances to the bed, Agrippa

was dead. Charles Frank.
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Editorial

WITH this issue the Haverfordian enters on its fifty-second year

of publication. Though financially threadbare, we are humbly
grateful to the student body for having been spared so far this

year the necessity of justifying our continued existence or of fighting

the perennial suggestion that the magazine be made over into a kind of

campus joke-book and alumni miscellany. Indeed, we are comforted

by the thought that the Haverfordian, having weathered the vagaries

of half a century of constructive criticism from the college at large and

of zigzag policies of variously-minded editors, has now become so tough

and horny that nothing the present Board does can seriously jeopardize

its future.

No college institution, however, can flourish without the support of

the lower-classmen. We wish to call to the attention of Freshmen
interested in contributing to the Haverfordian that, after the resigna-

tion of the senior members of the Board at Midyears, the two members
of their class who have shown the most talent—no matter how little

—

will be elected Associate Editors. Assistant Business and Advertising

Managers, on the other hand, are welcomed at any time and in unlimited

numbers as long as the depression lasts. We might remind the Fresh-

man Class that in two and one-half short years the Haverfordian—
and for that matter every other college activity—will be their responsi-

bility.

We hope that our readers will approve of the change in format. Our
Art Editors leafed through a whole bookcase full of bound Haver-
fordians and combined the best features of past issues together with

ideas of their own into the magazine you now hold in your hand. The
result is : a larger page size, a lighter type, and a new cover design which

will be printed on uniform grey cover-paper throughout the year.
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A SEA YARN
Mutiny on the Bounty—Charles Nordhoff and James Norman Hall:

There have been many epics of the sea : Jloby Dick, Tom Cringle's Log,

the Cruise of the Cachelot and many others, but there is no story so

packed with sheer salty romance as the tale of H. M. S. Bounty.

Norman Hall and Charles Nordhoff have collaborated in a thoroughly

satisfactory retelling of this famous story. Adventurers both, they are

ably fitted to recapture the intense drama of the Bounty's famous cruise.

Since the war, when as members of the Escadrille Lafayette they wrote

their names high on the records of that splendid corps, they have lived

on in high adventure in the South Seas, the scene of this story.

Nothing of the truth has been sacrificed in the present yarn. The
authors have gone to the source for their material. The Public Records

Office was ransacked, and musty files disclosed the necessary evidence.

Interestingly enough. Dr. Leslie Hotson was instrumental in the col-

lection of data required by the authors.

In their novel, Roger Byam, midshipman in the Bounty, lives again

through the mutiny. We learn of his long residence in Tahiti, how he

there found love, only to lose all that he held dear, how he was snatched

from his earthly paradise to be conveyed home to England in chains,

tried by court martial and sentenced to death by hanging.

Here is no musty yarn of dry historical fact, but a vivid, glowing,

pulse-quickening story in which one feels the very sunlight of the tropics,

the soft seductive winds from palm-fringed atolls and the beat of the

surf on the reefs.

From the security of an armchair one is transported to the heaving

deck of a storm-tossed ship to hear the thunder of canvas and creak of

cordage, to feel the driven spray and the surge of mighty seas. The
vivid agony of thirst and sun in an open boat when men go mad under

the pitiless sky, and the hopelessness of a blank horizon stirs something

deep and elemental as one reads. The stark brutality of the drama
Roger Byam lived holds the reader entranced and the book is not easily

laid aside until the last chapter is told.

From a purely critical point of view it is a great pity that in prepar-

ing the manuscript, an expert on nautical terminology did not read the

proof, for there are errors which will grate on one reared in the tradition
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of the sea. The title should be Mutiny "in" the Bounty, for one is never

"on" a ship. "Aft" is used for "abaft", and nautical sensibilities will

be deeply injured to read that "Captain Courtney and his lieutenants

stood on the 'weather' quarter deck" when the ship was at anchor and

lay to the wind.

Such phraseology as this appears: "Foresail and mainsail there! all

ready?" —"Aye, aye, sir!"
—"Let go sheets and tacks!" —"All

clear, sir!"
—"Clew garnets, up with the clews!" Properly revised

this should read: "Man the for and main clew garnets and bunt lines!"

"Let go the tacks and sheets!" "Clew up!"

However, such technical errors do not detract from the enjoyment to

be derived from the story and it is hard to imagine that a reader who
thrills to high romance will not feel well repaid as he reluctantly finishes

the book.

Atlantic Monthly Press, $2.50.

—E. S. McCawley.

MR. YEATS-BROWN REPEATS HIMSELF

M*YEATS-BROWN'S new book Bloody Years sustains the high

standard of The Lives of a Bengal Lancer only in part. The first

one hundred pages of the book is a colorful and exotic presenta-

tion of the political intrigue, the race hatreds and the great turmoil of

revolution, massacre and assassination which took place in Turkey
during the seven years preceding the War. Indeed the sub-title A Decade

of Plot and Counter-plot by the Golden Horn is well applicable to this first

part of the book. The story begins with an interesting portrait of Abdul
Hamid II in his palace Yildiz Kiosk in Constantinople. The Sultan's

political intrigues, his system of spies, and the brief account of con-

temporary bloody massacres make interesting reading. Also the descrip-

tions of the Sultan's private life are well done,—his chair "carefully

insulated lest it be struck by lightning," his two thousand waistcoats

and trunkful of neckties, and his practice of carrying about with him
loaded revolvers as a protection against assassination and occasionally

shooting some innocent person by mistake.

The story then proceeds to the bloody uprisings of the Young Turks

and the deposition of the Sultan with the adoption of a constitution.

The Young Turks, however, seem to have bitten off more than they

could chew for their rule was followed by the terrible massacres of the

Balkan Wars. This impersonal historic account of the years leading up
to the war ends with a detailed and vivid description of the assassination

of the Archduke and Duchess of Austria.
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So far so good. It is here that Yeats-Brown himself enters the story

as an observer in the Royal Flying Corps, and it is here that the seemingly

endless accounts of capture, long periods of languishing in prison, escape,

recapture, and begin. Indeed the remaining two-thirds of the booh is

nothing but two chapters from The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, filled in with

details and stretched out ad infinitum. Of this material Mr. Yeats-

Brown said the following in his previous book:

The truth about the next twenty-four months it would not

be in my power to write, even if I wished to do so. And I do
not wish. Prisoners see war without its glamour. The courage

and comradeship of battle is not for them. They meet cruel men,

and their own fibre coarsens. A chronicle of these wasted and

miserable hours, of dirt and drunkenness, of savagery and stu-

pidity, would not only be dull, but remote from my subject.

I shall record only two incidents therefore: to write more
would be useless, to write less would be . . .

I am forced to agree with the author on the dullness and uselessness

of this chronicle and it seems to me regrettable that he felt it necessary to

change his mind on the subject. Several critics seem to have overlooked

the fact that nearly all the material in the last two hundred pages of

Bloody Years is presented in a condensed and much more interesting and

lively form in twenty-four pages of The Lives of a Bengal Lancer. As
a matter of fact this is the third time that this material has been published

under a different title, the first being Caught by the Turks. Mr. Yeats-

Brown seems to be making too much of a not altogether good thing.

It is unfortunate that he could not have completed Bloody Years in the

colorful, semi-fictitious style in which he began it, for that is the part of

the book which is by far the more interesting and lively.

The Viking Press, $2.75.

J. H.

MISS CATHER'S NEIGHBORS
Obscure Destinies—Willa Cather: In Obscure Destinies Willa Cather

tells what people live for: the Bohemian Rosicky on his western farm,

Old Mrs. Harris who moved with her daughter's family from Tennessee,

Trueman and Dillon whose friendship made their community beautiful.

These fives lose their dinginess under Miss Cather's realistic, yet mellow

touch. In a short evening's reading one feels the stability and purpose in

the lives of people who at a slighter acquaintance seem the substance of
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a barren Main Street. Neighbour Rosicky lived through London, New
York, and through lean farming years. He and his wife "had been at

one accord not to hurry through life, not to be always skimping and

saving." That creed and a kindliness is his merit. Old Mrs. Harris

surrounded with noisy grandchildren drudges at the housework that her

daughter may keep up appearances, that she may live differently from

her poor white trash neighbours. The Rosens, who could read French

and German and had whole shelves of "thick, dumpy little volumes

bound in old leather", thought Grandmother Harris was wasting her

life on these lazy children of hers. Mrs. Rosen, from a wider experience

than the townsfolk, could understand Mrs. Harris; she gave her a shawl,

and tidbits; she helped send the flighty young Virginia to college. Mrs.

Harris appreciated her neighbour, but Mrs. Rosen must not know how
hard her bed was, now her feet ached, how few things she had that were

her very own.

Miss Cather's pages contain many fine passages such as this describ-

ing Mr. Rosen: "He stood looking down at her through his kind remote

smile,—a smile in his eyes, that seemed to come up through layers and

layers of something—gentle doubts, kindly reservations." Although

there is abundant charm in these stories, they lack the power which

characterizes her earlier novels. A looseness of plot is, however, more
attractive in these shorter stories than in the longer Shadows on the

Rock, her 1931 novel.

Alfred A. Knopf, $3.00.

—J. L. B.

UNDERSTANDING THE SOUTH
Peter Ashley, Dubose Heyward: Peter Ashley was the product of an

aristocracy which, in one place and in two centuries of time, had made a

world. "
. . . For St. Johns, for South Carolina, they had created a

life that was completely satisfactory, that had beauty, harmony, dignity,

continuity." Peter was compact of these things, and of belief in them.

But also within him was the spark which made him "different": an intel-

ligence which accepted nothing and doubted especially the things he

held most dear. Fostered by his thoughtful uncle, fuelled by education

in Europe, the spark flamed into dreadful doubt when Peter returned

from abroad to the Charleston of 1860 and saw it through the eyes of an

alien, as if for the first time. He saw that beauty, dignity, continuity,

all the things that his forbears and his friends held dear, were built upon
an ethically intolerable system of social injustice and oppression. That
all the best things in Southern life were reserved for a class whose only
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claim to them was that it was specially fitted to enjoy them. Yet,

though he saw these things, he could not hate the system, nor the class

which produced it, for he was of both, and so were all the people and
things that he loved. And so, unable to ignore his scruples but longing

to be convinced that they were false, he wavered between intelligence

and illusion, until love and history intervened. He fell in love with a

girl of his own class—one who was not troubled by his scruples; he fought

a duel for her, and thus proved to himself that intellect had not robbed

him of courage. Fort Sumter was fired upon, with Peter in the midst

of the prophetic pageantry of the event. Love and war exercised their

combined spell; his aristocratic tendencies triumphed. Fulfilling the

worn prophecy of his class that "blood will tell", he sank with relief into

the illusion that South Carolina in general and St. John's parish in par-

ticular were the best earth had to offer.

The book ends here, but this is not all. Stamped upon the reader is

the tremendous fact that in the next four years of civil war the world for

which Peter has given up his individual integrity will be swept away. If

he should happen to survive the fighting and return, he would find only

a ghost of that world:—the bitter tradition which still hovers over

the Charleston of Heyward's modern novels, Porgy and Mamba's
Daughters. Here is a tremendous and wonderfully handled con-

trast. Peter feels that in clinging to his opinions he is isolating himself

from reality; in giving them up, he would return from the nightmare of

doubt to the stable, solid world. Yet the reader, knowing history, real-

izes that that world will be gone within the space of half a decade. Never-

theless, one can understand Peter's feeling. So skillfully has Heyward
recreated the secessionist Charleston of seventy years ago, so successfully

has he breathed life into his characters that it is difficult to believe it

could pass in so short a time.

Leaving his studies of the modern negro in Charleston, Dubose Hey-

ward has gone backward to analyze the sources of the traditions which

bind the negro still. This analysis, presented through the eyes of an

intelligent and sensitive youth, will represent, to those who already

know Mr. Heyward's work, another step in his progress toward outstand-

ing achievement. To others, it should be a winning introduction to an

author who, with Ellen Glasgow, Isa Glenn, and Julia Peterkin, is one

of the few who can adequately convey his understanding of the South to

the rest of the world.

Farrar and Rlnehart, $2.50.

—R. E. G.
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On Waking In Mid Night

A mind is one to itself,

Harmonious blend of its products,

Free of compulsion from the outside world,

Free to dwell on the inner,

Able to thinkfrom no chance urge,

Able to think alone,

Able to delve in the back-pressed realm of self:

When all is still save the boom-boom

Drone of silence.

Then is reality present;

Then truth is imping d by the sharp lance of thought,

Like a bright, mounted moth in a case

With other moths.

There is one on the wall;

Shall I stick him?

He is gone,—and I sleep.

M. Kaye.
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On Cigarettes

WE OFTEN hear generalizations made about this and that age in

history. In the eighteenth century people knew the art of con-

versation. The last days of the Stuarts in England were terribly

licentious; I've heard Mother say, "You know everybody was having

illegitimate children then. Mercy! Hundreds of 'em." As William

Clissold in an H. G. Wells novel spends a chapter showing, the Middle

Ages were a time of wildness and bestial disorganization. When we say

we thank the Lord we're not living in the first century or so of the Chris-

tian era, we all have about the same idea in our heads about the bloody

Roman Empire. The Elizabethans were a "nest of singing birds". The
turn of the century here in America, before the automobile and the mad
pace of machine civilization, is sometimes looked back on as "the

time of peace wherein we trusted." The Mauve Decade with pink trying

to be purple. The Mid-Victorian age when everybody was so hipped on

religion. And so on. Such generalizations get to be mainstays of our

historical thinking although they usually are slipshod and narrow for

smiling wistfully on a particular fair quality or shuddering at a favorite

vice. They can't help being off balance when those ages are so dead

and gone. Our epigrams of today should be more reasoned. But they

are frequently mere sideswipes at the bad modern age, too flippant,

prosaic, or simmering with maiden-aunt displeasure to be taken with less

than a teaspoonful of salt. Remarks like "Well, we're living in the

electrical age, you know," or "I tell you, people are sex-crazy nowadays,"

or "These days everybody is so busy trying to get somewhere that

nobody knows where he is," don't go more than skin deep, because we
have all been turning these thoughts over in our minds before anybody
pronounces them. I have a notion that a good "characterization of the

age" may be something right under the public nose, perhaps hanging

from the public lip. How about cigarettes?

Heavens, they're everywhere. In every abundant cigar store of

this land, where owners realize that not Arcadian simplicity, but good,

lush, Babbitt display, is the thing, you will find in the windows crammed
full of pipes that won't bite, and tobacco pouches that are as clever as

Open Sesame, the constant, inextinguishable presence of the reigning

favorites, Luckies, Camels, Chesterfields, and Old Golds. There may be
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delicious looking "Factory Throw-outs" at two for a nickel, wrapped

fatly in cellophane and ranged like Onward Christian Soldiers in exotic,

long boxes. Or there may be any pipe in the window (regular price $1.50)

with six cans of unblessed tobacco (value $.60) and enough pipe cleaners

to get in the way ($.25 value) all for $1.25 (saving $1.10). Or even a nice

unhandy cigarette rolling machine or a combination cigarette case and

lighter, or a guard to put over your pipe so you can smoke it in the wind

(for there are people dull enough to buy them). But the picture needs a

serious background to keep on the main street, and there it is: Luckies,

Camels, Chesterfields and Old Golds.

I don't suggest there is any imminent significance in those names
themselves. They are just necessary adjuncts to something more impor-

tant; like Lutheran, Catholic, Congregational, and Shouting Baptist.

In both cases these brands have been on the market for a good while,

they and their kind, and if they should fade out, I'm sure a great surging

Principle would bring back a substitute.

We are in a time of great transition, there's no doubt. Whether it's

to something, I'm not sure. But I know it's jrom something—perhaps

"the time of peace wherein we trusted", or "pure religion breathing

household laws," if there was such a condition prevalent in America.

Anyway, in this change there is restlessness, a kind of wholesale sophisti-

cation, and an urge to be efficient and superficial. I think nothing re-

flects it better than our appetite for cigarettes.

They've got us, lots of us, and we don't mind the bondage. For

it isn't as if we had a pall of dope hunger hanging over us, niggardly

of satisfaction, relentless, and ugly. We can light cigarettes as enjoyably

while prancing down the pike with squared shoulders, as we can when
humped over a midnight desk and Schopenhauer. For it is not only

the venom in the practice, but the practice itself that flatters us onward

in our modern life. Along the street we don't know which feels better

—

the warm punch in the lungs, or the combinations of nerve-toying

sensations, that give something to hide us from the clamor and monotony

of the automobiles. We like the shimmering smoke that keeps hurrying

from the end of the cigarette into the air, where it is whizzed into oblivion

by a passing car. We snap the ashes into the street, fitting return for

the carbon monoxide we have to breathe from it. At the desk, an
understanding of Schopenhauer enjoys being taken with drags from a

cigarette, with clouds of smoke hanging around the study lamp. And
especially when we gloat over a passage that fairly writhes with

pessimism

:

"Thus, as if fate would add derision to the misery of our

existence, our life must contain all the woes of tragedy, and yet
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we cannot even assert the dignity of tragic characters, but in the

broad detail of life must inevitably be the foolish characters of a

comedy."

At such moments, we don't care if our fingers get a bit yellow. It gives

us an evil satisfaction.

In another spirit, they offer us moments of genuine celluloid bliss,

these cigarettes. They let us sidestep the hounding essentials of a day's

effort for a few minutes, by giving an air of business to a casual stroll

into a friend's room. They escort our remarks about Greta Garbo, gang-

sters, birth control, war, liquor, and narcissus bulbs. Or they calm us

down for a little while when we're sitting in a rocking chair not doing a

thing, when we ought to be grinding away at a thesis. They color the

slight pause after breakfast. They do these things particularly well

because they are hot, quick, and brief. They don't encourage an extended

sprawl, for as we tamp them out, we know we'd better get up and get to

work again.

They are almost a part of certain modern employments. A reporter

with his hat on the back of his head, spouting freshly caught news over

the phone, will do it more than likely with spouts of smoke accompanying

the words. A garage mechanic holds a cigarette between his compressed

lips while under a pilloried automobile he darts from joint to joint with

his grease gun, finishing up a rush lubricating job. Every jolting delivery

truck or taxi, or huge double van with hissing air brakes, has its driver's

elbow resting at the window and a cigarette burning near. With a cig-

arette, an interne suppresses last misgivings when he examines a cadavar.

Waiting, hanging around, pausing, poising oneself—these all reek

of cigarettes. How often will a man's chiffonier (or a girl's for that

matter, if she has no qualms) have a line of black scars along its edge,

representing nervous tyings of ties, or powderings of cheeks. Commuters
smoke countless cigarettes wherever trains are waited for. Pool room
slouchers lean and smoke. Hundreds of cigarettes may be found where

gangsters waited for their man. If you're going to help out a poor fellow

who hasn't had work for a long time, you'll perhaps buy him a package of

cigarettes first of all. Hotel ash trays yield immense harvests in the

basement rubbish barrels.

The superficial aspect of cigarettes is the easiest to talk about, for

we see through it easiest. Watch that social housewife hustle around

before she has the girls in for bridge in the afternoon, setting the card

tables with doggy little ash trays and fresh packages of cigarettes, then

going after cards and bridge scores. All the girls smoke, you know.

Watch the cigarette holocaust at a great football game. See it in the

colloidal solution of high school fraternity brothers, where cardboard
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comradeship beats with a cardboard heart. William Clissold speaks of

those little spidery insects. Water Boatmen, that skim around on the

surface of the stream. As he says, there will be Water Boatmen till the

stream dries up. And if insects smoked, I think Water Boatmen would

smoke cigarettes.

There's no end to them. The War, we understand, brought on the

huge increase in their use. In the trenches men lived on them, and

whiskey. And perhaps these feverish times are a late peace-time echo of

the rumblings of war. For few places are quiet any more. One Sunday
in Montana I climbed a mountain where the country was wild and

appetizing and full of profound suggestions. But I had to roll me some

Bull Durham, very dogged and snappish, when I heard a locomotive

whistle from a far-away gulch, where it is true, there was a railroad.

Somebody walks into the room, slapping his chest. "Hey, you got

any cigarettes?" If I have any tailor-made ones, they will be in my little

silvery, silk-lined box. I dote on the box; it is so like a Lilliputian

sepulcher, and white cigarettes—coffin nails—so often remind me of dead

bodies. "You're darn right. Here." Scratch. Flame. Glowing cig-

arette end and friend's brow furrowed as he puffs. "Thanks." Drag.

Head tilted back and a cloud of smoke whirring out. "Boy!" Now he

can think about what he was really coming to see me for: "Say, did you
go to English this morning?"

"I say, Brother, do you have a fag?" my sister will often ask. Usually

controlled and sophisticated, she acquires a wealth of ingenuousness

when encumbered with a lighted cigarette. And so with lots of girls,

especially old girls, old married girls, who have taken up the habit late

and hold their cigarettes like little China dolls.

"By God I better have another cigarette before I go any further,"

says the little man in the water main ditch, tunnelling under a street

crossing toward me. He crawls out backwards and rolls some Golden

Grain, lights up, peers around on the level of the asphalt and climbs in

his little hole again, puffing vigorously.

"Hey Bud gimme a drag on that, will yuh?" a newsboy asks me
hoarsely, late on a Saturday afternoon after the matinee, when I had lit a

cigarette mechanically, bleary-eyed following the sudden change from the

dark theater to the glaring pavement, where street cars were grinding

by. I give him the cigarette thankfully.

A smartly dressed woman calls on my cousin. She laughs, talks,

smiles, and her eyes shine as if she were interested in the chatter. Every

five minutes, it seemed, her purse is snapped open and out comes a package

of Camels to add some more smoke to the room.

The boys on the locating party smoke cigarettes while the transit

man moves on to a new set-up. A business man lights a cigarette while
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waiting for the rest of the foursome to tee off. The drunk in the next

cell in the little jail in Yankton, bums my last cigarette from me and

smokes hungrily. The bus driver hops out at a "comfort stop" and

lights a cigarette at once. A drunken sailor lights one from the butt

of another. A youth in a tuxedo feels naked without a cigarette in his

hand. A swimming party comes in after the first dip and fumbles around

for packages of cigarettes in bathrobes lying on the shore. The foreign

minister in conference smokes cigarettes furiously. The travelling

salesman sits down at a hotel desk to make out a day's report, and fights

a cigarette even before he opens his brief case. Smoke rolls from the end

of the cigarette the draughtsman has just set on the edge of the draught-

ing table as he leans over his contour map. Coffee saucers not yet cleared

from a booth in a crowded cafeteria have twisted cigarette butts black-

ening their edges.

Oh beyond a doubt they are coffin nails. But as the scaffolding

of our age goes up, we workmen find they are handy to use—they drive

easier than ordinary stalwart nails, and though the Boss says we'd better

cut it out, they ain't permanent, and don't hold so well, we keep on

using them. Anyway the Boss has so much on his mind that he appears

not to care a great deal.

We are like Pecos Bill, Paul Bunyan's Texas cousin, who used to

smoke two cigarettes at once, so he could always have one in his mouth.

I have a notion, too, that Mr. Benet wouldn't be shocked if, at the end

of John Brown's Body, the modern man said "It is here," with a ciga-

rette in his mouth.

My father smoked cigars, carefully and lovingly, like a good member
of "the time of peace wherein we trusted." I interlude most of my
waking hours with wheatstraw papers and nice, dry, raspy Bull Durham,
for whose notorious habit of going out, I stole ten thousand matches from

the Yellowstone Park Hotel Co. Only occasionally, when I feel mellow,

do I like a pipe, a good borrowed pipe with a thick cake in it, and as for

cigars—they, like granchildren, are waiting for me in riper years.

But leaving you with Our Age, I could go one lurid step further.

Notice that man over there in the third pew—the man with the lines in

his forehead? When he says "Give us this day our daily bread," I bet

he's muttering under his breath: "And a package of butts."

Oliver F. Eglesion.
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Revelation

Thai night I found you when first we walked

The mountain road beneath the moon and talked

Of many things.

By that rugged old stile in the moonlight

We looked down on the lake studded with bright

Stars borrowedfrom heaven.

In each other s eyes we glanced,

Then quickly turned away, entranced

Tofind something there

Too sweet to bear

Undiluted.

We laughed together;

Your hand touched mine, whether

By chance or choice I didn't know
Until you pressed

And I guessed

It was choice.

Of my dreams I told,

(How lofty and bold!)

Like no man's you knew. In truth

The soul oj a youth

Laid bare, showing blue

Through the night's own blue.

Then softly you cried because

You loved. I cried within, and paused,

Bewildered grown,

Because I had not known

That woman s love strikes deep.

A year swept on;

Twelve moons had come and gone,

And six more fadedfrom their peaks, jaded

By the grossness

Of a world still meaningless.

Vague doubts began to crowd

You then when I kissed you,

And never dreamed aloud.
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You loved me still,

And of warm kisses I had my fill,

But in your mind
Those doubts entwined.

Fear grew till you knew

I loved your lips more than you.

Your heart I possessed

But I never guessed

How profusely it bled

For the love that hadfled.

Then sudden I caught in your eyes, all smothered,

The glint oj an aching heart kept covered.

The light oj truth burst in my brain with a sound

Like the sad crash oj little eggs tossed to the ground

From a tree

Rocking in the wind.

I understood then,

And breathed a sigh oj reliej:

Now in accord with your own beliej

That love goes on in spite oj love.

The old stile should be here,

And the stars above, to peer

At the lake below,

So we could stand in silence by

And want to cry,

But laugh—sol

M. Kaye.
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Agitators

IN THESE days of hardship one hears a great deal about the necessity

of a change in our social and political system. "Things can't go on
the way they are; some fundamental change must be made," is a

phrase heard wherever one turns. Prophets and agitators are in their

element.

Every intelligent person must admit the desirability of a small

group of agitators in every well-balanced society. As Socrates said of

himself, they are the gadflies that awaken us to thought. They are a

wholesome influence. To understand them and countenance them we
must realize that of necessity the essence of their nature is a high-minded

intolerance. Their very calling is to be intolerant of existing conditions.

They paint us pictures of Utopia, and are hasty and impatient with us

for not immediately espousing their cause. Overweening intensity and

enthusiasm of purpose are their chief weapons in combating the general

apathy which exists around them. This is all as it should be.

The normal young student, sympathetic with the righteousness of

their cause, but startled and distressed at the vigorous manner in

which they prosecute it, is often confused and bewildered by it all.

These agitators want us all to be agitators. They would like the mil-

lennium to set in with in the fortnight, and at these propositions the

common sense of our young man justly revolts. The daily business of

the world must go on, and honest men are needed to carry it on. The
great majority of our nation is made up of simple, unassuming people,

who day by day perform their small tasks with single-mindedness and

dignity of purpose. For five thousand years civilized man has been

advancing gradually and slowly, and each day sees an infinitesimal

advance.

Let us take courage then, we who sympathize with agitators, but

feel that our calling is to live the lives of normal people. The agitator

can twist his soul into a perfect frenzy of torture over the ultimate goals

for which we are striving; but our duty is simply to take the next small

step toward that goal. Our salvation is a perfect patience born of faith

in the ultimate value of each small deed done in a spirit of good will.

Our task is to listen with gracious tolerance to the theorizing of the

agitator, and then go out and patiently follow our calling, striving in

little things gradually to lay the foundation for a better day.

Henry G. Russell.
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Noonday Quiet in The Alps

A Translation from the Italian of Antonio Fogazzaro

In white fleece asleep lies the sky;

The winds in weariness sigh,

And into silence die:

The leaden lake lies pale

Midst the wood and meadowed vale:

The whispers of silence prevail:

The Alps huge o'er the sleeping plain

With slow calm survey their domain

And with the silence reign.

The distant sheep bells I hear

So faintly that they appear

To bring the silence near;

This hushed repose leaves free

My heart to think of thee

Who distant thinks of me.

F. P. Jones.

Strange House

The red plush chairs are mournful.

There is only silence here,

A silence that is scornful

And will not have you near.

The carpets lie, resenting

The treading of your feet.

The closets are inventing

The ghosts that you must meet.
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Was it alone to me
Revealed, that I might see?

Alone to me—to my untutored eye,

Among the tens and hundreds passing by?

For the great gates oj heaven

Were opened wide,

And all the men and women at my side

Were crossing in and out.

Each woman passing me
All heavy burdened, seemed to be

An angel, with dark shadowy wings,

A halo faint

Around her head:

Each beggarman a saint.

Anonymous.

Forever

Out I went. As I left the place

A wet wind came and caressed my face.

A cool wet wind, and it whispered to me:

"Where are the stars that you used to see

As you left this house? Where the quick heart-beat

And the brightened eye that the wind used to greet?"

And then the wind whispered—as well it might:
"My friend, you have lost your youth tonight."

R. E. Griffith.
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New Books

FIGMENT

Farewell, Miss Julie Logan, Barrie's first story in many years, is a gem.

One has a weakness for Barrie, always suspecting there is something not

quite reasonable in enjoying his sentimental society. There is in this

story of a young Scotch divine, a delicacy and a charm which will arouse

enthusiasm. Adam Yestreen is snow-locked in his parish. His loneli-

ness is relieved only by the sight of his neighbour's window blind wagging

him a good-night on the other side of the frozen glen. And then appears

Miss Julie Logan, a Stranger, one of the glen's own creation. The love

affair is irresistibly attractive, and it ends whimsically, for, perhaps there

never was a Miss Julie Logan. Many years later, and comfortably

married, Adam himself has a large doubt concerning the reality of Miss

Julie. The story is taken from Adam's diary which he prepared for the

English summer visitors. Of them he writes "on the Sabbath there were

always some of them in kirk where they were very kindly at the plate but

lazy at turning up the chapters." This is a book all Barrie lovers will

appreciate. Its Scotch flavor is remarkable; and the very many Scotch

words give a sense of other-worldliness to the tale; they keep the whole

spirit in a world of fancy.

Scribners, $1.00.

—J. L. B.

HUMAN AND GOLDFISH

TO CATCH a man, an ordinary man, at his best and at his worst, in

the humdrum of his existence, and to write a readable story about

that elusive person, is what Christopher Morley has done in

Human Being. Yet, why read of the ordinary, when there are impor-

tant personages like Pershing, and Byrd, who can titillate our fancy?

Only because our Human Being is far more fascinating. He is all of us

and each of us,—and Morley has been entertainingly successful in his

reproduction. Against the background of a New York treated with

some affection, Richard Roe lived his life of salesman, husband, business

man and clandestine lover. A little world, from Pekinese to Office Girl,

revolved about him. The traces of this Richard Roe were hidden in the

minds and fancies of all his friends, and when Hubbard, under the

guidance of Morley, seeks them out, he has uncovered a host of interest-

ing people. We hear of the peccadilloes of the office force, and the family,
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of publishers, book convention delegates, and salesgirls/ in Detroit.

Schedules of wee railroads listed in the manner of Homer's Catalogue

of Ships, and romantic names of our American towns are echoed with the

same relish Milton felt when he sounded out "Mombaza, and Quiloa,

and Melind, and Sofala, to the realm of Congo." There is a vivid enjoyment

of this modern world, and the reader shares it completely. But a Morley
book could not be, if it lacked certain touches ofwhich this is a sample, "Lu-

cille was quietly basking in the tub . . . with just a faint granular sensation

where some of the lavender crystals had not completely melted." The
other book is The Goldfish Under The Ice, a book for youngsters, all about

a dog, a Go-To-Sleep-As-Soon-As-You-Get-To-Bed Club, and the fish

in Gissing Pond. A tendency towards realism in children's books! It

is a pleasant yarn, and full of children's indescribables.

Doubleday, Doran, $2.50, $1.00.

—J. L. B.

UNSAVORY ADVENTURES
RICHARD HALLIBURTON has another book—the fourth. It is

difficult to imagine what one can find in this sort of thing. There

is the same condescending appreciation of the world we have seen

in the other books. It is well that all adventurers do not show the lack

of scruple so egotistically exhibited in The Royal Road To Romance—

I

refer to the photographs of Gibraltar—and repeated to a degree (I do not

know to what degree for I cannot finish the book) in The Flying Carpet.

There is the customary delight in playing nasty tricks on the unsuspecting,

and therefore unretaliating. This extends to his marriage of a deluded

woman's cat which had been trained in the most Christian of atmos-

pheres to the filthiest alley cat he could find; but he paid somebody else

to find it. The photographs show the author's aeroplane all too many
times,—and the best photograph in the book, a beautiful sunset on

Galilee, is not his own.

Bobbs Merrill, $3.75.

—J. L. B.

DIANA STAIR
Diana Stair reveals the radical trend of thought in the 1840's, and

gives a vivid picture of an active woman's pursuance of liberal ideals.

Diana is not quite a creature of the past ; she seems a modern, exercising

modern privileges. She has been removed from the 1930's to give life to
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the 1840's radical views. Diana needed freedom to love and think, and

act as she chose; she got that freedom. The idealists who served loyally

their cause were brushed aside by her charm, and the cause all but ruined.

Her self-effacing husband could satisfy her only when his efforts succeeded

in freeing her from severe dangers, and then only until other lovers ap-

peared. A poetess, she had a frigid Boston at her feet. As the chief

figure in a fugitive slave trial she became a symbol of the Northern point

of view. There is a fascinating combination of persistency and whim in

her character; she smokes a hookah, is a mill-worker, school teacher,

Abolitionist speaker, and what not. Floyd Dell has illuminated an inter-

esting woman. The contrasts between the conservative tendencies of the

day have been built up with an enlivening recklessness. What is of real

value in this novel is the illustration of the phases of liberal thought as it

broke out in Socialist communities, in literary clubs, in strike organiza-

tions, and in Abolitionism. A misdirected and stumbling business in its

beginnings, this Socialism of the few has taken real form and direction to

become what a modern world is learning to regard with respect.

Farrar c3 Rinehari, $2.50.

—J. L. B.

CONQUEST BY FAITH

The Burning Bush, Sigrid Undset: Paul Selmer had tasted the bitter

wine of agnosticism and now felt the need for faith. What could he

reasonably believe? Nothing, really. Nothing which could satisfy his

spiritual hunger, which could give him the peace he sought. Driven

by that need, he made his choice of something in which he could have faith

though he did not believe it. Entering the Catholic church, he did not

immediately find the peace he had longed for. First there was the task

of changing his whole attitude towards other people, of realizing that they

had souls as well as he. Theoretically, he recognized that Bjorg did have

a soul. But he went on treating his wife like the child she seemed—until

the final break came. Even after that he failed to realize that he was at

least partially to blame for what had happened. There his new-found

faith helped him. He forgave—what had been as much his fault as

Bjorg's. Still there lay before him an even harder struggle with his old

self. Paul was not immoral, but he was amoral. What was, in reality, a

perfectly innocent relationship took on the outward look of something

far different. Stark tragedy had to come before Paul could be guided

into the completely social path. When the book is finished we are sure

he is on it.
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So much for the framework of the story. It is in its telling that the

excellence of the book is impressed upon the reader. The background

of serene Scandinavian beauty is painted in a manner that assures us of

the author's love for it. It is painted richly and vividly. Similarly the

minutiae of temperament in the rather large number of completely

drawn characters convey a most vivid impression to the reader and argue

a deep understanding in the author.

Several scenes, especially that in which Paul's daughter Sunlife feels

herself ready to die as a sacrifice for the reconciliation of her parents, are

of the essence of tragedy. The book is a living thing, and it is a fine

experience in a certain kind of spiritual and intellectual exaltation to read

it. The work of translation is simply and beautifully done.

Knopf, $2.50.

—C. W. H.

LANCES DOWN
RICHARD BOLESLAVSKI, whose The Way of the Lancer painted

with clear realism the mutiny in the Russian Army and the

chaotic period of the Provisional Government, has gone on in

Lances Down to tell of the "ten days that shook the world."

Returning to Moscow after the fiasco of the mutiny the author finds

the city bitterly changed since before the war. Fighting has not yet

broken out between the Whites and Reds, but an ominous atmosphere

pervades the town. Driven by an obscure necessity Boleslavski reports

to the Moscow Art Theatre, where his work lay before the war, and with

its petty politics manages for a time to drive away thought from his

mind.

With the coming of the bloody ten days of October, 1917, he realizes

suddenly that he can no longer submerge his thought-processes. He is

conscious of a clash in his own mind; Whites and Reds are fighting,

and as a soldier he is urged to fight too; urged by his allegiance to an ideal

of aristocracy that was more than a religion to him in his cadet days to

join the Whites, urged by his sense of justice to join the Reds. And the

clash of obligations is rendered no less severe because he recognizes the

fact that, decide as he will, he will never be able to force himself to fight

any more on either side. He wanders through Moscow possessed by this

problem, recording the appalling ferocity and cruelty of the warfare

between White and Red with a callous apathy that is the direct result of

his engrossing neurasthenia.

As in his previous book Boleslavski would cast a drunken scene in

broken sentences calculated to impress the reader much as the scene
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impressed him, so he has written Lances Down in a manner as inchoate

and undefined as was the mental state it depicts. Whether such an effect

is intentional seems doubtful. One is conscious of the trend of the book

only after one has read it, much as one realizes the direction of a train

of mental states only some time after it has reached its conclusion.

The book definitely ends with the solution of its problem, the sequence of

events is well-chosen, but on the other hand there is much apparently

unrelated material, and at times the continuity of the volume gives way
to the creation of particular effects. To encourage such faults merely

for the sake of realism seems to suggest an improbable and useless degree

of subtlety.

Bobbs Merrill, $3.50.

—J. A. C.

THE SENSUOUS WORLD PROCLAIM

AFORMER Haverfordian reviewer once said of Rosamond
Lehmann's second book that "it should be counted a capital

offense that such a novel as this be written". Somehow, Miss

Lehmann has survived this veiled threat to write Invitation to the Waltz,

perhaps encouraged by the enthusiastic praise of Huge Walpole, Alfred

Noyes, Ellen Glasgow, and Christopher Morley, two of whom proclaim

her the most promising English novelist now living. Invitation to the Waltz

sustains the "promise" of Dusty Answer and A Note in Music. All three

books stand on the same artistic level. Perhaps the reason the author

goes no farther in this novel is that it is impossible for anyone to approach

perfection more closely than she has already.

The novel is the story of the week before Olivia Curtis' first ball and

of the ball itself. Olivia lives in an obscure English village with father,

mother, and sister, among vague relatives and inhabitants all of whom
are cut off from the stronger currents of life. Her own existence is bound

up with that of the village, but she and her sister Kate know that there is

another life, and that this first ball is the key to it. Olivia moves through

the week with heightening excitement, choosing her dress, comparing her-

self to her beautiful and assured sister, wondering, wondering whether

the ball will miraculously transform her from near-plainness to beauty.

What will her escort be like (he turns out to be an impossible divinity

student), what must she say to people, what are young men really like,

will this ball be her only chance for happiness? In her suspense, there is

only one thing she is sure of. What will happen, whatever it turns out

to be, will mark forever the end of childhood. Secret crying over David

Copperfield, delightful Monsieur Berton's quiet and thrilling praise of her
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French, even the depth of the intimacy between her and her sister, will

all have passed into memory.

The ball arrives and goes, long and dream-like, a series of unconnected

events instead of the steady happiness or shame which she had hoped

and feared. She was neither a belle nor a wall-flower. If anyone in the

gathering had picked her out for special observation, he would have seen

an ordinarily attractive girl with the usual number of partners, enjoying

herself moderately. But the ball is seen through Olivia's own eyes, not

impersonally, and shown through this refined glass her experiences are

as rich as any pageant in life. She is an ordinary girl on the surface, but

like so many people who are without surface distinction, she sees all

happenings with more than ordinary intensity, and takes from their

final meaning. Though she almost falls into the clutches of an ancient

satyr, though a youth whom she had idolized since childhood is so fuddled

by drink that he forgets their dance, the ball is not spoiled by these things,

any more than it is made successful by the strange chance meeting with

the most sought-after man there, the beginning of a quiet friendship.

After all, what the ball really introduces her to is life. Beneath the

surface ache for beauty and popularity, her heart's desire is experience

—

all kinds. This is her religion, this her prayer: "Some time or other I

must think it all out, read some helpful books, really worry about it

. . . Oh, but it can't be helped! It'll all come right. Because, of course,

I do believe ... I believe—I believe in everything . . . sun, moon,

stars, in seasons, trees, flowers—people, music, life . . . yes, in life.

She was shaken with excitement, took a deep breath ..."
This, perhaps, is Miss Lehmann's greatest gift, her power to show

what people without talents and without the gift of instantly charming

other human beings feel. Seemingly without the help of art, but with

some inward light of her own, she illumines every corner of their experi-

ences, puts them in perspective, and presents them as something rich

and lovely—an intense sensuous beauty so sublimated that it seems

almost intangible, a thing of fire. She achieves this by long descriptions

of sight and sound, for which, as usual, a separate word must be said.

They produce the exquisite agony to which descriptive poetry gives

rise, and they are unsurpassed in my experience of English prose. But

then, the same can be said of any facet of literary art on which Miss

Lehmann has so far chosen to spend her time.

Henry Holt, $2.00.

—R E. G.
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Cinema

Borne along on the customary Hollywood tide of sex and slush

conies Jflaedchen in Uniform, a German film which is so unusual that it

beggars description and baffles analysis. It is obviously the product of

one strongly marked individuality, that of the director, Leontine Sagan.

In the German manner, Miss Sagan has impressed her personality on

every foot of the film; actors, scenarist, even the play itself, have all

been molded by her interpretation and revision. This unity of treatment

has resulted in a film which stamps its creator as the greatest of all film

directors.

The film marks no new cinematic era, and flashes no brilliant technical

achievements. Indeed its technique is quite conventional. But Miss

Sagan's obvious inexperience with cinematic methods only makes her

achievement more remarkable. It shows that the quality of her film is

not due to the chance effects which so often elevate mediocre directors

to fame. Nor is it due to any outstanding quality in the play itself.

Maedchen in Unijorm has a good enough central idea, but would be

ordinary without the twist which Miss Sagan has given it. The climax,

indeed, could not be achieved in any other medium than the cinema.

Nor, one suspects, by any artist with a lesser comprehension of the

intricacies of feminine character than this director.

As for the plot, after one has said that it concerns the coming of a

sensitive girl to a pre-war Prussian boarding school and the disaster which

her rebellion against discipline causes, the rest must necessarily be

silence. Cinematic criticism has as yet evolved no descriptive terms

which can adequately depict the emotional intensity, the intellectual

power, which give the picture its hold on the sympathies of every spec-

tator. The thoughts which Miss Sagan's picture of the feminine soul

arouse he too deep for glib expression.

Maedchen in Unijorm comes to the Chestnut Street Opera House
December 5 for an indefinite engagement. Pass up Strange Interlude if

you must, miss Kameradschajt, Blondie oj the Follies, and even Horse-

feathers, but if you don't see Maedchen in Unijorm you will never be able

to talk about the cinema.

—R. E. G.
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Americans in France

or

What's the Use?

WE WERE sitting on the terrasse of the Caf6 de la Paix, some
friends and I, talking of one thing and another, when a group

of seven girls and two elderly ladies wound its way through the

maze of chairs and tables, and sat down before us. In one minute they

had discovered that we spoke English, for three of them turned round

at the same time and in unison exclaimed in tones of rapture, "Oh, are

you Americans!" The two chaperones merely gave us that benevolent

look of possession peculiar to the eyes of the superannuated school-

mistress in Paris when they light on the person of some young com-

patriot. Inevitably the talk drifted into the usual channel—a con-

sideration of installation of more American

bathrooms, electric refrigerators, and other

appurtenances to advanced civilization, in this

backward country of the Gauls.

The girl directly in front—a sweet young

thing, Smith College, I think—turned to me and

asked if I had been to the Folies-Bergere. I

confessed my sin and then, "Oh, weren't you

horribly disappointed?" I didn't know what I

was going.to answer, and so I began, "Well ..." but apparently hers

had been an oratorical question, for she cut me off by remarking, with

a sigh, "It wasn't at all as naugh—ty as I had expected." Before she

caught her next breath I slipped in and asked her just what she had

expected. She blushed, I think.

Rising from the infra-ridiculous to the ultra-

sublime, she next admitted that Napoleon's

Tomb also had aided materially in disillusioning

her. By this time I had grown stubborn; I had

not even the courtesy to say, "Really?"

The group broke up after that. They were

going to Harry's Bar, they told us. One felt so ~

peaceful and at home there after the chill

atmosphere of the French city. I put my tongue

in my cheek at that "French" city, for who is not aware that Paris

during the summer months is quite devoid of the French element. The
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Parisian is more than willing to surrender his beloved precincts to the

hordes of Americans, Englishmen, Austrians, and Germans that periodi-

cally descend on them. Yes, I hear you scoffing,

"Well, they're glad enough to have them and to

rob them of their money."

Every American in France has the furtive

certainty that millions of dark eyes are boring

through the fabric of his knickerbockers to his

purse or wallet in his hip-pocket. No matter

what fare a taxi-driver may charge (it is always

less than a third of what you would pay in New
York or Philadelphia) he is met by an expression of, "No use pulling

any tricks on me" plainly depicted on the face of his indignant passenger.

Yes, every A. in F. wears his coat of suspicion, proof against the attacks

of a corrupt nation.

When in doubt I have ever made it a point to make inquiries from

one of my family (my family is French, but they do have a species of

intelligence somewhat akin—only as the mist resembles the rain, of

course—to our own sagaciousness and perspicacity) in order to arrive at

a fair arbitration of any question of which I have already heard the

American side. In this instance I laid before one of my relations—an

uncle—this question of wholesale robbery.

He pointed out to me that perhaps vous autres Americains had badly

educated the poor French during the period when the franc-note served

as a popular wallpaper-pattern. Some years ago, said he, a cabby

would be jubilant over a tip of twenty-five centimes. Along came your

countrymen who did not hesitate to bestow five or ten-franc notes as a

pourboire. Why not? What was, or is—even now—the value of five

francs in your own money? Pretty soon, a native was forced to give as

much (and he had no dollars to convert into francs at the American

Express) or suffer the humiliation of finding his copper and nickel thrust

back into his hand by a supercilious taxi-driver.

My uncle grew rather heated over his expo-

sition, but I could excuse that. I, who had been

brought up in both France and the United

States, understood perfectly the impossibility of

his acquiring that great serenity and unruffled

bearing that distinguish the American wherever

he goes.

Shall I decide who is right? Would I put

my foot in a bear-trap? But I remember
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the last few years.

something of Kipling's that runs

:

"If he play, being young and unskillful,

lor shekels of silver and gold,

Take his money, my son, praising Allah.

The Kid was ordained to be sold.

"

* * *

I spent about five weeks at Cannes, Nice,

and Monte Carlo. Of the three, the first-named

is doubtlessly the most elegant, and perhaps the

only one that has not changed for the worse in

That part of the C6te d'Azur lying between Cannes

and Nice, however, is dotted with small—what shall I say?—settlements

that bear a close resemblance to our own shore resorts—a veritable

"playground of the world". Indeed, here people formerly played for

large stakes; but there has been a depression (la crise), and so, although

it makes their hearts bleed, the Casino's croupiers must rest content

with raking in insignificant one-franc coins in place of the thousand-

franc notes that constituted their former prey. That prototype and most

famous of all the world's gambling-dens, the casino at Monte Carlo, is

ready to turn itself into a museum or to sell out to the highest bidder.

It is said that a certain American, who by his losses at roulette alone

was wont to supply the Principality of Monaco with an income sufficient

to dispense with any form of taxation on its inhabitants, had some

tidings of ill report during the fall of 1929.

But if gambling has lost its old-time allurement, nevertheless this

part of the French Riviera remains the stamping-ground of both the

riff-raff and the select of the social world. At Juan-les-Pins there may
be seen, of an evening, famous actresses, former Russian princes, and

millionaires past or present, rubbing elbows with neatly-attired Chicago

gangsters. But Americans are in the majority, for here they may freely

indulge in those little pleasantries that back home would necessitate

"knowing the right people" to keep them out of jail. And there are no

fools like old fools. It would not be so bad were they to keep the children

home; but while the "old boys" and older girls

play, their offspring are allowed to roam about

as instinct and a quest for adventure may urge

them. And so it is an all-too-common sight to

see a half dozen or so boys and girls of prepara-

tory-school age in each of the night-clubs for

which Juan-les-Pins and Antibes are notorious.

The French call these cabarets des boites—boxes.

It is an appropriate name—and these youngsters.
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who can hardly be held responsible for lifting the lid, return to the

States with the firm conviction that they have lived.

The French, who are perhaps a bit ironical, have a saying to the

effect that the Statue of Liberty faces the wrong way. Be that as it

may, the actions of home-bound Americans do not form any concrete

protest against this epigrammatic statement. Every night, in that part

of the ship which has diplomatically been named the "Smoke-Room",
they may be found, en masse, enjoying their evanescent freedom, so-

called. "Morituri te salutamus."

At dinner-time I had the misfortune to find myself at a table with an

aged Irishman who delighted in repeatedly calling attention to the

scratch on his nose, obtained while kissing the Blarney stone; and with

a woman of perhaps fifty years—the sort of woman who has saved up
during the better part of her fife enough money to allow her one voyage

to the other side. Oh, was-she-glad-to-get-back-home! Perhaps you
know the sort.

While I passed her the salt, she ventured, "Aren't the French a dirty

race?" Well, I could fill a book with the thoughts that flashed through

my head during the next few moments. When finally my eyes returned

to their normal state and allowed me to see my surroundings in other

colors than those found in the longer wave-lengths of the spectrum, I

observed to her that although I was a naturalized American citizen,

fate had endowed me with a mother of Gallic extraction. She faltered

at that and explained: "Well, I mean they carry their loaves of bread

in the streets without any wrapper—it's so unsanitary . . . But I

had lost my appetite, and therefore I got up and walked off in quest of

the head-steward.

I felt the need of shaving shortly after that; having obtained the

necessary tools, I placed myself in front of the wide mirror, and lathered

up. Beside me stood a little mite of a man, who wielded a straight

razor with the assurance and dexterity of an Italian barber. I felt a

great admiration for him, for I am one of those who have tried and
failed. Between razor-strokes we talked about all manner of things. I

asked him how Paris had appealed to him. His razor made a more
rasping sound before he answered, "Oh! All right, all right." Next I

asked him which he called his home-city. Washington, he told me. I

said I had been in Washington some time ago. I declared it the most
attractive city in the United States. He turned toward me at that, and
exclaimed dramatically: "I think you may go further than that. Yes
sir. I think you may go further than that. I think it is the most beauti-

ful city in the world!" I was going to plead with him, but something in
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the poise of the weapon in his hand served to deter me. Once more I

faced the mirror, resolutely . . .

A little later I was strolling aft, fruitlessly essaying to stem the

blood that was trickling in a small stream down my cheek. Seeing a

friend, seated in her deckchair, I walked over and listlessly sank in the

seat beside her. She was the most sympathetic person I had met in

that ship—an artist. Her sketches of the French country-side are not

unknown in America. We sat in silence for a while, fascinated by the

pendulum-like rise and fall of the horizon, before I asked her whether

she had been pleased with her trip. (I did not then know that she made
a crossing at least once every two years.) Still looking out over the

water, instead of answering, she smiled an enigmatic smile—and sighed

as if she had stretched herself—I mean, mentally.

I went on to ask her opinion on French sanitation—carrying un-

wrapped loaves of bread in the street—that sort of thing. Finally I

asked whether she did not think Washington, D. C, a more beautiful city

than Paris. At last she turned her handsome face, and vouchsafed me a

look of incredulity and scorn. I hastened to point out to her the beauty

of those immaculately white, marble buildings, arranged in a definite

order one after another. Furthermore, could any one have the presump-

tion of drawing a comparison between the dirty-grey Louvre and the

new Post Office building? Could any person have the rashness to men-
tion in the same breath the drab Tomb of Napoleon and the spotless

Lincoln Memorial?

Her former look of scorn changed to one of pity. "Poor boy," she

said. "Poor boy. Washington as a city is still only pretty and trim;

it lacks the character needed to make it beautiful. Its wonderful white

has a complementary shade of green. It must get mellow—like ..."
I got up suddenly, and leaned out over the rail—I could not let her

see the joyful satisfaction in my face. Presently I raised my head.

Yes, it was a good world.

Rene Blanc-Koos.
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Seventeen

EVER since last June when he had graduated from high school,

he had felt the strain of their life, the constant pinching and scrap-

ing to make both ends meet, the long credit account at the store.

While he was at high school he had spent most of his time with his aunt in

the town, and he hadn't realized how bad things were on the farm.

These last few months especially things had been getting worse.

And he was just another mouth to feed, he wasn't necessary, his

father and brother could work the farm well enough without him, for

hadn't they been doing it for the last three years, since his brother grad-

uated from high school.

He untied the rope from the hay fork. It was a good strong piece,

and though it was longer than he needed, it would be a pity to cut it.

It would serve again after he had used it, and a rope cost money.

Then he climbed up the ladder into the mow, dragging the rope up

with him. As he was pulling it up the black and white cat jumped out

after it, clawed at the retreating end, and then rushed back under the

manger. She lived out here all the summer and winter too, and didn't

have to bother about anything except killing rats and having kittens.

He wondered vaguely what it would be like to have kittens; and then he

thought of Mary; she would be sorry—perhaps she would cry; he wished

he hadn't thought of her.

They said it was better if it broke your neck; and he remembered
discussing with Lang how they let condemned prisoners drop through a

trap door for forty feet, and how their heads came off sometimes. He
wouldn't like that to happen, but then he would only drop about six

feet. If he tied one end around that beam, and let the other end hang

down about two feet through the trap door, that ought to be enough, and

he wouldn't be able to touch the floor.

He tied a slip noose at one end of the rope, and left some slack so that

it wouldn't run through. He thought of his father pulling that end of

the rope, and letting the heavy, fragrant clover hay drop down inside the

mow. Then he walked to the edge of the trap and let the noose down
about two feet, and paying out the rope he walked back and tied the

other end round and round the beam. Then he pulled up the noose and

put it over his head and pulled it till it lay close around his neck.
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God . . . that was horrible. He sat down in the hay, suddenly

weak all over. His hands were shaking and his stomach felt very empty.

God . . . He sat still for a moment, trying not to think. Perhaps he

shouldn't do it after all; no, he had thought all that over enough times,

he wasn't going to go over it again. But he hadn't thought it was going to

be as horrible as this. He felt very frightened. What would it be like

afterward? There must be something; he couldn't just go out like a

candle flame. He thought of his father killing a kitten in the Spring;

there were too many cats around he had said; he had just picked it up
by its tail, mewling and kicking a little, and then had hit it on the back

of the neck with a stick, and blood had suddenly spurted from its nose,

and it had gone all limp ; they had buried it among the weeds behind the

barn. Oh well, that was only a kitten, and kittens didn't have souls.

No, it would be sort of warm and lazy, like those afternoons down by
the swimming hole, with a buzz of bees and flies all around ; and it would

be dreamy in the shade. Or it would be like being in bed just before

you went to sleep, with the sheets soft up around your chin, and all

drowsy. . . .

Outside he heard a sudden scream. It was his little sister. She

screamed again, startled and frightened. What was it? The black bull

must have broken out of the paddock. He had jumped up. She was
screaming now, a high, terror stricken scream, and he sickened as he
thought what might happen if he were not in time. He jumped down
into the open trap, and clambered down the ladder. And then suddenly

something took him by the throat and pulled him backwards off the lad-

der . . . the rope, oh God, why hadn't he remembered. He didn't

want to die now; and there were those terrifying screams ringing in his

ears. Oh he mustn't die now.

Oh please God let the rope break . . . dear Jesus I didn't mean
to do it . . . please, please let me go. His head was bursting and he

clutched frantically at the rope around his neck. Then a sudden shat-

tering light broke in his eyes. . . .

—Anonymous.
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Out of the Foc's'l

Rise and shine and grab a sock,

It's not quite light, justjour o'clock.

I don't mean one, I don't mean two,

I mean "you" , Red, and the whole damn crew.

"I" don't want you but the Old Man do.

THIS little ditty is punctuated by vigorous shakings and along

about "I mean you" you suddenly emerge from oblivion with a

startling suddenness. The quartermaster who is the reciter, grins

and moves on to the next bunk. Everywhere in the narrow foc's'l sleepy

men are rolling onto the edges of bunks, rubbing their eyes and slowly

pulling on jumpers and shoes, although it is really a quarter of seven and

not four o'clock at all. The steel bulkheads are throbbing in time with

the engines and the deck gently rises and falls. This is a morning of the

milder sort. Brawny-armed seamen whose shoulders are covered with

faded pink and blue tatooing begin to splash in the basins while Chico

the mess boy, a swarthy little Filipino, turns out the one-more-little-

nappers. His piping voice rises above the yawns and grumbled curses:

"Hey, Chico! Time to get up. Breakfast ready, drink um up quick."

After the invariable breakfast of fried eggs we lie around on the

locker-tops—the bunks have been triced up by now—and listen to the

members of the starboard watch. They were the ones who were turned

out at four o'clock to put over a buoy and the querulous voice of Shorty,

that prince of all gripers, is heard above the rest. "Yes by the Holy
Saints, four o'clock. What kind of a time is that to put over a buoy I'd

like to know? And do we get our time back? Hell no we don't get our

time back. Petee always says we'll get it back, but do we ever get it?

Damn right we don't get it. That's what kind of a lousy outfit this is.

And I tell you what I'm gonna do, I'm gonna see the man. I'm gonna ask

him whether we get our
—

"

"Coom up haer you lazy loafaers. Vot ta haell you tink dis is, a

hauliday? Got-tam pretty quvick I comm down daer and get you.

Coom up haer-r." It is the Scandinavian voice of the Bos'n. His blue

eyes under a dirty slouched officer's cap glare down the hatchway which

is entirely filled by a great chest and huge shoulders. Good old Bos'n.

The stubble on his rosy face is grisly, for he is sixty years old. But he

can still four-hand a boat-fall by himself, a job that takes two ordinary
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husky seamen. He is Swede, the Bos'n, one of those grand old Swedish

sailors you find in vessels in every sea the world over. He was in the

Coast Survey when they worked in sailing ships and once, so he told me
in a long yarn, he sailed in a Coast Survey schooner for New York to

Porto Rico. And this marvelous schooner under single-reefed lowers

beat the Porto Rico steamer by two whole days. Good old Bos'n! Even
in his most hard-boiled moments you can see a twinkle in his blue eyes

and if, when you are walking away with your squilgee after a gruff

command, you look around quickly, you may catch a grin where you left

a stony stare. And if you don't watch out he'll have you back aft trying

to pull in the waterline or hunting for red and green oil for the running

lights.

We file slowly on deck and begin breaking out tools. The job for the

day is chipping the putty to of the seams on the main deck,—a good job,

easy and peaceful. The only requirement is not to chip the edges off

the narrow teak planks that compose the deck. And so the morning

goes, with occasional words of broken conversation among the seamen

to the staccato tune of the chipping hammers. The ship lifts gently

along, sea and sky are blue, and the world is at peace. At ten o'clock the

word is passed to go below for coffee. At ten-fifteen back on the job,

tap tap tap, tap tap tap. When the weather is fine, when the work is

on deck, then a seaman's fife is happiest. Days of endless toil and nights

of dreamless sleep. At a quarter of twelve it is time to knock off. We
go below and soon Chico climbs carefully down the ladder, laden with

two steaming pails, crying, "Come and get eat, Chico. Come and get

eat." Chow is down.

After the noonday meal, lying on the deck in a pair of scivy pants

is the accepted procedure if it is sunny; while if you are a college boy on

vacation (ha) you perhaps play chess with the chief engineer, if he will

condescend. If he does condescend, look to your queen, for marine

engineers have scheming and calculating minds as I have learned to my
cost. This short half hour between twelve-thirty and one, is perhaps

the pleasantest time of the day. Everyone is drowsy and quiet. If the

ship is running with the wind, it is nice to he on the foc's'l head almost

on the bowsprit and watch occasional sharks and swordfish swim lazily by.

Along toward one o'clock the goo-goos begin ambling up on deck and

collect around the 'midships companionway. They have finished washing

the dishes and cleaning up after chow and come out of the foc's'ls and

galley for a little fresh air. Why they are called goo-goos, I never could

be sure, for after all they are onjy Filipinos. Some say because of their

round googly eyes which in some cases are exceedingly innocent and

childlike. Others say because of the incomprehensible pidgin-Spanish

which they habitually speak. "Goo-goo" is perhaps as close as the sea-
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men can get in epitomizing this strange tongue, so they call the speakers

goo-goos just as the Greeks called all those who couldn't speak Greek,

Barbarians, because their talk sounded like "ba-ba-ba." Many of these

Filipinos can speak only a little broken English. Tony Magbanua, or

Bag-a-manua as he was affectionately called, could speak only two

words of English. When you said something to him he would stare at

you malevolently for perhaps fifteen seconds and then say witheringly,

"Chrise sake."

But the most disconcerting thing about this race is not their language

but the thinness of the veneer of civilization that they have acquired.

There was the case of Johnne Dulza.

Johnne Dulza was about forty years old, short and fat, the flesh

hanging on him in folds so that his face and body were rectangu-

lar. Johnne was quiet and slow and very shy. When you spoke

to him he would smile and bob his head respectfully. Once when I was
working in the writers' office he came to the door, and after waiting

patiently till someone noticed him, said, "Mister Writer like some ice

cream?" On being assured that we most certainly would, he said timidly

"Where's other Mister Writer? He like some too?" When we told him
that all the Mister Writers would like some he smiled gratefully, bobbed

his head and ambled off down the deck for the ice cream which had been

left over from the officers' mess. Johnne was a good boy ; everyone liked

him. Then one Sunday night in port I came on board to find the men
conversing in quiet voices on the deck. What was the matter? Johnne

Dulza had stabbed one of the officers' stewards, Arriola by name.

"You mean Arriola stabbed Johnne," I said. "Johnne wouldn't hurt

a fly."

"No sir," was the reply. "Johnne stabbed Arriola. Punctured a lung

and they don't know whether he'll live or not. A couple of cops just

came down and got Johnne about an hour ago."

This was strange news. Later Chico told me the details and this

is how it happened. Johnne and Arriola were smoking and drinking at

some place along the water-front and Johnne at least, was more than half

drunk. When Arriola reproved him for flicking cigarette ashes on the

floor and said he was "not a gentleman", this was intolerable. Johnne

had been insulted and according to the "code of the islands" the only

course open to him was vengeance. So waiting until Arriola's back was
turned, he opened his large clasp knife, walked over to his victim, plunged

the knife into his back and ripped it downward. Then he walked calmly

away. He was avenged. "Johnne drink too much, see Chico?" said my
narrator eagerly. "He not himself. That iss bad."

It was bad, but Arriola recovered. He never testified against his

assailant, as it was against the code of this strange "brotherhood of the
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islands" to which they both belonged. He would wait and he is waiting

now, till Johnne gets out of jail. Then he will get his revenge.

At one o'clock we again turn to, and the work runs steadily on until

four. At four the day's work is over and the deck gang goes below where

the men lie in their bunks until supper, reading the assortment of western

and detective story magazines which they had acquired in port. Those

who can't read, of which there are a few, look at the pictures or talk and

smoke. After supper I come on deck, for there are the Bos'n, Alec the

chief quartermaster, Chips the carpenter, Sawdust the carpenter's mate
and a number of seamen smoking and spinning yarns. Just after supper

was the time when Alec used to show me some of his strange knots and

splices. I have often heard that you can't cut a rope in two and have

only one end, but Alec could tie a knot in a rope so that you could only

find one end ifyour life depended on it. He could even arrange it so that

you couldn't find either end if he wanted to. It was at this time, too, that

I learned the art of putting little square-rigged ships into narrow-necked

bottles, a very delicate process.

When the sun slowly dips down into the sea the men drift into the

foc's'l, one by one, and begin their evening's recreation. Chips, the

Bos'n, and two seamen play whist, at which they are expert. A few of

the seamen wash dungarees and white hats while others he in their bunks
and read. Some of the old salty dogs rig little ship models to sell when
they get into port. I take my ink and paper and head for the writers'

office where the chief writer engages in various professional, and I, in

various amateur literary activities.

I shall never forget one night after our evening's work was over

when we walked the deck for half an hour. The ship lay at anchor,

swaying ever so softly on the swell and the night was black as pitch.

Along the starboard deck were two dim electric bulbs which suffused the

narrow space with a soft yellow light. Beyond the rail was a wall of

blackness and from below came the lisping of the waves as the ship rose

and sank in the water.

"Red," said the chief when we had taken several turns, "do you
believe in spirits?"

"Not in the daytime, anyway," I answered.

"Well," he said, "My grandfather, that is my father's father, was
a sea captain, an old master of sails. He died a long time before I was
born, but I have had the feeling that that old man was watching over me."

I looked at him to be sure he wasn't joking.

"It was on a dark, foggy night in 1918 when I was a junior lieutenant

in the George Washington. The Washington was one of the largest convoy
ships in the War. Our route lay between New York and Havre, and often

on approaching the French coast we passed through fleets of little French
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fishing smacks, hauling in their nets or running from one fishing grounds

to another. On this particular night we were off the coast of France and

there was a dense fog. We didn't dare use the whistle for fear of lurking

submarines, and all the officers on watch were straining their eyes into

the fog ahead, looking for stray fishing boats that might cross our path.

I was standing alone on the starboard wing of the bridge, staring and

staring out into the blank grey night. We seemed to be the only ship

in the whole Atlantic Ocean and my thoughts wandered. Suddenly I

froze to attention. A hand tapped three times on my shoulder, and I

felt as surely as if I had seen it, an arm point off into the fog. I looked

and suddenly saw emerging from the mist, a tiny schooner sailing straight

across our bow. Before I could think, I heard myself shouting 'Hard

left!' and as in a dream I heard the helmsman's 'Hard left, sir.' We
swung off and I instinctively leaned over the rail to watch the little

ship pass far below, twenty feet from our side. There was only one man
on her deck, the man at the wheel, and he was all oblivious of his narrow

escape. Suddenly he looked up and saw the great bulk of the Washing-

ton towering almost over his head. At that instant, with his head thrown

back, he screamed, and that fearful scream I shall never forget as it died

away astern."

Slowly his eyes came back from their long stare into the night.

"That was my grandfather—I have alway felt it—and when I looked

up he was gone."

He was silent a moment as if meditating upon this strange experience.

Then he looked at me and said, "Call it intuition or anything you like,

that's what happened, just as I've told you."

In the darkness the story took on a strange credulity. I am sure he

was sincere. What happened to him may have been a some deep intui-

tion or perhaps a case of Dr. Jones' automatic hand. Or,—it may have

been the grandfather himself. Who knows?

When I once more enter the foc's'l to turn in for the night, the lights

are out, but some of the old sailors are lying in their bunks still spinning

yarns. Their voices come strangely out of the darkness.

"It was down below the fine that we boarded her. She was sailing

along as nice as you please." The voices grow indistinct. "Nary a man
. . . galley fires . . . written in log ..." One last word comes

sudden and clear, "spirits." Then all sinks into oblivion.

John Hazard.
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CARLYLE said the barrenest of all mortals is the sentimentalist.

His philosophy was often savagely practical. Sentimentality is

something I for one should be very miserable without. It is the

lubricant of those weak emotions of the "herd" whom Nietzsche despised

and whom I like. Although I have neglected to admit it till now, senti-

mentality has helped make my life bearable for many years. It began

in the most foolish possible whims, like keeping lists of my worthless

possessions, such as keys to lost padlocks, broken nail clippers, Thanks-

giving wishbones, a ruined Westclox watch, a split ukulele bridge, and a

delicate perfume bottle with ammonia in it. It enjoyed hours of mooning.

Later it make frank admissions in my diary. But, however it has ex-

pressed itself, I have always had a great stock of it, and always shall.

It is at once a common and a very personal article. While I enjoy

indulging in my own forms of it, I also am nauseated by seeing contrary

phases melting other people. It is old as the hills and yet in its tearful

way, it is forever pretending to be original and revolutionary and endur-

ing. When I left Montana seven years ago, I brought with me a strong

love for its mountains, and its romantic spirit. I also brought some

sentimentality which I thought was just as sincere, and which I was

sure would last just as long. Perhaps it would have, if I had never gone

back. A kind of posthumous veneration of the places where I used to

play cowboy, the cliffs I used to climb, the secret retreats that my friend

and I used to build—one by a cistern, and one in an old potato cellar,

—

this became a favorite state of mind. I used to dream about the very

sidewalk, vacant lots, and streets, which I felt I longed for as much as

the circle of hazy mountains around the Helena valley, the mysterious

and yet ordinary appearance of Mount Helena.

Therefore, I was as racked with sentimental delirium as a heroine

in a Gothic Romance, when, a year and a half ago, I got a telegram saying

that I had a job in Montana. I couldn't get out there fast enough.

Helena is a romantic town. Although it is only nine years older than

Ardmore, to me it is centuries older than Philadelphia. Early mining

cabins and ruined shafts in the older part of town, the far end of Last

Chance Gulch, as Helena was first called, seem blended into those

ragged mountains, which probably haven't changed since Columbus dis-

covered America. From the top of Mount Helena, this handful of little

buildings where twelve thousand people five, looks like a joke for the

capital of a state three times larger than Pennsylvania. From up there
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the spirit of the old days always hovers over the town, even if it isn't

apparent to the present golf-and-bridge-playing inhabitants. The
straggling houses and farms on the outskirts of town which were built

back in the days when Helena hoped to become the second Denver, are

pathetic beginnings of expansion in the great valley. Down in the town,

there are still left some of the big red brick mansions built by the pioneer-

ing citizens who "made their pile" in the early days and started lines of

Helena Aristocracy.

It was here that I was born and brought up, and, as I thought, treated

to sights that would become a permanent part of my life. My friend

who had been my constant companion in playing cowboy still lived there,

and I expected that seeing him would bring back everything beautifully.

And without doubt it was thrilling when I first went back there, and had

two or three days to see the longed-for sights, just as two or three pieces

of fudge taste good when I haven't had any for months.

If I hadn't been laid off, I might still think that those vacant lots,

the cistern and the potato cellar had great spiritual value. Just now, I

wish Mencken had used "sentimentality" instead of "woman" in his

sour epigram, "Woman is at once the serpent, the apple, and the belly-

ache."

During the eight or so months that my Montana job lasted, I had

several chances to visit Helena, go the sentimental rounds of favorite

streets, and once, to meet the boy who used to kill Indians with me in

our back yard. I half believe that if the old days hadn't so completely

died in him, with his comfortable chair and Saturday Evening Post,

that I would still worship relics. He was the first anti-climax. The other

one lasted four months, and mildewed the longer it lasted. Four months

is a long time for any anti-climax. It consisted of my staying with my
aunt and uncle, being helpful around the house, worrying about my lack

of a job, staying up till all hours of the night with an H. G. Wells novel

because I was too lazy to go to bed, and getting into such a dead state of

mind that the dear old vacant lots, and dear old alleys were no different

from the defunct miniature golf course by McCawley's Book Store.

One afternoon the comedy of this sitting around the house in the very

country I had been pining for so long, prompted me to burst outdoors

and hike five or ten miles back of Mount Helena that very day. I took

some bread and oranges, a flashlight and pistol, and a copyof the Readers'

Digest. Out of Helena's sight, finally, I saw the loveliness and mystery

of the darkening mountain slopes and yet felt too lonely for my previous

well-turned sentiments. When I had gone far enough, I built a fire,

toasted my bread, and burned articles about Andrew Mellon, male

athletes, and mouse deer as fast as I read them. I tried a few random
shots with my pistol against a nearby hillside for the fun of it. Most of
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the walk home was black, and too engaged with stumbling to be inspiring.

I shall never fail to love Helena, but the very soil of Mount Helena

is no longer hallowed, and those vacant lots are not holy gound. The
children who played on them twelve years ago had a good time, but they

were ordinary children. I have since cleaned the woodwork and waxed

the floor of the front room in my uncle's house where I had sat one night,

on my return to Helena and reminisced about the former Christmas

celebrations that had taken place there. Sentimental autopsies performed

on a potato cellar have banished that hypothetical spirit. Oh yes, and

while I was walking over behind Mount Helena that first day of March,

the Lindbergh baby was being kidnapped and killed.

Oliver F. Egleston.

Stormy Passage

UNCE I am a notoriously poor sailor, and the Irish sea is a noto-

riously rough body of water, my condition on disembarking at

Holyhead was truly pitiful. I somehow managed to climb on board
the Holyhead-London Express and sank down, prepared to resign myself
to the discomfitures of a tiresome train-ride. Instinctively I had chosen a

corner seat, preferable in view of the added fresh air and the supporting

window-sill. After a minute or two of waiting I began to wonder why no
one else had as yet invaded my compartment. Then it occurred to me
that we weren't to start for several minutes. I would gladly have re-

mained where I was, but a certain empty feeling brought me to the reali-

zation that I was sadly in need of a little nourishment. Placing my
suitcase carefully on the coveted seat, I left the train.

As everyone else seemed to have felt a similar pang, it was only after

considerable bustle and delay that I was able to obtain one of those
station ham sandwiches—hardly appetizing, but none the less welcome.
At this point the train showed definite signs of starting. Sandwich in

hand, I staggered to the platform and clambered aboard.
To all appearances I had mistaken the compartment since all the

places were occupied. But just one moment—there was my suitcase
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on the floor, and there in my own corner seat was a young lady, the very

picture of innocence. My first impulse was to give vent to my indigna-

tion but that spark of chivalry which persists in coming forth at such

moments and the inhospitable attitude of the rest of the compartment

to the inconvenience of an extra passenger deterred me from any outward

display of inward fulmination. There was no means of retreat so I

had to wedge myself between two corpulent and unsympathetic old

ladies. Such was my agitation, that I had even lost all relish for my
forlorn ham sandwich, which I had unconsciously crushed out of recog-

nition.

There they all sat, glaring at me as though I were a rash intruder.

If they only knew the truth! That slip of a woman over there, taking

my place—the cheek of it! Back home nobody would ever think of such

presumption. Why, in all the times I have taken the Long Island

trains I have nev

Here I was interrupted by the woman on my left who felt constrained

to tell the woman on my right the lurid details of her Junior's case of

tonsilitis. For a while my instinct of self-preservation rose uppermost as

I strove to keep from being crushed by this double-flank attack.

By the time they had finished re-extracting Junior's tonsils, I felt

even more justified in execrating that despicable young lady who sat there

so calmly. No wonder she hadn't turned this way. Surely she couldn't

help feeling the sting ofmy malignant glare. I had been told that English

women were retiring. Was this an example? I wondered if that is how
they get so many seats in Parliament? Talk about equal rights—over

here women seem to desire to be not only equal but superior! Why back

home

—

"Junior mustn't touch! Those glasses belong to the gentleman."

Back home they may talk about equality but they realize that it

doesn't work out so well in practice. Oh, so her imperial highness

has finally condescended to lift her gaze! I must admit she is quite

attractive-—but she doesn't know how to dress well. I remember Martha
said there wasn't a woman in this whole country knew how to wear

clothes.

Each time my anger showed signs of abating either the old ladies'

conversation or Junior's clever pranks would rekindle the flame. Imme-
diately the train stopped I arose eager to escape. As I stepped onto the

platform, the young lady reached out and touched my arm. I whirled

about fully expecting to hear the apology of a conscience-stricken soul.

Timidly she said:

"Say, could you tell me where is the nearest American Travelers'

Bureau?"

James Truex.
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Silas Does a Good Turn

WE WERE sitting around the old stove in the General Store of

Silas Deane talking about the scandal over in Evergreen Hills,

and Mrs. Nevers' new baby boy, when an auto pulled up in front

of the gas pump. Hank Kane yelled to old Silas that a customer was

waiting. Hank had difficulty in doing this for his mouth was filled with

cheese crackers.

Silas stopped dusting the cans behind the counter, fixed his glasses a

little higher on his long nose and shuffled to the door.

In a few minutes the door slammed twice and Silas was returning

with a stranger following.

"Daggone," Silas cackled, "but I fear I'll have to open the safe fer

to t' give y' some change. By gum, it's a-gettin' on to closing time and

I have nothing in m' change box." He went behind the counter to the

safe and began to twist the dial.

"Nice looking safe you have there." It was the stranger talking.

"Yes, siree, kinda like it myself, sir. Been in my family, man and boy,

fer sixty year. Yes, siree," Silas, with a little grunting and rumbling,

finally succeeded in dragging open the heavy steel door. A display of

dusty papers and money bags was clearly visible to the stranger.

"My, but you certainly have that filled, don't you?"

"Sure, sure, reckon as I have. Now, let m' see ..." Here he

opened one of his money bags and began counting. "One . . . two

. . . three . . . five . . . ten . . . twenty. ..." This all in

a tone almost to himself. When he had the necessary amount he returned

the money bag and was on the point of closing the door when the stranger

interrupted.

"Do you mind if I look closer? You see, my father used to make
safes and naturally I'm interested in anything connected with them."

"Why, that'll be jim-dandy," Silas replied. "By gum, come around

here and I'll show you the finest safe in all Dover County." Here he

turned to the boys seated by the stove. "Ain't that right boys?" No
one answered and Silas continued talking to the stranger.

"Yes sir, this is the best thing in town. Why, whenever people want
things put away, where do they take 'em? To the Bank? No sir, they

bring 'em right here to Silas Deane. That's what they do. They bring

'em right here." And he emphasized the last with a resounding whack
of his hand upon the top of the safe.

The stranger looked it over with an expert eye.

"You have a splendid little strong box there . . . hmmm . . .

and you say that people leave their valuables with you? In this safe?"
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Silas nodded agreement.

The stranger looked more closely but dusty papers and the few money
bags from which Silas had made change were all he could see.

"Those old papers don't look so valuable to me," the stranger ven-

tured, "but I suppose they have lots of sentiment for their owners. Eh?"
"Ah, but . . . look here." Silas pushed an innocent-looking panel.

Jewel boxes, rolls of bills and packages of bonds were some of the things

revealed.

The stranger's eyes lighted.

"Well . . . well . . . now, that is something."

Silas stood by, getting quite a treat out of the way he was impressing

the stranger. He told of all the safe held and he probably would have

talked to sun-up had not the now impatient customer edged his way to

the door.

"Sorry, but I must go. That is a fine safe. Next time I'm through

here I'll drop in. Perhaps I'll bring my Dad."

"Well, see y' later."

The long roar of an expensive car told us that he had gone.

Silas, feeling proud of himself remarked, "Well, I sure told him
something. Didn't I?"

And Hank, still chewing cheese crackers, mumbled, "Yes, Silas, you
sure did." ********

Several weeks later, Elmer and I were coning home from an evening

at The Christian Union. Elmer is my son and a a splendid lad he is.

My wife says that Elmer gets his looks from her side and his feet from

my side. But, so it goes. Anyway, this night we were walking home
just talking about this and that when something went BANG, just

like that. Squire Turner's cow dropped dead from the noise; Hiram
Green's horse kicked the wall out of the stable and the Widow Penny-

thatcher's hen laid five eggs.

When we got to Center Street, with me puffing and blowing like a

peanut whistle for my asthma is getting pretty bad, we saw a big cloud

of smoke coming from where Silas Deane's store ought to have been.

In a few minutes everybody in town was there. The excitement was worse

than that panic we had at the County Fair last May when a bull broke

loose and chased the Sheriff's wife because she blew her nose on a red

handkerchief right in front of his stall.

You could hear somebody groaning under a fallen beam. When the

beam was removed, we carried the victim into the corner drug store to

wait until the doctor went back for his tools.

I took one look. It was the stranger who had been so interested in

the safe, the fellow who said he would call again.
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A month later we were all sitting around the stove in Silas' new store.

It was just like old times with Hank Kane by the cheese-cracker barrel.

"You know, Si, this ain't a bad little store now." Hank reached into

the barrel for some more cheese crackers.

"Yes, Hank, I kinda like it, too. Yes, siree." He went on dusting

of the groceries. "You fellows used t' alius kid me about my safe. But

if it hadn't been fer it being blown up, well, y'd all had to put up with the

old store."

"Well, Silas," interrupted Joe Ray, "you were certainly lucky that

that fellow confessed as to how he had tried to blow the thing up. If

he hadn't, the insurance company probably would have thought you did

it yourself."

"And what a break for you that that fellow used a little too much
. . . say, what is it? Nitro-glycerous?" No one seemed to be able

to help. "Well, you were lucky. Suppose he'd used just the right amount
why he would have cleaned you out of every penny and all them papers

you keep in there, besides."

"And Si, how come you happened to take all yer money home that

night so that he couldn't a gotten a shucks if he had busted the dang

thing?" asked somebody in the back of the group.

"Aw, you fellers is too much fer gittin' into other people's affairs."

He rubbed a can of tomatoes with vigor. Looking up he said, "Well,

everybody is satisfied. I got a new store. All them people got their

papers and jewelry and money back and the Sheriff caught the robber.

Everybody is satisfied, ain't they?"

A voice from the far corner whined, "Yes, Si, all you fellers is fixed

up, but how about me. You ain't made no effort to pay me for what I

lost that night."

Silas adjusted his glasses and looked at the person who was com-

plaining.

"Oh, so it's you, Homer." Silas put the rag in the counter draw. Then
he addressed the group.

"There, gentlemen, is the orneriest man in the county. Yes, Homer
Crumberry. The night the safe was blow'd into the next county and
my store along with it, Homer had asked me to keep something fer him
in the safe. Well, I said it was all right with me, so I took all the other

stuff home and let him use the safe. And now he wants me to make good
what he lost. It ain't fair, I tell y'."

The crowd stirred.

"Besides, how was I to know that some feller would try and blow the

safe apart with nitro-glycerous the same night Homer put four hundred
sticks of dynamite in my safe because it was the dryest place in town?"

Charles M. Bancroft.
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A Reply

I
HAVE often thought conservatism an exclusive attribute of that

nebulous social group known as the "older generation". Perhaps

this idea had come to me because I believed the contest between

youth and age to be the greatest of all conflicts. Of late I have come to

the conclusion that I was wrong. There is sufficient conservatism even

in the traditionally free-thinking college student.

Oddly enough, although I pride myself in being progressive in all

things, I have not the slightest distaste for the fellow who is not in any
sense an "agitator". I fully realize that the liberal and the conservative

points of view oppose each other on every issue, be it important or

trivial. This, I feel sure, is all for the best. But there is one thing that

I fail to understand and that is the extreme uneasiness that the conserva-

tive feels in the presence of an individual of opposite beliefs.

And I refer particularly to the college man of conservative tendencies.

Why must he squirm under a light fire of radical thought? If he admits

(and almost everyone does) that the radical is necessary in society, why
does he wish him to air his views in the most inconspicuous place? A
man, no matter what his opinions may be should always have an oppor-

tunity to express himself and there is no reason why anyone should turn

a deaf ear to what he says. When are we going to realize that nearly

all the leaders of thought in every age, from Jesus to H. L. Mencken,
have been what some chose to call agitators?

Why should a young fellow in college do his thinking superficially

and then sit back to a quiet conventional life? When are men to indulge

in flights of fancy and go crusading for a better social or political order?

When they are firmly settled in a business or profession and do their

greatest constructive thinking at home in their favorite armshair with

newspaper and pipe? Certainly not.

It is true that "youth knows but half"; but I wager that anyone will

tell you that it is the better half and the brighter half. Our days in

college hold precious experiences for us. At that time we are enabled to

see the "vision splendid", the new Utopia and the better day much more
clearly than we shall see them when such dreams have faded "into the

light of common day."

David L. Wilson.
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New Books

THREAD

AN INTERESTING notion is played with in James Hilton's novel

/// Wind. There was a murder in the Far East, and the British

agent, Gathergood, who should have maintained order was

discharged and disgraced. In Switzerland a young woman heroized him
and fell in love with a traveller whom she mistook for the agent. This

gentleman hurried his departure from Switzerland, met a young inventor

on the train, and helped sell his idea to a British firm. The young
inventor went to Hollywood, became an actress's escort, turned actor

and husband. Weary of publicity, he went off to South America with a

priest and died there in an earthquake. A reporter, anxious to make capital

of the discovery of the movie star's death, travelled alone through the

jungle in a dangerous search for a village with a telegraph station. He
was found half mad by an adventurer sent to find him, and living in a

savage state with a frightful native woman. The adventurer has word

sent to the reporter's sister in Paris, and she, despondent, kills a Russian

delegate to a League Conference. Complications require the attention

of a British statesman to whom a friend mentions the case of the unfor-

tunate Agent Gathergood.

/// Wind is an elaborated tracing of these events. The difficulty is

apparent, in so short a novel there can be no sufficient treatment of any
single character, the links may be too good to be convincing, and the

novel may become really only a group of varied settings. Mr. Hilton has

succeeded in making a readable, if ordinary, book. The possibilities of

this notion seem easily to be exhausted, for with even this one novel the

reader is ready to call, enough! The author, it must be said, has built

up a satisfying atmosphere in each setting, and has created pleasant

little climaxes of interest.

Morrow, $2.50.

—J. L. B.
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NEW BOOKS

TRISTAN ELABORATED
Tristan and Isolde, John Erskine—It was a very great man who at

some remote time first told the story of Tristan and Isolde. His ability to

interpret the actions of his characters and so come by their thoughts was

equalled only by his ability to clothe them in beautiful words. A great

many bards repeated the tale, for it became immensely popular; but

these inferior men were unable to interpret his tale anew as it deserved,

for they lacked the insight to understand it themselves. And so they

substituted into it, as they retold it, conventional motives for true

motives, types for characters, and reduced it to the patched skeleton

that has come down to modern times.

To rebuild the original story from the traditional myth isErskine's

task. Reasoning from the events of the story he has tried to re-create

the characters that took part in them, so as to lift the work from the class

of legend to what he feels is its rightful place,—among novels.

He has supplied a number of interesting characters: Mark, who
does not know his own mind; Tristan, the lady-killer, type of he-man;

Isolde, a little indescribable; and Brangain, her reasonable sister; the

lesser characters, too, receive their full share of attention.

But the story treats in large part of battle, murder and sudden death,

and the action is typically what one associates with the Medieval period.

The characters evidently do not suffer from many of our modern inhibi-

tions, imposed on us by a comparatively dense population, a reason-

ably efficient legal system, a highly organized body of public opinion;

and one would naturally expect of them simple mental processes, direct-

ness and force. Erskine has been misled, by his attempt to make them
real, into giving them the complex emotions, and suppressions, which

psychologists tell us are common to mankind today. These people, but

for the actions that belie them as he has created them, would be more at

home in a twentieth century city than in a Cornish castle.

Tristan contains some new developments; the present writer cannot

say he ever came across Palamede in any other version, but he is not

well-versed in his Mabinogion, and it is safe to say Erskine ought to be.

This Arabian wanderer, dreamer, and youthful idealist, has been made the

central figure on which to hang the whole story, and the character of

Brangain has been expanded to take on a new importance with his.

Erskine is sincere in his work, and if he has not been able to make of

Tristan the epic it really is, he writes an extremely acceptable novel.

Bobbs-Merrill, $2.50.

—J. A. C.
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Thy Conquest

Men have been wrong before;

'Tis common. But not I!

The fragrance oj the rose is not more sweet

Than ambition's mighty dreams.

Those swelling hopes are rooted in my heart,

And sing their chorus old

Of man triumphant o'er his nature'sflaw,

A spring in desert sand.

So will I catch thee! and thyfamed disdain

To the four winds fling. Nay, be not vain!

But see the cocky way Iface my call;

My mind hath made me master over all.

The spoils will be mine. Do thou beware!

Andjor thy first defeat, I say, prepare!

T. D. B.
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The Swede

IT
WAS four-thirty A. M. The Swede and I sat on the foredeck, he on

one of the forward bitts, with his back against the rail and I facing

him on a coil of wire cable. The ship lifted easily along through an

almost quiet sea. We had been on deck with the rest of the watch since

four o'clock, getting ready to put over a buoy, and now the preparations

were complete. By the faint light in the east I could see the Old Man take

an occasional turn on the wing of the bridge, waiting passively till we
reached some exact point on the chart known only to him where we would

stop and begin our work. Over our heads loomed the great boom, held

by a single cable which led through a block on the foremast. All was

quiet except for the swish of the bow wave and the murmur of voices

from the other side of the deck.

I looked at the Swede curiously. To me he was an enigma. All I

knew about him was that he had been well educated, as indeed his vo-

cabulary and accent proved, and had been trained to be an officer in the

Swedish Royal Navy. But bad luck had dogged him and now he was

forced to ship an A.B. seaman. Ever since I had shipped on the

vessel a week before, I had taken every chance to observe him closely.

Even now when he drew on his pipe, the glow accentuated those grim

vertical lines in his face and although I couldn't see the strange half-

hunted look in his eyes, I knew it was there. What was his secret? Was he

fleeing from some horrible crime? He seemed to be a good enough fellow

but that half-hunted, half-defiant way he had of suddenly shifting his

eyes to one side and then to the other, haunted me. Surely he had done

some frightful deed and fear was in his soul. I was pondering these

thoughts when he broke the silence.

"Well, how do you like it, to be a sailor?"

"Well enough," I replied, looking ruefully at my blistered palms.

"I don't mind working on deck so much but what I don't like is stowing

the chain down in the chain locker. The Bos'n sends me down there every

time we heave in the anchor."
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THE HAVERFORDIAN

"That is a bad place," said the Swede, "in the chain locker." He
puffed meditatively for a minute. "Once my brother and I were stowing

chain in a ship on the Line. Down in Rio it was, five years

ago. In those big ships two men have to stow the chain. My brother,

he was at the forward end pulling the chain out of the hawse pipe, while

I was pulling it into the bach of the locker. We were working along with

the anchor about half

way up when the cap-

stan made a funny

noise. Then we heard

someone yell on deck

and the chain began

running through the

hawse pipe like some-

thing alive. Before I

could move I saw my
brother go through

that hawse pipe in

\
' m pieces." He paused a

'"%: '

'
... r' moment, then added

•">

,
grimly, "like meat
throughameat
grinder.

"

vj5s|S 'J I shuddered. I had

,, " gg ;:
- heard stories like that

;

'

;. tT%/' "' before in which the

,i* ',•:
\

capstan had broken
'"

-
:

| /% and let the anchor

down, dragging the

chain through the

• hawse pipe at a ter-

rific speed and with it the poor devil who had been in the chain locker.

"I got onto the ladder," continued the Swede in the same passive

tone, "but they had to come down and take me out. For two days I

was very sick."

I began to feel sick myself but the Swede puffed quietly at his pipe.

Then without any warning he said, "That was how it got him."
I started. "What got him?" I said. "What do you mean?"
"The sea," he said. "The sea got him."
"You're crazy," I replied sharply. "Just because your brother had

an accident you don't believe that sort of foolishness do you?"
"Ha! You think so. First my younger brother, then him. It got

them both and I'm next. I know."
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THE SWEDE

I started to protest but he went on.

"You laugh, but we are doomed, our family. First my father, then

my two brothers, then me. I am the last. Sooner or later it will get me.

I watch it, I fight it. Twice already I have escaped, but sometime

—

sooner or later . . . " he puffed silently.

Then he went on. "With my first brother it happened in the train-

ing ship. We were anchored in Stockholm harbor one night and the tide

and the waves were running very swift. It was dark that night and a

boatload of cadets had just come out from the shore. My brother was

with them. When we had hoisted up the boat and the cadets were step-

ping out onto the rail, my brother's wet boots slipped and he fell between

the boat and the side of the ship. At first he cried very loud, but as the

current carried him off his voice grew fainter and fainter until finally it

was gone. " He puffed on his inevitable pipe. " What chance did he have

with those great seaboots and his oilskins on? We hunted for him in the

boat for three hours but there was no use.

"

Now he was staring out over my shoulder. "You see how it got him?

Soon it will get me. I will fight and dodge till the end, but it is inevitable.

Sometime—in my bunk—on deck—it will never rest till it gets me."

This was too much for me. I looked wildly around and suddenly my
eyes froze with horror on the cable of the great boom overhead. At a

point midway between the end of the boom and the block, two small ends

leaped forth from the rope—and then two more. I grabbed the Swede

and dragged him out onto the deck. There was a splintering, deck-shak-

ing crash and I saw the boom lying in the ragged hole it had ripped in the

rail just where we had been sitting. The Swede got up, white but un-

shaken. He looked at the wreckage and laughed grimly.

"But not this time," he said.

John Hazard.
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Lines

I stood beside a stream that checked its flight

An instant in a pool, and watched the light

In that deep valley, as the sun set slow;

Each ray an arrow from Apollo's bow,

Gbancing through the branches of the pines

That stood around me, and with blurred designs

They flecked the water in that tranquil pond.

Then as the sun sank to the hills beyond,

The light grew sojter, grayer, till at last

The twilightJell and lofty mountains cast

Their deeper shadows on me. Nature breathed

More softly in this magic hour, bequeathed

To me an ungrudged share in her sweet rest.

Two lines of silver from the beaver's breast

Followed behind him as he coasted by

Ruffling the mirrored image of the sky.

A cautious buck stole down to drink, delayed

With head erect to scent the air that strayed

So gently by. Secure, he drank hisfill

And then content, with noiseless step withdrew

In leisure to the safety of the hill,

Hisflanks besprinkled with the evening dew.

Two thrushes called; andfrom a gray dead tree

That seemed to hold the light that ceased to be,

A sparrow sent aloft his liquid song

Thatfloated down in tinkling drops along

The valley.

Softly, scarcely felt until

Its spell upon my unresisting will

Fullwoven, like a cool and soothing potion,

The evening calm deprived me of all motion.
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LINES

All thought soon dropped away and left behind

A gloriously radiant state of mind.

I was supremely happy in my heart,

Of something greater than myself a part.

I had sipped the vital essence

Whereof a man may drink;

I had touched the vital presence

Wherein a man may sink;

I had scaled the lowest mountains

In the mighty hills of God.

I had passed the fatal fountains

Where the Lotophagi nod

And had caught a fleeting vision

Of the mighty mind of God.

T. S. Brown.
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Nietzsche En Route

THE Christmas vacation seemed to end with sharp finality when I

stepped on the Blairsville street car. To me vacation is not that

interval between 8 : 30 on a certain December day and 8 : 30 on

an early January day, printed in the college catalogue; it is rather the

period of time in which our snug, book-lined front room at home is avail-

able to me. I spend many hours during the year looking forward to that

inviting front room, and its literary mines. Therefore the street car this

evening was ending everything. I took Beyond Good and Evil out of my
pocket and read in Chapter VII, "Our Virtues," all the way to Blairs-

ville, an hour's run.

There was to be an hour to wait in Blairsville for the Philadelphia

bus. In the bus terminal restaurant, the main clerk was idly thumbing

through schedules, and the two waitresses behind the lunch counter sat

and talked to the cook. I took off my coat and hat, sat down in a booth

with my little green Modern Library volume, and began reading. One
of the waitresses brought me a glass of water and an ash tray. "I don't

care for anything. I just want to sit here and read. Thanks! " She smiled

and walked back to her friends at the sandwich counter.

A restaurant can be a good place to study, I discovered. The im-

personal chatter that was going on encouraged me to pay closer heed to

the domineering thoughts of Chapter IX, "What is Noble?" which I was
now reading.

"This is a brilliant man I'm reading," I thought to myself. "I
can't help thinking his savage onslaughts against slave morality re-

flect the most exalted attitude toward life that I have ever met. It is a

lofty philosophy that sees such enormous potentialities in mankind. This

man hates the grunting herd and all whimsical weakness because he has

his eyes on mighty destinies. 'Man is something that is to be surpassed.

'

Visionary and doubtful and all that but noble! Nobler in its conception of

mankind's ultimate nature than all our well-known business of brotherly

love. It is a cheap dismissal of Nietzsche to damn him on the score that he
caused the World War. He didn't cause it. Not any more than Jesus

caused the Crusades. People just took his teachings in a trivial way. I

swear we need Nietzsche today. Our society mustn't go on harboring
morons, but must take the fiery, unscrupulous, noble course of purging
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NIETZSCHE EN ROUTE

and elevating itself by severer standards. Civilization probably does

advance by inches, but not by inch-long enthusiasms. When we're up to

our ears in asininity, we have simply got to accept this man's challenge,

and stop being spiritual pedestrians."

The hour went fast. Even though I had ordered nothing I left a

dime under my glass for the waitress. I should have kept reading for

another hour, however, for the bus was late. The restlessness and door

slamming were false alarms. It was close to ten o'clock before the two

Philadelphia Greyhounds arrived. I spent the extra hour slouching

around the sidewalks, smoking, and watching the "herd" come and go.

No wonder Nietzsche hated them. This evening's bus program seemed

to have included nothing but limping, toothless, diseased, and disgustingly

raucous people. There were frizzle-haired Italians, mouthing cigars, with

that look of stark malevolence that I first came to know in my cosmo-

politan high school. There were middle-aged women who giggled and

hooted and ostentatiously smoked cigarettes. There was a pale, pock-

marked, shell of a man, who looked like Boris Karloff. The night was

foggy and uninspiring, a night suitable for synthetic morbidness. When
finally assigned to the second Philadelphia bus, I sat down in a double

seat, well prepared for one type of philosophizing.

This passage from my Nietzsche stuck in my mind: "A man who
says: T like that, I take it for my own, and mean to guard and protect

it from every one;' a man who can conduct a case, carry out a resolution,

remain true to an opinion, keep hold of a woman, punish and overthrow

insolence; a man who has his indignation and his sword, and to whom the

weak, the suffering, the oppressed, and even the animals willingly submit

and naturally belong; in short, a man who is a master by nature—when
such a man has sympathy, well! that sympathy has value! But of what
account is the sympathy of those who suffer! Or of those even who preach

sympathy! . . . Jolted along by the bus, and ready to fall asleep,

I thought of this with vague satisfaction. Why have a morality that is

made to suit all those creatures who were yapping around the bus station?

Growing drowsier, I lay down sideways to sleep. But Beyond Good
and Evil dug me in the side where I had stuck it in my left coat pocket.

I took it out and held it in my hands, since my other pockets were full.

And shortly I managed to fall asleep.

I don't know in what small town it was that we stopped to pick up
a passenger. When the lights were snapped on, I blinked and mechani-

cally rolled back into a sitting position . . . "We'll get a ham sandwich

in Gettysburg, anyway," somebody was saying. "Honest to God, I

never saw such a town. They don't bury their dead there ..." Be-

fore I knew it, the passenger who had just got on, swung himself into the

seat beside me, the motor whirred, and the lights were snapped off again.
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THE HAVERFORDIAN

Oh how I wanted to roll back again and sleep! There were four or five

double seats untaken in the back of the bus. Why couldn't this square-

headed object with the old felt hat and sheepskin coat have gone back

there? Or go now?

There are times when one fairly lusts after sleep. Nothing else in

the world had any attraction just then. I was tempted to tell him to

move. But how could I say it and hope to get away with !t? I couldn't

think of any deception, or any effective wheedling. The little book of

Nietzsche, still in my hands, made these methods too unbearable even to

think about. What was the use of being enthusiastic about it and then

dying for lack of sleep because I couldn't carry it out? Frustration has

frequently engendered philosophy. But any philosophizing here became

at once like old coffee grounds, only capable of a bitter and second-hand

product. And so, unable to sleep, I enjoyed a little midnight morbidness,

with free use of whatever false symbolism I could find.

"There you are," I thought, "ready to keel over with sleepiness.

Why sit there and let that heavy-set hylic use up that seat when there are

half a dozen others? You'll have to stand it. You haven't guts enough to

tell him to move, and you are too smug to move yourself, so you can lie

down on one of those bouncing rear seats. But ifyou bear it, realize that

you're doing so because you're the weak onel Don't hale forth Christian

trash about loving your enemies. You deserve no 'sympathy.' See, in

this mawkish little incident, the unpleasant reality of that 'brilliant,'

'noble, ' man you have been reading and eulogizing. Do you accept him?
Then tell this toughy to move back and let you lie down. You can't do

that? Then what do you conclude? Oh! Nietzsche is too noble for this

world! or 'That rigorous philosophy, stern as it is, will be a good social

purge for Europe and Asia some time.' Really! And not for yourself?"

I was getting into such an eminently serious mood that when the first

Philadelphia bus pulled up by a detour sign, and ours stopped close be-

hind, I saw a "sign" in the "aihpledalihP" reflected in the back windows
of the first bus. "The City of Brotherly Love—in reverse," I thought.

But there can be enough of anything. "Nuts," I said, not wanting to

indulge this phantasy any longer, and moved back to a seat over one of

the wheels. "Certainly," said the heavy-set man, in a soft and gentle-

manly tone, wh en I asked him to let me out.

The new seat was too jolting to let me sleep, and anyway I couldn't

get rid of my extravagant thoughts. I kept on brooding: "Is this the

choice you make in your life? Is this the choice you'll make some time
along toward middle age, perhaps, when manhood is needed? You
needn't call this so silly. It's a representative case. Bang, rattle, jolt.

You can't sleep. If you should, by the way, your Nietzsche might fall
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NIETZSCHE EN ROUTE

from your hands onto the floor and get all dirty in those cigarette ashes

and dust."

It was at another nameless little place that the bus stopped, again

suddenly. When I sat up and looked around, the bus had already started

on, and my old seat was empty! I went back revengefully, lay down
again, and pretended to go to sleep and forget all this nonsense. But I

felt uncomfortable to the bottom of my soul. There is one philosopher,

at least, who didn't write for flat-chested people. I envied the waitress

who had got a cool ten cents out of it, instead of a headache.

Oliver F. Egleston.
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Nightmare—Midyears, 1933

Hamlet: What are you doing out this time of the night?

Ghost: I am thy father's spirit

—

H.: What!?

G. : I am thy father's spirit

—

H.

G.

H.

G.

H.

H.

H.

G.

H.

G.

H.

,Oi

li

4

¥>"'

O, can it, won't you!

{disconsolately taking off his helmet) : Fine way to greet your father

Where have you been?

South Sea Islands.

Hula, hula, heh? What made you

come back?

The depression. The beach-combing

was getting lousy ...
All right, all right! Watch your

language.

You needn't put on airs. I've heard

you say worse than that to Claudius.

Eavesdropping, heh? I thought the

leprous distilment cured you of that.

Hehehe. They got only one ear. {He

pulls out a flask and, tilting his head back, takes a long swig.)

gawd, that's good!

What distilment is that?

Three star Hennessey. They don't cut it much in the South Seas.

You know what mother always thought of your drinking.

{The Ghost protrudes his tongue and lets out a peculiarly rasping sound.)

That'll do. I can't waste my time. Horatio and the boys are wait-

ing for me to make a fourth.

G.: List, list, O, list!

Talk American.

O. K. I want you to do something for me.

Well?

I want you to give Claudius the works.

C) \ WW ^" : ^ix! What do you think this is? Chicawgo?

I'll make it worth your while. I'll fix it up for

Mi-
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THE RAILROAD TERMINAL

you with one of the South Sea Island queens.

H.: Mmmm!!!
G. : Yes, I thought so. But the milkman shows the matin to be near.

I'll talk to you again tomorrow night.

{Alarum within. I reach out and turn it off.)

R. B.-R.

Railroad Terminal

During the unusual hours of morning—hours ostracized, neither of

the day, nor of the night—a railroad terminal is a monstrous, solemn

cavern where silence stalks, admonishing finger pressed to admonishing

lips. Words richocheting against stone walls become dull, mocking masses

of unintelligible sound. A spoon clattering upon the marble top of the

soda fountain—sucking noises, untimely and almost blasphemous—

a

fifteen-cent tinkle of a cash register—a gentle snore—a taxi horn, a voice

from another world—mist, lending a touch of fantasy—the dust being

brushed into long, black lines, that advance, growing thicker and blacker

—lethargic, majestic advance of the minute hand around the great clock

—indifferent eyes gazing at unseen headlines in the early papers—several

sharp reports of the bootblack's polishing rag—an opportunist being in-

dustrious with a nail file—vagrants, heavy with slumber, drooping into

curious postures—the nodding head of authority. Here is a vastness

lying somewhere between sleeping and waking. Here life loiters and

suggests eternity.

F. P. J.
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Small stones, time-blasted from the parent crag,

In tumblingflight, roll down the rocky slope

And drop into the yawning depth, profound:

And little, treasuredfragments of my life,

Beneath the ceaseless, ruthless, poundingfeet

Of hours marching to eternity,

Have broken off and dropped into the Past.

Warm thoughts I wroughtfrom out my writhing mind,

Like children dead, are gone. Those golden deeds,

Thefleshy substance of the thought, are gone.

Those joys and griefs which made life what it was,

A vital living—gone, all gone. The friends

And comrades of the Past are smiling ghosts,

Remote and vague; I cannot break the veil

And touch their hand; I cannot speak to them;

They cannot hear. They re gone as is a breeze

That whispered sweetly through a night in Spring,

A Spring longflown . All bits of broken stone!

All captives in the valley of the Past!

I fear the Past has severed mefrom me.

But why regrets and longingsfor a time

That never was? The Past is specious cloth

Of gold, by sentiment andfancy wove,

Mute marcher through the misty corridors

Of memory, appears a golden age.

Dismiss regrets and longings, and the Past,

A building force, assumes a nobler guise;

As patient teacher of the brain, the heart,

The soul; the silent ever-watchful nurse

That guides the fait'ring foot, the hand, the eye.

The thoughts I've launched have taught me how to guide

A truerflight, to bend a larger bow.

Past deeds have paved the way to greater deeds.

The friends I've known have taught me how to know
And keep a friend. Andjoy and grief have led

Ale to the height where blow the stronger winds.

The plodding Past has taught life how to live.

And all the yesterdays have served to trim

Theflame whereby is clearer seen today.

F. P. Jones.
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Thoughts on Death

WHY come these mourners to the graveyard in Springtime, clothed

in black and with downcast eyes? The sunshine is breaking

through the morning mist, the grass is beaded with dew, and all

around is the eager bustle of Spring. Fat buds are bursting into leaf and

blossom, and nests are being built in the hollows of the branches, where the

green sap flows outward.

But there is a red wound in the graveyard. The fresh green is gashed

with an open grave. The black mourners stand around. "I am the resur-

rection, and the life. .
. " the parson is red with the effort of his emotion,

and the words fall without meaning from his lips.

The birds fly from tree to tree, gloriously alive and free. They flirt

the feathers of their tails, and open their little beaks, and throw back their

heads and sing. But the song of the birds falls upon deaf ears; for they

sing of love and life, and what have love and life to do with this dark box

and ugly hole in the graveyard? The song of the birds falls upon deaf

ears, and the sun warms unnoticed the bare heads that are gathered

round the open grave. In all the happy hubbub of new life man alone is

sad, and stands with downcast eyes.

For man is possessed of a soul which lives after death, rising trium-

phant over the flesh: and so the friends of a man, when he dies, stand

around his grave and weep. They honor the clay from which he was

fashioned, and pay their respects to the green mound where his dust lies

buried. They weep for the body that is no more.

Look up, you mourners! Turn your faces to the sun, and open your

ears to the song of the birds! For the birds sing of the miracle of life,

of the triumph of love in Springtime. What if he is dead—he whom you
called your friend? He has lived—is that not enough? And if you were

but living now you could hear his spirit moving in the trees. Throw off

your black clothes, you dead mourners! Leap up into the air and embrace

the sun; stoop down and kiss the earth in an ecstatic frenzy of being;

and sing with the birds of love and life—love and life.

No; it cannot be. They will never walk hand in hand with life,

naked by the stream, and singing songs of love. But they will walk in the

city streets and parks with their wives and daughters, corsetted, and

neatly dressed in a becoming grey.
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A rose and a handful of dirt, and the mourners turn to the gate. They

see the glint of the sun in the grass, and the deep cold shadows under the

trees. And they nod to each other, and smile and say: "It's a nice day,

isn't it?" Already they have forgotten him whom they loved; and they

laugh and chat to each other, familiarly and coarsely.

But a woman still stands in the graveyard, alone in the sunshine. She

looks up into the blue sky and she hears the song of the birds; and she

hears his spirit moving in the trees. She is worshiping the spirit which

will free her at death.

Anonymous.

New Books

THE MODERN WOMAN SUBLIMATED

lINCLAIR LEWIS presents his first novel about a woman

—

Ann
Vickers. It is the first full-bodied effort of our American author

since he received that sign of supreme recognition, the Nobel Prize.

Thus Mr. Lewis has foregone his taste for ironic satire on Babbitts and

bitter reminiscences of the man "who knew Coolidge." Mr. Lewis ably

demonstrates that he is unaffected by nation-wide difficulties and pessi-

mism—and the tight lip oiJlain Street quivers with the warmer mood of

Arrowsmith. This softness of mind, this view through rose-tinted glasses,

makes for a pleasing type of Utopian novel. Mr. Lewis makes full use of

his genius for story-telling. Not one of the five hundred-odd pages fails to

delight the seeker of complex narrative and human insight. But for those

who ask for new style, greater development of credo, deeper thoughts, or

richer sense of humour, Mr. Lewis has failed to exert himself.

The story deals with a woman whose earliest impressions are the most
vivid and lasting, whose childhood environment in a country town in the

sober and somewhat puritanical nineteen hundreds, gives her a solid

moral foundation. (Her father is a superintendent of schools, and gives

her a thorough Sunday school education.) As a girl, Ann is as athletically

adept as any boy in town and in studies she far exceeds them. She be-

comes the modern woman: love affairs of almost all sorts; interests and
experiences in the thick of the life of today. She is a pilgrim through the
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mental and emotional turmoil of the last twenty-five years in America—

a

thorough pilgrim; for we are presented with a complete kaleidoscopic

view of life in all its possibilities. One would greatly question the state-

ment of other critics that this is the life of the average modern woman for

the past thirty years. So much of romance, of varied experience, does

not come within the reach of the modern woman. Ann is the example of

all the possibilities modern life affords to women, rolled into one. For

Ann has one tremendous difference in her history—she finally dares to be

herself, and as a consequence her life becomes vivid and tremendously

vital. I fear this difference is so fundamental that she cannot be com-

pared with our modern woman.

Doubleday, Doran and Co., $2.50.

—P. K. P.

DESIGN FOR LIVING

Never Ask the End, by Isabel Paterson. Never ask the meaning of

life, says Isabel Paterson in this extraordinary novel; live it through to

the end, take the experience which comes your way, and at last you will

be satisfied with what fragments of truth have come to you, whether or

not they explain the universe. To show us, she takes the lives of Russ,

Marta, and Pauline, middle-aged Americans, at the moment when they

meet in Paris to begin a warm friendship heightened by intervals of calm,

middle-aged passion. Most of the book is taken up with the presentation

of the thoughts of these three people, and through them, bit by bit, their

lives come into view. Marta and Pauline had seen the things they most

desired become gradually remote while they struggled with irrelevancies

;

Russ had what he wanted for a while, but it didn't last. Yet, though each

sees himself as frustrated and purposeless, all have enjoyed living and are

content at last with just what they know of life. Peace has come un-

accompanied by truth.

Superb writing proves Mrs. Paterson's point. Her penetrating ob-

servation gives to these casual, artless sentences a strange power, the

glamour of lives lived with thought and in passion. We all know the

feeling of coming upon a trifle in the midst of trifles which reminds us of

Chris or Keith or Harriet, and suddenly "you are there again, and warm
the young blood in you, leaping, flowing." The trifles of life arouse

stronger emotion than a tragic crisis. Thus we live from day to day,

wondering what we are searching for, and then suddenly we see that though

our search is futile it has not been in vain. If we have mistaken the road,

we have also enjoyed the scenery; those very trifles become, at last, all

that matter. Mrs. Paterson makes this clear in terms as recognizable
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to young people as to those who are as old as her characters. Life as she

shows it to us is very much worth living. The end may speak for itself.

William Morrow, $2.50. —R. E. G.

EDUCATION, OLD STYLE

Cotton Cavalier, by John Thomas Goodrich, should interest Haver-

fordians. College Humour bestowed upon this novel of college life the

doubtful honor of being The Campus Prize Novel, 1932. Fortunately,

Cotton Cavalier in many respects provides a direct contrast to the false

notions of collegiate existence which its worthy sponsor foists upon un-

suspecting shopgirls. The action takes place at Blakeley, a poverty-

stricken institution somewhere in the hinterland of Tennessee, where the

battle of Evolution versus The Bible is still in its Victorian state. The
faculty is so dominated by fundamentalism that a professor who sur-

reptitiously teaches Darwin's theory to the more intelligent members of

Biology 2 is damned as an "antichrist" and forced to resign. The stu-

dents, poor and uninspired, realize Blakeley's backwardness and would

not stay there for a moment if money were more plentiful. The author,

who evidently once lived on such a barren campus, takes up the first two-

thirds of his book with a convincing enough account of the monotony
and futility of life at Blakeley. Unfortunately, Mr. Goodrich's plot

goes to pieces about page 235. To save the "honor" of a sweet young
thing who, to shield her real seducer, falsely claims she has been raped

by a negro, the hero lynches the supposed culprit and plunges us headlong

into the race problem. The possibilities of the striking situation are not

realized at all and, after the customary suspense, the happy ending is

effected by the age-old device of the good woman stigmatizing her reputa-

tion to save her sweetheart from the gallows. Thus the complete ruina-

tion of what might have been an excellent novel.

Whatever the shortcomings of Mr. Goodrich's story, his book reads

smoothly and fast. His treatment of the actual lynching is brilliant and
compelling, and his descriptions of an institution less intellectually en-

lightened than Haverford are thought-provoking. He has exposed such a

primitive and intolerant mode of education as we, secure in our aura of

self-satisfied achievement, find hard to credit. For these reasons, and not
for its College Humour ending, is Cotton Cavalier worth reading.

Farrar and Rlnehart, $2.50. —J. B. C.
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ISN'T LIFE ABSURD?

The Provincial Lady In London, by E. M. Delafield. Time has not

withered nor custom staled the Provincial Lady's bewildering freshness,

and this sequel to The Diary of a Provincial Lady reveals new vistas in an

apparently unlimited personality. For the Lady has sold a book and

the consequent financial return makes possible a vacation in Brittany,

brief sojourns among Rose's Literary Friends in London, and forays into

the countryside surrounding the Provincial Home—each circumstance

revealing new causes for laughing till it hurts. The lightening of her

financial burden has mellowed our Lady's outlook somewhat—it's signifi-

cant that the horrendous Lady B. appears but once in this book—but

those who may have feared that she would lose her sense of humour with

her poverty will be reassured by this sequel. All the billions of plutoc-

racy could not change it.

There is a certain group, which consists of neither those who did not

read The Diary oj a ProvincialLady nor of those who love it, and of whom
some notice must regretfully be taken. These philistines read the book

and were bored by it. They say that the book is entertaining at first,

even funny, but that it grows repetitious and therefore dull. Of course

this is the stupidest thing that could be said about the Diary. It isn't a

collection of jokes which depend for their humour upon a superficially

original incongruity of situation; the incidents are parts of a perfect

whole, and as they mount up they gradually depict character, and that

deep-seated thing known as point of view, in a penetrating as well as

hilarious manner. But both criticism and explanation will be wasted on

the outcasts who fail to appreciate the Provincial Lady, and the mere

mention of the publication of the new book will be enough for those

who do.

Harpers, $2.00. —R. E. G.

BOOKS NOT TO MISS

The Last Adam—Human Being

Ann Vickers— The Provincial Lady in London

McCAWLEY'S

Christopher Morley's "HOSTAGES TO FORTUNE"
"The Haverfordian" has obtained a few more copies of this scarce

first edition. Special Price to Haverfordians.
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W$z prologue

\IX thirty o'clock. In the Founders' Hall refectory the students' loud and
jubilant cheers induce a benignant smile on Mr. Clements' rubicund

face as he passes on his measured rounds through the labyrinth oj

tables. Well may they cheer, these poor, unsuspecting pieces oj the jig-saw

puzzle oj jate. They are all oj them devoted worshippers at the Goddess

Ginder's shrine. In their well-ordered academic lije these nightly banquets

are the sole occasions on which they are reminded oj the uncertainty oj things,

foodstuffs, and lije.

From every corner oj the great hall there comes the cry : "Soup! Soup!"

{An occasional low mutter must be disregarded. Carr, jor instance, merely

makes the cynical remark, " Soupphehl" but then, he is a newspaper-man,

and knows what is expected oj him.) As the great mess oj steaming pottage

is ladled out, each man begins to probe withjork, spoon, or knije.

"Oyster stew," ventures one.

"Mock-turtle," cries another.

, says Carr.

In the north-west corner sits Mr. Chase. He, ojpast experience a sadder

and a wiser man, sits there in his accustomed place, stoically ranging beside

his plate half oj a dish-cloth, a button off some waiter's uniform, and other

articles culledjrom the anonymous, viscous substance bejore him.

Already the men have subsided somewhat, in the realization that some
oj their number will never amongst them sit again. Little do they know that

the angry Goddess has planned a holocaust, a Bartholomew's massacre, jor

this occasion. She' 11 have them all at one jell swoop.

There it comes, thatjruit oj the lotus-tree,—prosaically called" hash"—
borne high on many aluminum trays with as great dignity as is the host in

some cathedral procession. Now it is set bejore each oj the victims. They
jail to; but soon, according to their individual constitutions, in grotesque,

sprawling attitudes theyjailforward. The lightsgrow dim, and in the result-

ing ghostly glow thejaces ojthejounders on the wall become three-dimensional

as they lean jorward out oj their jrames to look down on the bizarre scene

below them. Strangely, these ancient heads are covered with—helmets. In
particular, one oj them, wearing a longjlowing beard, has something regal in

its poise. Then too, those eyes, though sojt, are accustomed to see commands
quickly obeyed. It speaks: " Sir Kay."

Beside him the Seneschal's rubicund jeatures . . . {where have we
seen yourjeatures ere now? 'Tis true; the body oj Clements is nowhere to be
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seen, and yet . . .), the Seneschal nods to show that he is at his Lord's

command. The firstfigure speaks again.

"Wit ye well, Sir Kay, best had ye notifie ye Quene. I ween all hath

been done as peradventure . . .

"

In the distance is heard a flourish oj trumpets; at one end oj the great

hall, where in thejuture thefireplace stood, an immense throne is seen to rise

bathed in a flood oj glorious light . . .

Poofe I Efje Ptrtf) of g>f)obelr!>

Chapter I QTelletf) fjoto g>tr&inie gat a g>f)obel of tfje

Habp of tfje Hafee

RIGHT so the king sent for Sir Rinie, one but newly knighted, and

Sir Rinie thither repaired and the king spake unto him in this

wise: "Know thou Sir Rinie that there be many knights in this

fair realm of Haford that have instruments. And these instruments

withal they are bright and shiny and new, they keep in velvet cases from

outen the which they never them take. And if perchance you speak with

these knights and inquire concerning these instruments they will say

'Yea, pardieu, I have these instruments that my father hath give me,

but I do never use them. I would liefer they stay in their velvet cases

rather than I should cark and care about them.' But thou, Sir Rinie, have

not ado with those knights, but take thine instruments out of their

cases and use them from the time the cock croweth the morn till the bells

ringeth evensong, for of such is the Kingdom of the Key and the Club

Founders."

Then did Sir Rinie bemoan him and make great dole for that being

of no great wit, he had never an instrument nor wit how he might come
by any.

Now as he sat thus making great lament he saw a knight well versed

in the lore of the realm, approaching, that said "How now, Sir Knight.

Why sit ye so drooping?" Then spake Sir Rinie, "Alas that ever this

mal-fortune should befall me, for instruments have I none," and he made
great sorrow out of measure. "Forsooth," said the knight, "that is easy

matter for I wist where lieth the goodliest instrument that ever knight

had, an you want it." "For God's sake teach me to this place," cried

Sir Rinie, "for I would full fain have that instrument. " So they rode till

they came to a lake, the which was a fair water and broad, and in the
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midst of the lake Sir Rinie was ware of an arm that held a fair shovel in

its hand. "Lo!" said the knight, "yonder is that instrument that I spake

of." Then said Sir Rinie, "I wold that it were mine." Then said the

knight, "Well an if ye wade out to the shovel ye shall have it." And Sir

Rinie waded right gladly out to that shovel and took it by the handle

and took it with him and the arm and the hand went under the water.

And so he came unto the land, and as the book rehearseth did many
great feats of arms with that shovel in full many a joust in the classe room.

pook ll Ufa <&uegt of pe Jfeilotostfnp

Jcumbers

Cfjapter I—$oto tfjat g>tr €ffe of €cf)S Counctlleb

those ixmgfjts but netolp arrtbeb at tlje Court to torn

tfjem (great JXeberence in pe <&uest of pe Jfellotostjip

Jfounbera

lO WHEN that ye new-made knights were all assembled in ye Hall of

Roberts, an ancient and hoary Lord of great renowne, by name Sir

Effe of Echs, mounted ye scaffold and spake in this wise: "Gentle-

men knights, ye are all right welcome and I do undertake that many a

fellow of you will come into great worship." (And here ye ancient

Lord cracked ye musty jest whereat ye young knaves laughed right

merrie.) And continueth Sir Effe of Echs, "Withouten saying of any

more words, I council ye to undertake ye quest ofye Fellowship Founders,

for truly ye that win to that honor shall come into great reverence. And
for to achieve ye quest a knight must adventure him in many jousts and

battles for ye love of ye court and ye king."

And then would Sir Effe of Echs wit how many durst undertake the

quest. And I perceived that for the most part these knights went their

way so soon as ever they might, until only three remained. Sir Zeal-of-the-

Land, Sir Robert ofTom, and one Sir Herbert of Cluff, which latter knight

wit ye well lay fast asleep as if he had but lately eat and drunk full much.
Then was Sir Effe of Echs wroth and swore that the most of these new-

found knights were no gentlemen. And of these knights who durst not

adventure with ye quest, this my tale maketh no mention.

Then up spoke Sir Zeal-of-the-Land, "Fain would I win much re-

nown and worship for that I love this fair court passing well and I would

adventure in quest of ye Fellowship Founders e'en though it mean great
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hardship and duresse." (And methought that the doughty knight as he

spoke these words blushed full red.)

And Sir Effe ofEchs cried, "'Sblood! Would that thy fellows were so

spiritually-minded and durst adventure with holy things. I doubt not

that you will win yourself much reverence." Whereat Sir Zeal-of-the-

Land's heart almost burst from joy and devotion.

And I marvelled how that Sir Robert ofTom noted down every word
that was spoke as if he had been a scribe and I perceived that he was

reckoning of things of the spirit, and lo, he spoke, " Weenest thou ye quest

of ye Fellowship Founders consisteth of twelve points whereof it well-

behoveth a spiritually-minded knight to plan his jousts and adventures

so that he may be certain ofye winning ofye prize."

And Sir Effe of Echs had just spake ye momentuous words, "As ye
book telleth" when a hideous noise was heard, as of some dragon rowling

in the sea.

And I espied that Sir Herbert of Cluff had awakened from his sleep

and was mouthing great oaths that it were marvel to hear. And while the

other knights stood as men transfixed, he stamped out of the hall shouting

at the rafters how that he had escaped hard with his life, and how that his

reputation was soiled for ever.

Cfjapter 1 1—2|oto g>tr Heal=ott{)e=Hanb got fjtm mucf)
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And it fortuned that Sir Zeal-of-the-Land casting about him for strange

adventures whereat he might get him much worship came upon a fair

green field where he saw many knights jousting in manner passing strange.

For the most part they were withouten any armour at all and their knees

were bare. And then Sir Zeal-of-the-Land saw that in the thickest press of

the knights was a ball of leather and that every man of them was most
intent upon kicking ye ball with their feet or bouncing it off their heads.

"Verily," thought Sir Zeal-of-the-Land, "this is the silliest jousting
that ever I saw. " And with that he hurled himself into their midst and
drove his spear clean through the leather ball, whereat there was a noise

of much air escaping.

And thereupon the other knights were much amazed and they
crowded about Sir Zeal-of-the-Land, and asked his name, and said that
for strength and hardiness they knew not his match living. Then spoke
one Sir Sinth, a knight tall like a maypole, "Sir Zeal-of-the-Land we are

hight the knights of the Soc and we joust for ye fame of ye Court with
other knights, in especial with ye knights of Scarcemore. In truth we
should be much beholden unto you if you would be our Senechal." And
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thereat was Sir Zeal-of-the-Land right glad for that he would win him

four points of blessedness, and he swore solemn fellowship with ye knights

of ye Soc.

But wit ye well, soon was Sir Sinth right rueful that ever Sir Zeal-

of-the-Land had joined their company, for this new knight urged ye

knights of the Soc to mortify ye flesh and live lives of fasting and great

abstinence. And he spake in this manner, "Ye that are not clear of ye

sins of the flesh shall never winye jousts. I prayyou and require you to leave

offye sinful smoking of ye cigarettes and ye burning of ye candle at both

ends." And therewith Sir Sinth swooned, and when he had arisen made
great dole out of all measure, and said, "These are the heaviest tidings

that ever I heard. Think ye that we are Athos monks and would live on

ye seven acorns?"

Then was great division and strife among ye knights of the Soc, and

some clung to Sir Zeal-of-the-Land, but others took themselves to ye

support of Sir Sinth. And things did not go well with Ye Knights of the

Soc, for that they were divided among themselves. And often mused

Sir Zeal-of-the-Land, "The way of ye knight that would win him much
worship is hard, and well do those that attain to ye Fellowship Founders

deserve of ye honor."

C&apter 1 1 I—?|oto g>tr Hcal=of=tfjc=1Lanb fjab certain
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Now Sir Zeal-of-the-Land was a righteous knight and it hurt him

sore to learn that certain knights made merrie with ye good red wine in

despite of the laws of the Court in which it was ordained that no knight

might partake of mead or other intoxicating liquors on pain of being cast

into a dungeon and abiding there for a space of fourteen days. But in

especial was Sir Zeal-of-the-Land angered with such lawless knaves in-

asmuch as he himself abstained from all liquors and lived like a stylite

or an anchorite. And this doughty knight swore that any offenders of

said statute that came into his hands should have scant mercy.

And it came to pass that in ye wee morning hours, certain lusty

knights were carousing and draining ye flagons ofye red wine of the dago.

And it fortuned that these merrie fellows became boisterous and knew
not what they did. And in their carousing one did smash down a door

with his head and others did throw furniture out of ye windows. And
they did make such clamour that Sir Zeal-of-the-Land awoke and cried,

"Mercy me! I ween right well that certain knaves do brawl most drunk-

enly
.

" And in his nightcap and flowing nightgown he did hie him to that
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part ofye court from which the noise of carousal did issue and there he did

find five jolly knights deep in their cups. And they were so far gone that

they did know him not, but clapped him heartily on the back and forced

him to drink of ye wine of the dago. Presently was Sir Zeal-of-the-Land

sore distressed for that his stomach was young and tender and in his

agonyhe did rebuke them in this fashion, "Fie on ye knaves that do break

ye ordinances of ye Court in drinking of ye vile red wine. As a true

knight I feel it is my duty to report you to King Arthur. " Whereupon the

knights laughed loud and long and did swear that ye stranger was a rare

jester, pardeel

And Sir Zeal-of-the-Land gat him off in the pain of his stomach and

halted not till that he came to ye chambers of Arthur and to him he re-

related all that he had heard and seen. And ye king looked passing heavy

as if he had given much not to hear what ye knight had to say for now he

must perforce call the erring knights to justice.

Straightway was a meeting of the Knight's Council held and ye

knights of ye red dago were charged with carousing all night e'en till the

birds gan sing, and they were cast into a vile dungeon to abide there for a

fortnight. And the other knights of the Court were passing sad, for

they wist well that only good fortune had spared them from ye dungeon.

And only they were glad for that Sir Zeal-of-the-Land had likewise been

cast into ye dungeon sithen he, too, had drunk of ye red wine.

And things fared badly with Sir Zeal-of-the-Land. Daily was he

chastised out of all measure by his fellows in ye dungeon, until he vowed
that never again would he help those that had gone astray. And one

night as he lay on ye flagstones of the dungeon and moaned in his great

misery, lo, an angel came to him and stood over him and spake in this

wise, "Mourn not Sir Zeal-of-the-Land, but be of good cheer, for your
righteousness hath earned you much blessing." Thereupon ye angel

vanished and ye knight hearkened him and suffered bravely ye buffets of

his fellows until that ye fortnight was past and they were free men.
And not long after that, ye knights of the Court met in Council and

Sir Zeal-of-the-Land by a universal agreement was made Warden of the

Knight's Council, for the knights would fain keep such pesty fellows out
of mischief. And henceforth Sir Zeal-of-the-Land was a marked man
and like a cat with a bell on its neck caught no more jolly song birds.

But none the less was this knight right glad for he had won him several

points of worship, which he e'en thought so sweet that it was mar-
vel to tell.

Chapter W—?|oto &irHeal=of=tf)e=Hanb toon fjiaapun*
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So when Sir Zeal-of-the-Land was created Warden of ye Knight's
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Council, he bethought himself that he had well nigh completed his quest

for ye Fellowship Founders. And thereat he reckoned up his much bless-

edness, and weighed and measured it, and found that he was still want-

ing full two points of blessedness. Then was Sir Zeal-of-the-Land right

weary and sad, for in his knightly adventures he had suffered great woe
and pain, and in especial he could in no wise bethink him in what new
venture he might get himself worship.

Thereat he betook himself to an hermitage that lay not far from ye
Court of King Arthur, and there an holy man dwelt who had once healed

Sir Zeal-of-the-Land of a grievous wound. And he threw himself on the

ground before ye hermit's feet and begged him that he would once again

save his life, for that if he did not win him more worship and attain to

ye Fellowship Founders he would most surely die of grief. Then spake

the holy man, "My son, canst thou sing?" "Nay, truly, my friends say

that I cannot," replied Sir Zeal-of-the-Land. Herewith the hermit

frowned as though he knew not how he could help him, and on a sudden

ye knight spake, "But, holy father, wit ye well I can whistle." Whereat
ye knight perced his lips and let forth such a tumultuous and piercing blast

that ye hermit was well-nigh deafened. And it fortuned that ye hermit

promised Sir Zeal-of-the-Land that if he would nevermore whistle that he

would try to teach him to sing, albeit he doubted that it could be done.

And at this was ye knight right merrie for that if he could sing he might
win his spurs in ye Brotherhood of ye Glee and therewith much blessed-

ness.

And so Sir Zeal-of-the-Land abode with the holy man many a moon
and daily sang chants to ye glory of God. And it befell that after many
months of ye same, ye knight learned to carry a tune, and ye holy man
marvelled greatly and swore that this knight must be loved passing well

by ye Lord for that such a miracle had come to pass.

And we have neither ye space nor ye patience to relate all that ye
books telleth of how Sir Zeal-of-the-Land returned unto ye Court and
was finally admitted to ye Brotherhood of ye Glee, for that Master Ben-
zine could not bring himself to bar one who so loved ye music.

Chapter V—?|oto tfjat g>ir Heal=of=tf)e=3lanb toas re=
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And so when Sir Zeal-of-the-Land had won his spurs in ye Brother-

hood of ye Glee, he hied him incontinently to ye sanctum of ye Fellow-

ship Founders to lay before them his much merit and blessedness. And
he related to them his marvelous deeds, as touching how that he had got

much worship as Senechal of ye Knights of the Soc, and as ye Warden of
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ye Knight's Council, and in especial of his wondrous conquest of ye

Brotherhood of ye Glee. And all that heard marvelled that one lone

knight might in the space of three short years residence at Court encom-

pass such diverse quests and labours. And therewith Sir Lenzalot, who
was most peerless knight of all ye Court, spake in this wise, " I dare under-

take that yon knight is well worthy to be received in our Fellowship and

with much reverence." And at these words was Sir Ze.al-of-the-Land

right glad, and departed their company so soon as ever he might with

due obeissaunce, for that he would tell all his fellows of ye great honor

that had befallen him, and how that he was astonished for he had in

no wise reckoned on it. For wit ye well Sir Zeal-of-the-Land was a

modest and soft-spoken knight.

And that same day when eventide fell and peace reigned o'er all ye

Court, ye Knights of ye Fellowship Founders received Sir Zeal-of-the-

Land into their midst and ye ceremonies were performed in this wise. In

ye Union Castle in a long chamber lighted only by one bulb of strength

forty watts (for ye Senechal, Sir Kay, griped oft that electricity was
wasted) all ye knights of ye Fellowship Founders were assembled in

solemn array, well beseen and richly. And Sir Zeal-of-the-Land was ad«

mitted, and well I perceived that he was all a-jitters for that ye prize

long sought was now at hand. And one that was more aged than ye others

approached and kissed him on either cheek and straightway led him to a

curious table with four legs, whereon lay an ancient catalogue of ye
Court. And ye ancient one by solemn dumb show made known to Sir

Zeal-of-the-Land that he should place his hand on ye musty volume and
swear after him in this fashion :

" I swear to attend eight-thirty classes

and Faculty-Student teas; to rescue all maidens of Burnt More that

been in distress; to travel up and down ye land seeking young striplings

that may replace those knights that have died in battle ; and finally to

live a life that is exemplary in every respect to those less worthy knights

that form ye majority of ye Court."

And here must we make mention of one Sir Robert of Tom, who ap-

peared for a brief space in Chapter One of this tale, and who at this same
time attained to ye Fellowship Founders by most ingenious and subtle

sorcery. For it is told how he added and subtracted and multiplied his

little worship till that ye Fellowship and in especial Sir Lenzalot, were
well-nigh daft and admitted him knowing not what they did.

And now we return us to Sir Zeal-of-thc-Land, who when ye solem-
nities were past was made to break of the salty pretzel and quaff of the
juice of the apple in right good cheer. And Sir Zeal-of-the-Land mar-
velled greatly that such renowned knights would disport themselves in
such jolly fashion e'en as they had been ordinary mortals that do joy
in eating and drinking. And he was filled with disgust for that he had
hoped in ye Fellowship to breathe ye air of ye upper spheres.
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And certain books telleth how that this mystical, holy knight was

wafted direct to Heaven by a band of angelic spirits: namely seraphic

asymptotes, parabolic parabolas, hyperbolic hyperbolas, and scrofulous

surds. And it is related how that Sir Zeal-of-the-Land won him great re-

nown among the angels of Heaven, and became holier and holier until

he became wholly a surd.

Thus endeth the history of ye Fellowship Founders and how that ye

knights Sir Zeal-of-the-Land and Sir Robert of Tom attained thereto,

the which is a history one of the truest and most marvelous in this world.

$ook lll-Bt gbbenture of§t golpfriars
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BEHOLD at not many leagues distant from Camelot court, there

lieth an abbey in a pass of ye mountains where live great numbers
of strange brethren of a Holy order, and this same abode is hight

Fire-cracker Abbey. All within this place is fair and well-ordered so that

ye men of God may live holy and studious lives, nor do they ever fare

forth into the world but hold strictly to the performance of their holy
orders.

Lo, when the merry spring-tide had brought ye birds from their

wintry nests and dotted all ye fields and meadows with tender buds and
sweet-smelling violets, certain of ye novices of the Abbey became irked
of the stern and monkish life which they led. Thereupon, in order to
lighten such sorrows as had vexed them throughout ye long days and
nights of winter, they set themselves upon devising a means of escape into
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ye world. In this most perilous undertaking ye more youthful lads of

Fire-cracker Abbey were governed by a certain noisy stripling, hight

Master Winsith. Ye same was e'en a great jester sometimes carrying his

pranks to ye extent that it angered his fellows beyond measure. But

when that ye others were desirous of a leader they would ever turn to

Master Winsith.

Bifel that upon a warm night in April, ye Abbey porter, being over-

wrought with his constant saying of prayers for that it was then ye season

of Lent, gan snore full loudly at his post. Straightway one of ye novices

whose cell by good fortune faced upon ye court-yard that he might hear

whatever came to pass thereat, goeth to Master Winsith and councilleth

him ofye sleeping porter, saying that ye time of escape had indeed come.

At ye hearing of such glad tidings, clothed right as he was, ye leader

leapeth to his feet and called upon ye company, one after other, saying

privily unto them "Fire," which same word had ever been signal for

gathering of ye boys.

In short shift was gathered into ye court-yard the greater part of ye
Abbey novices and shortly had they slipped past ye doddering porter as

he slept on his bench. Thereupon they all frolicked right sportily even as

a falcon when it is loosed from its masters wrist. But when ye joy was
far spent. Master Winsith calleth his company together to council what
was now to do. Straightway spoke one of ye novices saying: "Behold,

would it not be a right merry jest to pour water in ye sleeping friar's

beds?" and at thought of such sport they all laughed loud and long

albeit they had no thought of doing ye same.

At length spoke Master Winsith, councilling his fellows that they

go one and all to ye Court of ye great King Arthur, there to essay their

mettle in ye right doughty arts of shovelry . Such seemeth to please highly

ye entire company, so straightway turned they their faces toward Came-
lot, jesting and laughing as they tramped ye moon-lit high road.

Cfjapter 1 1—ftelletfj fjoto pe bootee jfrtars; of tfje ®bbtv
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At ye coming of ye fourth hour of matin. Sir Adolphus Hairychest
arose from his bed and walked upon ye castle battlement that he might
breathe ye sweet air of springtide and bask in ye mellow sunshine. Yester-
night had he been tippling with ye Knight of ye Tin-ear nigh unto cock-
crow and the same was cause of his late arising. Anon as he stood blink-
ing in ye bright sun's rays, he espied upon ye high-road that leadeth to
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Camelot a bedraggled and dusty crew in black cassocks laboring on ye
steep hill on which lieth ye fair city. After a space came ye seeming-

friars nigh unto ye great castle gate and beat full loudly for admittance

and when ye noise thereof had continued for a space, Sir Adolphus, over-

come with wonder at ye strange men, calleth loudly to ye porter thus:

"Ho, sirrah, here be those at ye gate who would fain be admitted."

Straightway came ye porter on hearing of ye loud bellow and unloosed ye
great portcullis and admitted ye weary novices from Fire-cracker Abbey.

After holding speech with ye porter for a space, ye same consented to

lead them unto ye great hall where sat King Arthur mid costly furnishing

and beautiful tapestry holding council with his knights. When they

beheld ye tired company entering at ye lower end, they looked up to sur-

vey them. Shortly when Master Winsith and his fellows had reached ye
gaudy dais on which sat King Arthur, all knelt to do homage to ye king

of great fame. Then up spake Master Winsith: "0 king, we come to

crave a boon of thee. We be from the Abbey of Fire-cracker and are

come to join ye Round-table knights." Then spake ye king by way of

answer: "We of ye Round-table receive not all comers. Reveal unto

us who thou art and who thy company." "Sire e'en as I have said,"

replied Master Winsith, "we come from Fire-cracker Abbey. Long since

have we grown weary of our monkish life and would fain try our hand at

knighthood. Truly, we believe that in jousts of arms and doughty deeds

of shovelry will we find our hearts content. We but ask of thee, noble

Arthur, that thou make us least of all thy knights so that we may learn ye
virtues of courage and valor. " Certes King Arthur wist not what to think

of ye strange words that were spoken unto him; howbeit, inclining unto

Sir Lenzolot who ever stood nigh unto him (for that he was Arthur's

right-hand man), he held converse in such wise that shortly he turned

to ye friars and bespake them thus: "Sir Friar, we are verily pleased

of thy desire to join the Table Round for we fancy highly ye monk who
desireth to show that he hath ye mettle of a man. If ye would e'en try

ye ways ofye world, certes ye are right welcome among us. But hearken

unto my saying for ye must needs be lowly and humble while that ye
serve as newcomers in this court." At such words answere Master Win-
sith boldly: "Yea, sire, we will hearken unto thy word and so hope we to

become right good knights and worthy in due season." Then turned

King Arthur unto such of his pages who were nigh, ordering them to see to

it that ye friars be given proper raiment and ye gear of knighthood, as

eke quarters that were worthy unto their station. Thus it fell out that ye
friars of Fire-cracker Abbey became knights-aspirant of ye Round Table.
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All things haped fairly with ye new knights for they lived with due

homage among their fellows, showing a true desire to become gentle and

courageous knights. Not only was ye king pleased with their deeds of

arms and their air of humbleness, but he likewise commended them on

their sturdiness in the matters of ye holy spirit. They would e'en teach

unto ye other knights how that our fair father Christus suffered ye passion

and how that all should believe upon him even unto death. Numbers of

ye knights, for that they were worldlings who knew not the power of

faith but only ye powers of ye sword, would mock and laugh upon ye

pious carriage and demeanor of their monkish brothers. In especial

would they plague ye Master Slinger who, of all ye novices, held greatest

faith on our fair Father in Heaven. Ever and anon after a feast in ye
great castle hall, a company of knights would surround this same devout

lad and test him with questions, hoping thereby to shake his great faith in

Jesu ye good shepherd. By way of jest one would say: "Telleth us, dear

master, whether that Sir Adam, he that is father of us all, had a navel

even as we men who are born of woman?" At which saying Master

Slinger would know their evil intent and would reply with all simplicity

saying: "Nay, sirs, our common kinsman had not the mark upon his

belly when he was placed by God in ye Garden. Ye ponderous philos-

ophers would fain catch ye unwary by guile, for they say that ye navel is

a sign of birth; howbeit I say unto you that it is even ye wound of ye
flaming sword given to Adam when ye Angel of God drave him out of ye
Garden." Then would the knights nudge one another in right good

cheer for they enjoyed to ye full ye childlike faith of Master Slinger.

Howbeit, all was not prayer and devotion among ye knights-aspirant

for, to tellen you shortly, ye spirits of ye young men wexed uneasy in

their lowly life of service to King Arthur. Verily ye blood of youth boil-

eth passing soon if it be allowed to simmer overlong in solitude and hu-

mility. Much atop the others in way of restlessness were Master Winsith,

whom ye wot of, and a certain Master Bugaslinger, a nigh kinsman unto

ye devout and holy Master Slinger, both being son's son unto ye re-

nowned Sir Buga de Bois, a mighty jester and buffoon of nauseous fame
throughout the land. The same uneasy youths gathered unto them-
selves a company of ye others, which that were of their council, and
amongst these latter were such noisy braggarts and Master Sword-awn,
Master Whipple and Master Charles of Kahn which same was nigh kins-
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man unto a sometime knight of ye court of Arthur who had won his

spurs with fair fight on ye Tourney field.

Shortly for purpose of abetting their doings they would fain be united

in a brotherhood and so cometh into being ye League or Brotherhood of

ye Evangels. Thus hid they beneath a fair and righteous name such

foul misdemeanors as ye shall hear anon.

Cfjapter W—Eelletf) of pe ^ranfefi of pe Cbangelsi anb
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Behold ye sweet season of summer had passed away andye cold winds

of autumn had now begun to wither ye fair green leaves. Without there

raged a right cold and blustering wind but within ye high feast-hall of

ye castle all was merry and warm. Anon when ye sweetmeats and ye
white wine of cow were all lifted from ye boards, up rose ye Senechal,

mid much acclaim, and spake in a loud voice so that all might hear, even

ye brethren who sat at the furthest from him: "Lo, sirs, so soon as ye
company dispurseth there shall be a meeting of ye Evangels in ye Old

High Room atop ye north castle turret." At this all ye knights did

shout with glee, for verily ye Brotherhood had become somewhat of a jest

at ye Round Table. Howbeit, straightway when the knights gan slowly

to depart, ye Evangels arose as one and went unto their communing
together. Right unto this day knoweth no man what seditious speech

had these youths as they lingered in ye turret room, but, certes, no good

did ever come of it. For lo, when ye bells had rung to evensong and ye
knights were making merry throughout ye spacious halls of ye castle,

several of ye Evangels stole privily unto that part of ye castle where are

the chambers in which slept ye knights. Whereat, without being seen of

anyone, the youths placed a flagon of ale over each portal in such wise

that when ye knight entereth therein he is wetted full sore by ye tipping

of said flagon. Perceiving that this merry jape might perchance cool the

wrath of ye knights, ye young masters set themselves diligently to ye
emptying of ye chestg which stood in each chamber and eke ye hiding of

ye robes and raiment which did adorn ye beds. Thinking such to be
enough for the time, the Evangels retired, each going silently to his own
chamber.

Anon ye remanant of ye knights of Table Round mounted ye stair-

ways such as led to their chambers. At last cometh one knight to ye
portal of his chamber and on entering right merrily is he soused inconti-

nent in ale. Whereupon all ye others come unto him and lament the

sorry hap which has befallen him and murmured among themselves say-
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ing: "What dastard hath done this baneful deed?" Howbeit, none being

so vexed that their sleep would suffer harm therefrom, they slowly drew

unto their several chambers.

Now, by ye Holy Rod, it was great marvel to hear ye cursing and

nashing of teeth which followed when ye knights discovered to their sore

distress that they had all been served likewise. Then was ye hall noisy

with shouting and confused running. Each man spake unto other:

"May ye Virgin's deadly curse light upon ye dastard knave who hath

done this thing. Let us e'en thrust him into a butt of Malmesey if that

we fortune to seize the coxcomb." Then spake Sir Lenzolot and his

voice rose high above ye din: "Sir knights, here hath been done a traitor's

deed, let us straightway to the king and there crave a righteous judgment

of him in this fel matter." Then were the knights right glad to go for

they ever hearkened unto Sir Lenzolot for that his speech sounded of

high command and lordliness. Thus goeth all ye knights to the apart-

ment of ye king and there they found Arthur in his night robes brushing

his teeth in right kingly fashion. Whereupon Sir Lenzolot turned to re-

tire ye other knights but ye king certes would hear of none such thing.

"Stay, comrades," quod he, "reck not that ye see your king in his privy

councils," and thereat laughed he right loud, thinking that he had

cracked a merry jest. Ye other knights laughed beside and jollied each

his neighbor, howbeit they thought the pun full foul and unkingly. Shortly

a season of solemn silence fell upon ye brethren of ye Round Table

as Sir Lenzolot gan his speke as here followeth: "0 king, a sad misfor-

tune hath befallen us for lo our chambers are in high disorder following

the visit of some foul fiend to these quarters. Therefore we crave a boon
of thee, namely that thou wilt do unto us ye pleasure of chastizing ye
rascal or rascals who have served us thus.

"

At these words the king's eyes did flash full sore so that it was right

terrible to see. Then spake he :
" Sir Lenzolot and mine own true knights,

well and surely know I ye cause of this great distress. Have I not long

since been king over you and think you that I know not what passeth in

mine own court? Sirs, I say unto you that it was even those beggarly

knaves from the Abbey of Fire-cracker who have done this thing."

Whereupon he ordered ye knights to go seek out the master Evangels and
hail them into his presence. In marvellous short time were the youths
brought before him and King Arthur cursed them roundly thus: "May
Jesu bite thee, fould fiends that thou art. 'Ods blood, sirrahs, mangle me
slowly and drop me in ordure if I do not make ye rue this day. For long

time now have we of ye Table Round born with thy pranks and japes,

now are we wroth with an exceeding bitterness and our anger will not be
allayed. Sir knights, seize these dastards fast and we shall e'en tip the

noisome braggarts out ofye court. " Straightway, being ordered so to do,
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ye knights beraft ye Evangels of their raiment and herded them in ye

castle court-yard. Then saith King Arthur: "Fetch and heat ye irons

for I will surely brand these knaves so that all men shall know them with-

ersoever they go." Then were the irons brought and heated in the fire

and when all this was accomplished King Arthur spake, saying: "Sithen

that they are so strict on ye fundamentals, burn their fundaments with ye

sign of a huge hammer, so that all men shall know them for such."

Straightway when all this was accomplished, ye knights drave the trou-

blous varlets out of ye castle. Then as King Arthur perceived them off at

last on the high-road he saith: " Jesu Maria grant that such shift be not

come to our court in any time that is to come" and with that he returned

unto his chamber and having wound ye clock he retired to ye sweet sleep

of one who hath narrowly escaped from sore woe.

N'

^oofc XV—§t CJronfcleof §t &ake£
Chapter I—l|oto g>ir Griffon robe tn fjisigboenture anb

came to a Hauttb tofjere btoelt tfje Imigfjte of tfje &afee

"OW the Book saith that of all the knights of King Arthur's Court

few gat more worship than Sir Griffon. And Sir Griffon rode on

his adventure and came unto a laund called the laund of Loid.

Now all Loid is divided into nine parts and it so happed that Sir Griffon

came unto the seventh part of the laund of Loid where dwelt many
knights that had curiously emblazoned on their shields, silver rakes.

And these Knights of the Rake were jolly men who liked well to drink

the good wine and other manner of disports, me list not hereof make no
mention. And when the Knights of the Rake espied Sir Griffon, they

welcomed him right gladly and one hight Sir Threbaths said, "Forsooth,

Sir Knight, ye are welcome here for this place is called the adventurous

place, for here be many strange adventures, and there come but few

knights here that go away with any worship." "That is wonderful

thing," said Sir Griffon. "What ye mean in this country I wot not of,
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for ye have many strange adventures, and therefore I will lie in this castle

this night." And so Sir Griffon was led unto bed in a fair large chamber

and he laid him down upon the bed. And anon therewithal there came a

knight armed with a stein and he bade Sir Griffon: "Arise, sir knight, and

joust with me. " And the knight did thereby drink five and twenty steins

of a fair liqueur of such a strength that he were almost borne back over his

horse's croup. And then Sir Griffon started up and dressed his stein and

drank down eight and twenty steins of this fair liqueur and e'en called for

more, and the knight marvelled greatly at Sir Griffon and yede him back

into another chamber and was seen no more.

Chapter IX—?|oto g>tr Griffon fjab iWarbcUous

gfobenturesi

And so soon as the knight had gone, the fair large chamber in which

Sir Griffon stood gan turn ever round and round. And Sir Griffon laid

him down again for his head felt passingly strange. And right so he saw

come in a score of hideous monsters and they resembled nothing so much
as pink elephants. And they stood in a line and looked at Sir Griffon so

that he dread him sore and hide his head beneath the covers in most un-

knightly fashion. And when he looked again those elephants were gone.

And anon or Sir Griffon wist, came in a host of serpents, green and

passing horrible to see and they writhed and came near unto Sir Griffon.

"Jesu, mercy," said Sir Griffon, head under cover, "Alas in all my life

thus was I never bestead. " Right so Sir Griffon forthwithal saw a dragon

in the court passing horrible and there seemed letters of gold written in

his forehead; and Sir Griffon thought that the letters made a significa-

tion thus : Ye Fair Laund of Hajord Hath No Interest in Ye Education of

Those That Do Use Toxant Liqueur. And Sir Griffon marvelled greatly at

these words for he wot not of their meaning.

And it was then came morning and he laid him down for pain of his

head which ached passingly sore. And he fell into a deep sleep until two
of the clock.

Chapter III—ftelletf) of §>it B>ir\t anb tfje Hmgfjts; of

tfje g>oc anb biuersi otfjer matters!

And Sir Griffon bode many days among the Knights of the Rake for

they were jolly men and he loved them passingly well. And the custom
was much much at that time for these knights to make many a pilgrimage
to a noble shrine in the laund of Conshok. Here, it hath report, the good
bere flowed right free, and the brethren of the Rake did make many a
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journey to that Land of Conshok for they did love the good bere passing

well. And there was of them one Sir Sint who was a Knight of the Soc.

For as the book saith, there were in those days certain knights who did

call themselves Knights of the Soc, and they did go about the country

jousting. And sometime perchance were they socced but at other times

they did soc their enemies. And Sir Sint was even the champion of these

knights of the Soc, a much man and large. And of him hath been a lim-

erick writ, which came about in this fashion. In the season when the

Knights of the Soc did joust they chastised themselves and mortified the

flesh. Neither did they puff the vile weed nor drink the red wine nor in

any other way disport themselves, that they might be strong for the

jousting. But of such time when the jousting was over, then did the

knights of the Soc disport themselves and make right merry. And ofttimes

when they smote down their enemies, "Mercy Jesu, " said Sir Sint, "I

marvel what knight would mortify his flesh after so fair a victory." And
thus was told the limerick of Sir Sint which all men know and which redes

in this wise:

When that Sir Sint came off ye waggon

He sate him down jurninst a flaggon

And wit ye well

Within a spell

He had a bien plaisauntjag on.

Chapter XV—2|oto£§>ir horrick of ZBug toon great toor=

sfjip among tfje bamosete ant fjoto fje became a magician

Now leave we off a while of Sir Sint and speak we ofSir Horrick ofDug,
a Knight of the Rake, who inhabited in the seventh part of the laund of

Loid. And this Sir Horrick of Dug was a fair knight as he himself wot
well, and he did get much worship in especial amongst the virgin maidens

of the land. And he did follow the fair damosels as bees the sweet honey
and they did perforce bear him for lack of other way out. And Sir Hor-

rick of Dug and Sir Dervandale that they might get even more worship

among the fair damosels of the laund did stablish the Pavilion Clubb and
they invited thereto all the knights from ye Launde of Haford. And they

caused to be set up a great pavilion, and ye knights did there convene and

there they drank of the blood-red wine and had full merry cheer and there

were many fair ladies.

But these were not all the virtues of Sir Horrick of Dug, for among
divers other things he won great renoun as a man of magic, the which came
about in this wise. Sir Horrick was once assist at a tea at which were

many fair damosels. And there came to this feast one from a faraway

southern launde and he spake in a strange soft tongue that all the damo-
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sels admired at its sweetness. And then it was that Sir Horrick did bring

forth a feat of wondrous magic as hath not been seen in our laund sithen

the days of Sir McColl. He did cause his own speech to change and lo,

he answered that strange knight in that knight's own curious tongue,

saying these magic words : "Ah coom fum Boltimoe, too." And all that

heard on it marvelled greatly for that Sir Horrick brang forth so great a

miracle.

Now Sir Horrick was a noble knight as many a knight wot well, Sir

Horrick himself not least. Arrayed in his tall black helm and other fair

trappings, he was wondrously well garnished, and there was never no

knight more richlier beseen. And when he danced full trippingly in

middes of ye Pavilion Club he gat him much worship no end. But won-

drously strange to tell there were of the knights that misliked Sir Horrick.

And one bespake him privily to Sir Griffon and said, "Certes, Sir Griffon,

if one saith truth that knighthood be in flower, then meseemeth Sir Hor-

rick is the flower, and by the gullet of God, I ween it be a primrose. " But
as touching the most part of the knights, they bare Sir Horrick no manner
of mal engin. They shaken their heades merely, saying (and from this

cometh the words that hath sithen gat so great fame) "Alas poor

Horrick."

Cfjapter V—i*oto tfje Emgfjtfi of tfje &afee fjelb a great

tourney anb fjoto tfjep toere aabeb op an Ctfnoptanbtoarf

So it drew fast to Michaelmas; and the jolly knights of the Rake did

bethink themselves to have a great joust. So, of a Friday night, they

betook themselves to the Pavilion and there made so good cheer with the

red wine and many fair ladies that it was marvel to hear and see. And the

Knights of the Rake drank much wine and then repaired to their castle in

Loid. And at that place, there was more jousting and brawling than

there was tofore so that unnethe they might hold themselves on horse-

back. One of the knights forsooth did full actually, for opening the gate

of the castle with difficultie he became right ireful at it and attacked it and
smote it and wroken his anger on it. And lo he won a great victory over

that door for he brast it off its hinges. Then all the knights did make
good cheer that none that saw them but weened they were the happiest

knights in the world. And at the last syne it grew late they betook them-
selves to bed, leaving the broken weapons and armour strewn about the

field of battle. And on the next morn they lay long in bed sleeping.

Now the king had made a law that none of the knights should joust

in their castles for the king was out of measure a strict man. And there

were certain lords whose duty was to enforce this law. So it came to pass
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that in the morn they approached the castle where those knights had been

jousting and they would surely have seized those knights and thrown

them in a .dungeon but for one thing. It so fortuned that the Knights of

the Rake had to serve them an Ethiopian dwarf. And this dwarf looked

out of the castle window and espied the two lords afar off. So he was

afeared and caught up the broken weapons in haste and threw them out of

the castle window that when the two lords arrived they found nothing, for

W'hich the Knights of the Rake did thank the Lord Jesu.

And after this Sir Griffon betook him thence from that part of the

laund and bade farewell to the Knights of the Rake and dwelt no more
with them.

— m*

Jtoofe V—Qtfje&bbenturesiof palrfmtereattb

tfje Savillte of Jletfjerllopb

Cfjapter I—^elletf) fjoto Palctjmerc came unto tfje

Proifjerfjoob of i^etfjedlopb

IT
SO fortuned at the court that there lived a right doughty knave

hight Balchmere that was of a curious disposition and anatomy.
For that he was of unknown lineage, he did serve as kitchen varlet

and did earn his meat by the balancing of a tray for the sport of certain of

the knights. Albeat that he had labored at this employment for a twelve-

month, yet did he not wield the tray in dextrous wise for he was from his

birth muscle-bounden. But Balchmere was e'en of big build and eke of

such fierce demeanor that a company of the knights befriended him and
set themselves to the planning of his knighthood. These same were
known throughout the court as Ye Brotherhood of Netherlloyd and
certes they were a windy, ruffian breed.
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It chanced that upon a day when a wintry wind howled loud about the

battlements that ye Brotherhood of Netherlloyd gathered their number

unto the chamber of Sir Gutteral Jaeke. This same bold knight did there-

at hold speech with those his brawny brotherhood that did live at the ex-

tremetie of the knights' quarters. Turning unto Sir Adolphus Hairy-

chest, he did speak in this wise: "Forsooth, Eddie, this knave Balchmere

is a right lusty varlet. He rolleth the cubes of fortune with devilish

reck, and doth seem right well-suited unto the merry japes of our brother-

hood. Moreover, report hath it that he holdeth brave concourse with the

sleeket nymphs of our neighboring convent of Braen Meer and brast me
for a virge if the fellow hath not knightly mettle.

"

Then spake that old swashbuckler, Sir Hairychest that was of a grisly

visage, and at his speech, a great silence fell on the company: "By the

holey rod, I am of thy thinking, Jaeke. Let us enjoin him to take part in

the lists at St. Walton's Piece on first quarter-tide next."

Then did Sir Jaeke turn unto John of Haine: "Hence, milksop, and

fetch unto our presence that knave Balchmere. Telleth him that the

knights of Ye Brotherhood would hold converse with him." Straight-

way when he was come, all did welcome Balchmere to their midst in

Netherlloyd and informed him of their purpose. Whereat Balchmere

was fair astonied and in his sore confusion, strake down a score of furnish-

ings of the smokey den where these knights dwelt. But for all that he

was greatly joyed and laughed a whinnying elfish laugh, which same the

others were right merry to hear. Whereupon Sir Lenzolot, who had but

late strayed into the blue-aired company, fell sore distraught and in-

quired what Balchmere did in that place. And he was sore displeased that

the Brotherhood of Netherlloyd should take it upon them to accept a

new member, and in especial, one that was a mere kitchen varlet. And he

sware a great oath, saying "Now by the gullet of God will I make a

wager. An should this villain prove of knightly prowess at the lists,

then shall I even give to him ten butts of the best Pantherpus Ale. But
an he should prove but bone and meat as I verily declare him to be, then

shall get him back to his tray." And even afore Balchmere could make
retort, Sir Lenzolot had stamped out of the den. No whit daunted, Balch-
mere cried out, "And blast me for an eunuch if I fail of accomplishment."
And the knights that heard him were right well pleased.

Chapter 1 1—fcllety fjoto tfje Hmgfjt of tfje Cmnc €ax
cotmctleb toitf) £>it 1Un?olot to lap <^ins; anb &raps; for

pakfjmere
Now as the moon rolled it course and it drew near to first quartertide
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there did come about evil days for Balchmere which fell about in this wise.

One of the Knights of the Brotherhood of Netherlloyd, and by far not the

least, was a swart, heavy fellow of iron frame, and he was known as the

Knight ofthe Tinne Ear, sithen was his lineage and ancestry unknown to

the court. When that he was come to the court, he had brought sore

amazement to all the concourse by tearing atwain his trencher at the

feasting table when displeased by the taste of his portion of broccoli.

And further did the knights marvel when at a certain jousting he had one

of his ears strake off by one Sir Grossbart of Mastodon, for the loss of the

which member he made amends by fashioning a tinne ear from a small

armor plate which he was wont to wear. This embattled knight but a

day before the eve of St. Barclay, privily took himself to Sir Lenzolot and

addressed him thus: " Sir Lenzolot, how sayest thou that we curb that

raw stripling Balchmere by subtle device. For I bear witness that the

knave hath strength and durance out of measure to win him his spurs and

get him his place in ye Brotherhood, and verily doth it vex me to think

on it." And Sir Lenzolot did concur and he plotted with him of the

Tinne Ear, that they might cumber and distress the knave of the kitchen.

Therefore it came to pass that the Knight of the Tinne Ear did ap-

proach Balchmere that very morn and as was his wont, strake the fellow

on the back with his mailed fist, and spake as follows: "Give thee good

morrow, Balchmere, and wit ye well what I say unto thee. For I venture

that thou wilt brast the seams of full score knights on the morrow, for

verily I be of judgment in this matter and can e'en tell knightly mettle

when knightly mettle I see. But spend ye not St. Barclay's eve in prayer

and abstinence as do those knaves of Firecracker Abbey, but let all

manner of feasting and sport be thy lot. Accompany us then to the

Vale of Conshok at even fall and bear us company in the tossing of pots.

For in my mind there is nothing in the realms of the damp firmament

above where dwelleth our Father nor in the delectable pits below (where-

in is my especial liking) that furnisheth so fair a preparation for manly
jousting as doth the tossing of brimming pots." Then Balchmere, sithen

that he was of many gallon size did roll his mouth and promise to ac-

company the Knight of the Tinne Ear that very evenfall.

Cfjapter III—^elletfj fjoto palcfjmere bare fnmaelf

at tfje Valt of Consfjofe anb fjoto jje oranfe till all

btb marbel

Now fair was the company and sprightly, yea as the foals in

the meadow, when the Brotherhood of Netherlloyd fared unto the Vale of

Conshok that even-tide. And there did ride beside Sir Lenzolot and Sir
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Gutteral Jaeke and Sir Adolphus Hairychest, and the Knight of the

Tinne Ear, certain other knights, so that Netherlloyd was verily emptied

of its lusty band. And make we mention here of those other knights.

There rode the White Knight as he was known, with visor down, sithen

(it hath report) he was born of a gentry that did teach him to abhor all

manslaughter and knightly murder, and he would fain not make show to

the wide world of his feats of arms. And also there did ride a wondrous

strange knight, one Edmund of Akebelly, that long had amazed the court

with his open blasphemy and wanton curses, and I wist he had brought

horror to the brethren of Firecracker Abbey. And in the rear rode one

Sir Durelley of Gague and his brother-germain, Sir Byll the Hard, knights

that were ever seen to be together, at court and when riding on knightly

adventure.

Nowwhen the company had come to the place of festivity, which had

the wondrous and strange custom of keeping its entrance in secret, then

gan the knights to dress their spirits for the night's cheer. But ever before

any had made progress with their pouring of the right good Pantherpus

Ale, that prettie knave Balchmere brought amaze and fright to the

whole company. For he did eke drink of the good Pantherpus Ale ip

such wise that none had seen the like, sithen did he not alone drink as thp

others were wont to do, but yea, verily, he did inhale it. Now report hath

it that Balchmere, as was said heretofore, being of a curious anatomy, did

have strange devises and workings in his weasand, the which maken him
have power to toss off three flagons in the space of a mere taste for aught

other knight. And in the said performance, he gat in his bowels good
measure of the air about him, and forsooth did swell himself till he was
e'en liken to brust . And the knights ofNetherlloyd did council among them-
selves what the issue would be, and in especial, wit ye well, did the crafty

Sir Lenzolot and the Knight of the Tinne Ear, that did smile unto them-
selves, for that they did believe full well that they would prevail in their

wager touching the jousts at St. Walton's Piece on the morrow day.

Cfjapter XV—Celletf) of t&e <§reat 3ousting* at &t.
Walton's! pece anb fjoto palcfimere, sttfjen fje toalfeeo

nottije Jflarfeeb Hint, brabe before fjtm Cleben ^ntgfjtsi.

Now speakwe of the day on which came to test that wager of which is

bespoken heretofore. I wist that Balchmere felt him sore distraught when
he gan rise on that day of jousting, sithen his head out of all measure did
buzz and his vitals were in piteous rivalry with one another. And the
Knight of the Tinne Ear, seeing the sore qualms and disorders of Balch-
mere, thoughten on him to make a jest, and eke a crafty testing of the
knave's strength. Quoth he unto Balchmere, "How now, Balchmere,
let us engage in a litel contest. Take thee account of this line that I
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mark, and see what one of us shall walk it along withouten to stray nor

fall. " And thereupon, he maken a mark on the ground with his glaive,

and walked it along in deft fashion, e'en as doth a but new-born pigge.

And when Balchmere saw the issue, he taken hold on hisself and maken
semblance to walk over the mark. But in no wise could he keep from

lagging to this side outher to that, and albeat did the Knight of the

Tinne Ear make no merry show, yet was Balchmere liken to bemoan his

doubtful state. And he turned him in sorry wise to arrange him for

the jousting.

Turn we now to St. Walton's Piece where did assemble them right

marvellous great store of knights and nymphs and ladies that all did

betake them to a gallery, the which was hewn from a solid rock. And
there came heralds and squires, and all manner of peasantry and yoe-

men. And then came a right prettie show of knights in full armor, that

galloped across St. Walton's Piece, bearing their casques each in his

hand. Then was there parleying between Sir Hans of Hansenson and

him of the opposing array that had command. And when that they did

part them and go asunder each to his cohort (for it hath long been a

custom for the jousting of first quartertide to be done by two cohorts that

do each consist of eleven picked knights) all did fix their eyen on the field of

batel.

Now whilom the heralds did measure the lances and bespeak the last

advises unto the knights, there did clamber into the gallery of knights

and nymphs and ladies, an auncient hermit that bare a basket woven of

wild grass stems, and piled with all merry display of gaudy sweetmeats

and pleasant articles withouten number. And when that the herald did

raise his trumpet to announce unto all that the batel was fair begun, then

did the aged hermit raise such a clamour that all else was drounden out.

Then certain of the nymphs did barter a part of their trinkets for sweet-

meats and apayed the oulde man's fever.

Now came the two and twenty knights together and the noise thereat

was like to thunder. And Balchmere that was of the middle part of the

array, gan feel himself to reel. Nathless did he holden himself in trim

and foughten as fair as any man. And after that the cohorts had rushed

together, all were borne to the ground, and all gan strive with one another

on foot. Balchmere strake about him marvellous great buffets, but poor

aimed out of measure as his head kepped its buzzing. Then Sir Gross-

bart of Mastodon, by far of all the grisliest knight, on a sudden received

a blow that split his casque, and brought him to draw it off and throw it

behind him. It so chanced that the casque struck down Balchmere,

sithen it took him about the vitals, wherein he bare great payne. And
then did the Knight of the Tinne Ear think on him that his will was ac-

complished, and that the knave should in sooth go guerdonless. And
when the leech that was wont to bind up the wounds of them that fell in
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batel, gan hasten him to Balchmere's aid, then came to pass the miracle

that passed all men's understanding. For e'en as the leech gan helpen

Balchmere, then did the kitchen varlet bestir himself and gat him up and

cried in powerful voice, "Hence, varlet, with thy foolish leech craft,

and may Jesu bite thee, thou of the Tinne Ear, for thy foul intents and

now behold and see thy noyous works comen to naught!" Then came

such a rushing of wind through his weasand, accompanied by such an

frightening roar, yea like unto the wer-wolf that rangeth the night woods.

And Balchmere Hang out his glaive and gan lay about the opposing co-

hort and stopped not his hideous roaring, nay not for the space of a glass.

And all that looked on marvelled to see the cohort of the opposite party,

cast away their knightly weapons and make their escape from St. Wal-

ton's Piece with all horror such as men n'er come to but few times. And

the Knight of the Tinne Ear fared to his den with baleful distraught and

was seen no more for the space of three moons.

And it hath been noised that in the winter that followed he performed

further evil councils for Balchmere, and did e'en on occasion privily take

the spurs that Balchmere had fairly won, and hide them. But it hath

further report that Balchmere, that was now become Sir Hunslaughter,

did go unto the keeper of liveries, one hight Lord Dogglejohn, and maken

him to rivet the spurs to his naked foote.

And here endeth the account of Balchmere and how he came into

knightly worship, the which is callen the most marvellous happening that

e'er happed at St. Walton's Piece.



Poofe m—St factor's $ook
There was at the court a learned Redactor who did collect whate'er

he could find of the literature* of the times, the which followeth.

(The redactor but late didfind a widower in widower's weeds and with

shaven crown, wandering Jorlorn through Flounders Hall. And when the

redactor did accost this widower, the poor man dropt a silent tear, and rustled

his widower's weeds and told the sad story oj the passlonfulSlr Vance.)

(Eije Pastfionful £§>tr Vmtt
O there did dwell in Haford toune

A knight that hight Sir Vance.

And all the trammels of Haford toune

{For nae coed was Hajord toune)

Did crampen his life and bear him doune

That loved to skip and dance.

With a hae nony nony and a hocht-ja-ja.

Sir Vance he was a mickle sma' knight,

But a wiry knave was he;

Al be that his chekes wer pink as the rose.

His beard like the virgin timber grows,

And his limbs are strong as every man knows.

To run the cross countree.

With a hae nony nony and a hocht-ja-ja.

"O whar are ye ganging, my gude Sir Vance,

—

Are ye off to a far countree?"

"I am off to Knoxen College for to leave this sex-starved

place;

There the passions cramped no longer shall have scope and

breathing space;

I will take some savage woman, she shall rear my dusky

race.

With a hae nony nony and a hocht-ja-ja.

"

Scholarly Footnote: In that golden epoch of shovelry there sprang up a veri-

table garden of songs. Knights, monks, outlaws, and peanut vendors, all wrote sonnet
cycles and other little gems. There was also a large body of folk songs and ballads. It

was an age of song. Fortunately for us nearly all of these have disappeared.
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{This rime was writ down by the redactor exact as was tolde him by

one Olliver oj Eggtown. The story telleth of one hight Sir Boulanger of

Haford toune that did undergo a passingly strange conversion, for he did give

up his worke, his wife and his own fair soul to seek for a wee goud key the

which he desired greatly?)

Itye (Outsit of &iv boulanger

or

i)oto tf)e pafeer Cfjangeb ^te &eripe

Sir Boulanger drinks the blude-reid wine,

In his castle in Haford toune

:

"O whar will I get me the veriest way
To win me grate renoune."

Then up and spak a lerned scholar.

Sir Leslie John hight he

:

"The veriest way in all the laund

Is ye get the gouden key."

Sir Boulanger has dropt his pen,

Has lieve the inke grow coud,

And fain wold be a lerned scholar

To win him a key of goud.

And he hath writ full mony a carde

In mesure all five by three,

And redes and wa'ks full mony a league

All through the fair countree.

And there him mete on Munenday morne,
Twa friend of hi'n or three

:

"Now Christe thee save fair Boulanger,

Now Christe thee save and see.

How doth thy quest for the true lerning,

Under the greenwood tree?"

Bot Sir Boulanger speke never a worde;
Ne neir a worde did he say,

Bot mumbling strange beneith his breeth
He kepit strate his way.

"Now what hath chanct Sir Boulanger?
I feir me he is daft.

The mony a bookes he hath red

His braine hath maken saft."
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And that is the last that ony did see

Of the guid Sir Boulanger;

Lang, lang did his friends await him hame,

Bot he cum not back the day.

Lang, lang his friends did wait him hame.

Till the teir blinded thair ee,

Bot never hame cum Sir Boulanger,

Frae his quest for the gouden key.

[The herefollowing litelfragment was caught by the redactor as itfloated

out oj an upper casementjrom a castle in the eighth part of the land oj Loid,

accompanied by musicke from a sweet musicke instrument.)

A wee man, a sma' man
Doth run a scandal shete.

A-down-a-down derry

And push the pen along.

A skinny man, a ta' man.

Help him in this fete.

Sing down-a-down derry down

And push the pen along-o.

And what does the sma' man
That you were tellin o', sir?

A-down-a-down derry

And push the pen along.

He telleth them of Haford toune,

What they already know, sir.

Sing down-a-down derry down
And push the pen along-o.

And what does t' other, sir.

The skinny man see ta',

A-down-a-down derry

And push the pen along.

He dwelleth in a nest, sir,

A vile muddy nest, sir.

Along o' a black crow, sir,

The vilest ever you saw.

Sing down-a-down derry down
And push the pen along-o.

{The here-following curiously- wrought account was given to the redactor

by a strange knight which lay dying anear the castle of Flounders Hall. And
he begged the redactor that he would make it known to all the people of Haford.
"For it hath cost me much weal and woe, " he said, and so died.)
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Sir Tristram look-ed very sad,

He look-ed sad indeed,

For all the gloomy wights he saw

A-trudging down to mead,

A-sliding down the banisters

To hasten to their feed.

It was in ancient Flounders Hall

These coltish people dwelt,

In little cellules by themselves;

'Twould make your own heart melt

To hear their melancholious

Accounts of how they felt

;

And how they hated he-man things

And habits bad and vicious,

For they did spend their days and nights

Watering a narcissus.

A weak narcissus odor drifted

Gently down the hall,

So weak, you'd say, upon your soul

It wasn't there at all;

And yet Sir Tristram found his friend

Bending near a vase,

And speaking guggling little chucks

With a faint cherubic grace

From a pink seraphic face,

Whistling ditties all apace.

And having finished with his hunt,

Sir Tristram said, "Is this the place

Where dwell the tawny radicals

That revel in disgrace?"

As through this lofty mansion walked
Sir Tristram, sad of mien,

He said unto himself, "Alas!

Things are not what they seem."

And then he turned the corridor

And suddenly he fell a-faint,

For he did see a ghostly form
(It was not, sure, a saint)
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A-tossing on a bed of straw

And making loud complaint;

Yet this was merely little Dobbin's

Sleeping habit quaint.

The cultured brows of all these men
Were deeply furrowed, row on row,

Their steel ploughed minds omnicient were,

—In Flounder's fields the lilies blow.

Sir Tristram saw a little boy

That so loves choo-choo trains,

He pastes their pictures round his walls

To entertain him when it rains.

And weekly doth he take his pew
(As regularly as physic)

Where quiring angels round him sing.

(He listens to his watch tick.)

And last of all did Tristram see

A hollow looking wight,

With books and boxing gloves piled round,

Who worked by candle light.

And sang bad songs, as badly played

On Schopenhaurish nights.

His thousand fold belongings hung

About him on the walls

As though that he were fixed to stay

Till Second Ilium falls.

Sir Tristram met one in the Hall

A-sauntering, and through his pores

Seeped such aestheticism—Ugh!

Sir Tristram fled out doors.

|9e Sntimate papers!

{As the redactor was e'en attending to one of the divers necessities that

all must perforce attend to, he chanced to be in a wee holey outhouse oj Haford,

square in shape with sloped rooj. And there he came upon the two here-

following fragments which were saved by him from a fate worse e'en than

death. And when he had red these papers on the one side, he wouldfain read

also t'other side, but out of measure was he sad when he found that t'other

sides, alas alack, were not readable.)
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LIEF II

HAFORD NEUES
Founded in ye Plague Year

REDACTORS
Sir Edmund of Akebelly

Sir Lenzolot

Sir Leweyes Bowhunk

REDACTORIAL STAFF
Eck majors, militarists, glee men, welterweights,

and other peasants of low degree.

KEEPER OF MONIES
Sir Durelley of Gague

THE NEUES ITS REDACTORIAL POLICY
Sir Edmund and Sir Lenzolot play at ye

bridge whiles Sir Bohunk gets out ye paper.

THE SHOW MUST GO ON
Ye Redactorlals in ye Neues present not

of necessity ye Opinion of any Group of

Contact with ye College, nay oftentimes

they present not anything at all.

Ye Honour System

Ye honour system hath long been a
matter of much discussion in ye Neues
and wit ye well that many ween not

what they wist an ever they hear tell

not few but full many and many a

word of ye honour system. This
honour system hath run a course long,

long e'er any o' the knights that in

and out of the toune have long been
used to heavily cark and care withouten
thinken or e'er knowen what ye true
honour system it is or caren much
neither. This doleful state it liketh

the neues full well to lightly take upon
itself so straightly make clear to all

that wot not what the Neues and all

that wist not what they ween that in

our noble toune there lieth a thing the
which hight by all that wist the truth,

and be not false knights the which
many have alas become, the honour
system. Full many and oft are the
times and of them me hereof list to not
make mention for that as hath above
been said it hath been many and many
a year ago that there hath been stab-

lished by those that all men except
those perchance that wot not what
they wist nor know well what they
ween, and it hath callen the honour
system, the which all men know full

well and it needeth me hereof to not
make no mention. The question that
asketh itself at this time as say the
learned doctors and the which have so

sayen for many long years of the which
we have made mention above, is

whether it be mete outher whether it

be not mete and if it be mete then
know truly that it be deemed by many
an untrue thing but if on the other
hand it be not mete then truly is this

discussion in vain the which we hope
not, to encourage those that wist not
what they ween to ever follow and to
always be true to the noble and full

worshipful thing the which is the sub-
ject of this redactorial, the honour
system.

THE CROWES NESTE
Sir Atte-Moor

The other knight (ha, ha) we sat

amongst divers other knights staring

up at ye Rufe (get it?) to get our phil

(to-da-dee-da-da-dee-da-da) of knowl-

edge. Wright in front of us sat a

knight of great height, hight Sir

Wright. Sir Wright claiming to have

been present Atmore (heh, heh) classes

than Sir Fite, a Fite (get it?) began
and a Stoudt knight (boy, oh boy)

hight Sir Tom Knight did step in to

attempt to Winne ye battle. Then up
Loomis a brave figger who said,

"Great Greif, I have a better Roos
than that up my sleeve; I will go and
Hunt Jones and he will stop this

Fite." "Dusseau, " said a small

Hart-ed wight near-by. "If ye find

him not we must forsooth grin and
Barrett, but if ye do find him and he

be not a Fultz knight he Wilsoon

squash the raquet.

Ye Student Opineth
Knights Withouten Any Work
It hath long been asked what doeth

those knights withouten any work.

On fishday last we arranged ourselves

in our oldest armour and made our-

selves to look like knights withouten
any work. We left Haford toune with

never a groat of monie and betook
ourselves to the laund of Phila that

lieth hard by. There we chanct upon
a score of goodly knights withouten
any work, playing at ye game of square

marbles. Being fain to get us some
worship, we entered into the jousting

and thus spent two days for which
now we repenteth us sore for a sad

misadventure befell us. We came back
to Haford not only withouten any work
but also withouten any armour.

Sir Zord the Red.
Sir Ray Hooray.

Ye Fair Probleme
Methinks not emphasis enow be laid

on ye Whole Probleme of ye payment
of ye warre dettes. For whereas ye
Holy Sepulchre lieth yet in ye hands of

Saladin (sithen ye Haford toune swell-

eth with knights that spendeth covet-

ous lives 'twixt placket and pot and
not in ye Zeal for ye Whole Probleme
of ye vanquishing of ye adversaries of

ye Christendom) yet ye great wolde be
in sore oeconomical distraught. Yea,
the man that hath the eyen and the
ears of his mind set on ye public weal
and who doth no whit minish his

credence in ye rigours of justice, me-
seemeth such man maun e'en set him
doune and digge out ye kernel of ye
Whole Probleme. For ye way be long
but ye kernel be swete. We be but
sma' men, yea nigh unto ye cradle in

learning, yet meseemeth our time
cometh and we maun fain gette in

yonder and fighte.

Sir Aitche Gee de Wussell.

MUNDUS COLLEG1
WRIT BY SIR HORRICK OF

(Redactor's note: Here follou

most popular sector of ye HA
NEUES, as is attested by ye

plebiscite taken late yesteryere.)

New Styles

It hat ben report that ye knigl

ye Knoxen College have adopted

style of growing ye beardes the

was introduced by ye Sieur de '

late of Haford toune.

Gude Idea
Ye Yooe of Pitt hath of late re

a neue store of Orang-outang
which shall formen ye bulwark;

footballe teme, come next yere.

Braen Meer—Attention
It hath bene of late determinl

ye researches of Sir Machinslosh I

ye colleges to ye weste of MissJ
that ye Maids of Iowa Yooe
each ye sume of 5.27 dates per w

MOOSIK COLYUM

Ther nere ne programme tha

bet double-stopping, ne bet gu

thru ye forest of wodewinds, I

loved so well as I loved yon

Wagner numbers (alas! what the

is unbeknownst to me). Let

knights resume yur pilgrimage

nerest radio of a Sunday afternon

somthing ther is in ye wind. Fc

will ye find a world famed lute-<

playing on his lute, as he played'

famous Gewandhaus Orchester.

hap it hath been recorded yt b

very great lute player. Albeit I

not what his programme is.
_

i

that ye like ye noise of ye pip'

forth to Spruce Woods, for ther i

find a very great organist, wfc

perform himself on ye organ,

doubts me what his programnv

be. And if ther be any of you w
not thru a glass darkly, nor yet 11

face, ye may hear a youthful cl

of instruments playing on Lenol

Debussy (and yet had ye bet to I

that oon, for we be not entirely (I

on that oon). And lo, will ther II

moosik by moosikans that bl

employed, and yet are they em 1

to play with some employed mocl

for ye benefitt of ye unemj
moosikans that be not employed

know I not what thir progi

will be). Sir Liszt Bachshi

KALANDAR AMUSIENS
Munenday:—Ye Club Flounders will

^

May-pole daunce in ye olde High 1

halfe after seven o' the clock. I

paper dollies.

Wodensday:—Pants-pulling at St. N|

Piece.

Fifth Day:—Drinking bout. Sir

ye toune of Ardenmour.
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LIEE III

FORDIAN COMETH
OUT

jiised by Reviewer as
Jest Sithin Beowulf

Aj of litel gemmes
of literature

ier Hath Nothing on ye Bards
of Haford

\ neue Hafordian that hath but
leen appearen is like to a litel

of singing birdes. Ye contents
if be so swete that after ye re-

r had red the first lief he was so

>me that he in sooth fell on his

(Continued on lief IV)

°:

IN YE MALE:
ib Redactors of ye Neues:
K Sirs:

low me to calle to your attentione
revous misquotation of my speche
Founders Club feast. Whereas
ve writ that I said ' Ye keeper of

:s hath no monie, ' what I really

Iras, i' faith, 'Ye keeper of monies
rgot no monie,

'

Sincerely yours,
Sir Oulde Grad.

tsideth Deeper Things in

Life

i (ONATHON PROLIX STRESSETH
I) Tl AL STRENGTH IN COLLEXION

ON FISHDAT LAST

b Collexion on Fishday last, Sir

nihon Prolix, curate of ye Olde
pst Church in Singapore, did stress

c;per things in life and did laud ye
»jal strength. Sir Jonathon then
Bin on to point out that there be
tlig of more import to ye Haford
lings than they get ye intrinsick

Sjlemental realities of life. Sage
o| then turned to ye subject of ye
'iijs and deep-seated values of life.

i\|g spent no litel time touching
ss matters, Sir Jonathon turned
niD ye whole gist of his discourse,
I 'hich was that ye should trussen

Jl spiritual loins and hearken to ye
icasic values of life. In maken his
ictsion Sir Jonathon did make addi-
nif one further point, viz., he did
I 'at therefore ye maun become as
;1 lildren.

COMPLIMENTS OF

HATOCA CO.

Hayoca's On You

Winneth Spurs

FOOTE BALLE GORIL-
LAS SUFFER SLITE
MAL-FORTUNE

MCCDXLVIII TO IV

Tournament CloserThan
Ye Score Indicateth

OPPONENTS SLITELY
SUPERIOR

On Wodensday last ye foote balle

team was slitely bestead. Yt hath
report that ye doughty Knight of ye
Tinne Ear ben severely kiken in ye

(Continued on Lief VI)

SCHOCLOT BARRE

CHOONE GUMME

PEANUTTES

I GAT 'EM

John, ye Peanutte Man

.f-T-T-T-T-.T.TTrTTT

Compliments of ye Neues

KNIGHTS OF SOC
SOC SWATMOR

XV-VII

The order of the battel was: Sir
Scarbrow socced Sir Stetson, Sir Stet-

son socced Sir Zord, Sir Zord smote Sir

Joys, Sir Joys socced ye pigge skin, ye
pigge skin strake down doughty Sir
Sint, Sir Sint all incontinent strake
down ye pigge skin, ye pigge skin

bare Sir Longnecker over his horse's

(Continued on lief V)

ENGINEERS'
BLOWOUT

Bring Ye Trigge Tables

MORE FUN

DON'T MISS
Sir Blacklehurst

and
His Harmony Boys

In Ye Class Records

Hopeth to Appear

Sometime Afore June

'For them that are wearie

And fain wold lie doune.'

WE MAKEN BEDDES
SAFT

LES and LOU
Yoemen

Compliments of Ye Neues

Four editors of ye Hafordian mys-
teriously disappeared from ye court

Munenday last. Foule play is suspected^
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W$t epilogue

IT HAPPENED that the knights were feasting as was the custom, in

the great hall of the castle. And they were maken much cheer and
merry. In sooth what with much eating and drinking and gude wine

they were soon right drunken and they shouted forth loud roundelays, the

such as " Yea, Again Are We Here" and other loud and bawdy songs. And
soon they came in such estate that many fallen under the table and others

sprawledforth in the siegesfullfast asleep. Gradually the great hall became

hushed and quiet save for one lone knight that masticated steadily on, paus-

ing only to replenish from great platters and pitchers the fast disappearing

store of meat and drink before him. Suddenly there is a movement on the

opposite side of the table. Sir Bilson who is lying sprawled across the table,

stirs heavily in his sleep. He opens his eyes to gaze up at the lone eater with

a puzzled look in his eyes and mutters, "How now, Sir Backlehurst, how
cometh that ye . .

." The puzzled look changes to one of amazement.

The great throne gradually sinks and there rises in its place an ordinary

fireplace. The ancient heads draw back into theirframes and Wilmer strolls

by the table. "God, what a lousy cup of coffee, " says theformer Sir Backle-

hurst.

THE
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Editorial

NOW that we have had our fun, it might be well to declare our inten-

tions for the future. The present editors have a good deal of sym-

pathy with those Haverfordian subscribers who, for at least

three years, have felt that they aren't getting their money's worth. Since

the golden days of Joe Martin, whose stories everybody enjoyed reading,

the Haverfordian has been pushed from pillar to post to keep alive.

Now a competent, but fatigued group of dilettantes would help it along

for a year with their own brand of foreign poetry and impressionistic

tales; now a group of "popularizers" would fill the issues up with faculty

articles and letters from prominent people on the campus. Once, as you
may remember, the editor included several blank pages for readers to fill

in themselves, if they didn't like the rest of the issue.

At present we are against making the magazine either a labor of

love for half a dozen students, or a joke book for the campus at large

to try to laugh at. The Haverfordian was started in the first place to

give students with literary interest the same kind of encouragement

and incentive which Walton Field events give to students with football

or track interests, and the same purpose holds today. If there is literary

starvation sometimes about the Haverford campus, there is certainly

also periodical starvation in other activities; but that is not a reason for

abolishing any activity.

We hope more students will try to write. If you long to see a piece

of your composition in print, remember that you have a better chance

now than you will have for at least several years after you graduate. It

makes us of the editorial board smile (a little wryly) when we consider

the difference in the reception of our struggling brain children, and
the stuff we polished off at all hours of the night for our last issue. Where
we are serious, we turn out thin soup, apparently; where we make our

motto "It doesn't mean a damned thing—that's the beauty of it, " we
get a bouquet. For this reason we intend to unbend a little to our friends

and critics from now on. We shall try to throw a diamond or so from the

college acres into each issue to please you. But you ought to do some of

the writing yourselves.
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From Helena Streets

THE twelve clanging strokes of the Court House bell at noon had a

religious note in them for me during the month of April last year.

God, Capitalism, or the Necessity of Going Through College,

whatever autocratic power it was that brought me to digging ditches for

the Helena Water Co., seemed to relax its hardness with floods of. com-

passion while I dragged myself out of my tunnel and limped to the tool

chest for my lunch box. All sins were forgiven for an hour, and every

minute of rest was as sweet as honey. Sandwiches could be crammed
with unheard-of ferocity, milk guzzled, oranges disembowelled, and

three, or even four, cigarettes could be rolled from Prince Albert tobacco

and smoked one after another. In those days I was a disciple of Alice

Joy, and smoked her employer's tobacco because I liked her voice. They
were hot days, especially at the noon hour, and I loved to lie, flat on my
back by the tool chest, among lanterns, blow torches, lead pots, and

broken reducing pipes, with my reeking felt hat over my eyes.

Ditch diggers are just ditch diggers to most of the world. They are

lumped under that common name and dismissed as if they didn't have

any characters of their own. When I was very young, my faith in ditch

diggers and their characters was unshaken, and I wanted nothing better

than to grow up and become a shoveller in their ranks. But as I grew

older, I went through a long period of doubt. I doubted the efficacy of

dirt piles, and felt that all the slavish work they represented had been

deliberately planned by some unscrupulous capitalists to break poor

men's backs. I doubted shovels, picks, overalls, and even the Ditch

itself. Therefore it was satisfying to have my faith made whole again in

these April days, although I prided myself on believing that it was a richer

faith than at first when, fifteen years before, I had stared open-mouthed

at muscular men swinging picks over their heads and smoking forbidden

pipes.

Now that it is over, I can recognize three classes of men with whom I

toiled. There were the old, crestfallen ones, the young and mulish, and

the strong. Of these, the old crestfallen ones had my sympathy from the

first, just as the young and mulish ones vexed me. The strong men, in-

dependent and lusty, were admirable in themselves, and had no need of

likes and dislikes.

One noonday when I sat down as usual to gallop through my lunch

box, I noticed a kindly old man sitting near. His sandwiches

were humble, and he ate them without passion. He had a great mason
jar of tea beside him, from which he took deep draughts. When I saw
that one of his eyes (and it was not too sweet to look at) had been cruelly

blinded, I all the more admired his patience and gentleness. Having
eaten my lunch, I edged over to the old man.
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"It's swell April weather, isn't it?"

"Mm Hm. Lovely day. Beautiful day."

I made some remarks about the number of men who were working

and about the hard times. He told me this was the first work he had

done in two years, since he had been sick in bed for a long time. He
asked me if I came from Helena.

"Well, yes, I live here now, and I came from here originally, but

I've been away for a long time."

"Mm Hm! Well, I've lived here long before you was thought of,

then." He finished a sandwich and went on slowly, "You know, I've

put in a lot of shifts in my life . . . When a man works forty-five

years he puts in a lot of shifts, you know. I've raised up a big family to

be men and women . . . Yes, I've raised up a big family.

"

"And you're all alone now?"
He nodded, and said that his wife was gone. "Yes,—Mother she

died five years ago. " He looked at me sorrowfully and added, "And I've

been knockin' around ever since. You know it's a pretty hard thing to

keep a-goin' on when you know that the best friend you ever had is gone.

"

The white-haired old gentleman's only vice after eating was the

thoughtful use of a toothpick. This day's toothpick made him philos-

ophize. Gazing off at a vacant lot, he began giving me some advice.

He told me not to be surprised at getting married, and remarked on

the permanent nature of love, provided it turns out to be true love, and

praised the married state.

"You never know who it's goin' to be, or when it's goin' to happen.

Sometime you meet somebody you think is pretty nice and then pretty

soon you like her a little better and then before you know it . . .
" and

so he rambled on. It was like listening to the voice of a hermit or an old

counsellor in a fairy tale, nor would it have shocked me to hear him say,

"For thou art but a stripling, and I at the evening of life. Go then,

breast the world and drink life to the lees."

Somebody was lighting a blow torch, and half a dozen workmen were

standing up, yawning, and going through exaggerated stretches. It was
one o'clock again.

This afternoon, foreman Batch set me to backfilling ditches down the

line, where the mains had been laid. Backfilling, at least up to eighteen

inches of the street surface, was not as strenuous work as digging; it

consisted in gouging and raking the piled dirt into the ditch which was
flooded with water from fire hoses. The brown soup thus made settled

down into a hard-packed mass. Raking the earth with a shovel blade

down into that long puddle of water marked the climax of all the mud
pie dreams I had ever had when I was little. The top eighteen inches

were a different matter. Here the dirt had to be pounded down with a
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heavy iron tamp after each short period of shovelling. As less and less

romance appeared in the work, especially around that zero hour of the

day, three-thirty, when ditch diggers' watches tick slower, I began to

take more notice of my associates.

Close by there was an old fellow whose shovel moved deliberately.

He looked long-suffering, but his face hadn't the patience of the white-

haired man's. Jake, as this short, swarthy man was called, looked as

if he were living and working just to spite the hard world which put him

where he was. All the same he managed to laugh in his throat at the

jokes of the old Hungarian next to him. The Hungarian, who looked like

Ernest Torrence, also seemed to be aware of his hard lot with every shovel

stroke. Jake had a few words for me, too. First he told me he wished

he had never been born. Then he cursed his work:

"If I wass a young husky like you," he said thickly, while slowly

banging his tamp into the soft clay and looking at my shovel, "I'd never

touch one of them damned things." After a while he went on pessimis-

tically, "You know you have everything to live for. Me, I'm all through.

All I got to look forward to is da wooden box, now. You know you got to

look forward to that—when it's comin'—when they put you in da box.

I think I have a beeg party before I go, and invite all my friends.

"

Jake wouldn't ruin his wind by smoking. But stopping once to rest,

he said with a few twists of his face, "Well, I guess I'll have a little

dynamite now," and took out his box of snuse (or Copenhagen Snuff),

tapped it on his knuckles, pulled off the lid, and put some of the vile

stuff into his mouth with his forefinger.

Since there were plenty of men backfilling, the end of the day saw

our ditch brought to its finish in the shape of a long dirty grave. The
last minutes of work were spent scraping up the leavings from the side-

walks and curbings. I couldn't help watching a certain well-proportioned

man nearby, as he did this finishing work. Eight hours of labor meant

nothing to him, apparently, for his shovel fairly danced in his gloved

fists. No drudging cramp in the back slowed down his work, and half

the time he didn't even push with his thigh, as even the best ditch diggers

do, but stooping like a crane, he shovelled efficiently and tirelessly with

his powerful arms alone.

In the evening I told my uncle about the unhappy old men. He
shook his head and said that if the City Engineer would let him, Batch

could run a grading machine over the street and fill up the ditches with

two or three swipes of its blade. "But," he added, "they want to give

work to all the men they can."

It was several days later that I came to know the young and mulish

ones. Cloniger and Condon were two young men who wore overalls and
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corked joints when they felt like it. It wasn't hard to earn five dollars a

day for sitting on the end of a cast iron pipe, whacking in a lead collar

around a joint, and trussing up a form for the pouring of hot lead; and it

spoiled their day to be assigned to shovels when no pipes were being

laid. Cloniger had a fat neck, a bas-relief nose, and a general sluggishness.

Condon had a hard, lean frame, welts on his neck, and a falsetto voice.

I'm glad to this day that I was the cause of bringing about a little more

back ache for them.

Two service pipe connections on the old main had to be unearthed,

and since the most direct method was to dig two parallel tunnels, four

feet from each other, and connect them along the old main, I spent a day
scratching and raking on my hands and knees. It was easy work most of

the time since the ground underneath this side street was largely made up
of gravel from placer washings of forty or fifty years ago. Like backfill-

ing, too, this gophering work bad its romance left over from childhood.

It was just five o'clock when I scrambled out of my tunnel to escape a

stream of water that was rushing down the ditch from the street corner

above, where they were flushing a hydrant. Viewed from above, my
extended gopher hole looked very questionable. It lay directly under the

pyramids of dirt from the main ditch and I prayed that the sandy earth

below would hold its shape.

When I came back in the morning, the very ditch looked unfamiliar,

to say nothing of my careful cubby holes. Only the strength of the as-

phalt, and the effort of a wispy little column of sand were holding up the

extreme weight on top. Alarmed at the fierce work which the hydrant

water had done, Batch had me begin moving the top load. But sand and

gravel won. Cloniger and Condon were called in during the afternoon

to help clean out the ton or so of caved-in street.

"I don't like this lousy muckin'; you—Condon?"
"Naw," his companion grunted as he threw out a shovelful of

broken asphalt. Cloniger took out bis package of Luckies, but soon
hid it again when he saw Butch coming with the drinking water. Butch
argued a little and then gave him a cigarette. Butch earned two and
a half a day and supported a family.

Laziness should be an art. With these poolroom characters, it

was a disease. Moreover, they bragged of their biological powers. I

laughed at their jokes, but remembered the man with the iron back,

and worked all afternoon like a Puritan.

Two days later it was my fortune to work with that well-knit man,
whose name was Garland Porter. I liked him well, but to watch him
throw dirt six feet over his head, filled me with despair. His section of

the ditch sank deeper and deeper and my hands got new blisters from
trying to keep up with him. His mouth was tight when he struck blows
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with his pick, for he was too busy to grunt. Until I tried it myself, it was

a pleasure to watch Porter waltz down the street with a jackhammer.

Self admitted, he could handle that roaring implement all day long and

not get tired.

Walking part way home with him several nights, I found out

that he was married and had two boys. Hard work had always been his

daily fare and it agreed with him. He had been in the war, and hated it,

but he had no sour mementoes of it in his mind. It suddenly occurred

to me that I, who so often declare that I would any day go to the peni-

tentiary rather than bear arms for my country, and who feel so strongly

that propaganda must not wreck our lives again, I probably couldn't

even beg a uniform and rifle from the government. They wouldn't want

me with my blind eyes, and flat feet and peculiar heart. But they would

be glad to take Porter. And when I said, "Well, g'night, Gar," one eve-

ning, and turned toward my uncle's house, I wanted to sit down and

compose another war play like Journey s End, only with Gar Porter

in the foreground, instead of a brilliant and neurotic Oxford man.

Ditch digging is dirty work, as anyone knows who has slaved

away with a crowbar in an ill-smelling little tunnel, or shovelled

all day in the rain, leveling off surface ridges of mud and sticky

clay. And yet this work, as far as I have found it, is even more

wholesome and clean in its effects on the worker than any of those honest

toils like ploughing the fields, which have long been praised for improving

both body and soul. When the day's work is over, and the tired shoveller

goes home and takes a bath and gets into civilized clothes, he feels for

once like a real human machine which has no need of tooth brushes,

talcum powder or Mum. He probably still does need them, but he

is glad to be free from their insistence for a while. He is also made happy
in finding out that there is such a thing as a True Shovel, a genuine imple-

ment which digs the ground and serves society.

Oliver F. Eglesion.

The Boner of Homer
Underneath this crumbled stone

Just a heap of rag and bone,

Lies Alone.

Homer Iliad Socrates.

Prov. 7:9

THE above epitaph is to be seen in the lonely west corner of a nearby

graveyard. Almost covered with hideous vines it is barely legible

on a stone, weather-beaten by countless rains and covered with

parasitical green fungus. But, there is tragedy in that little corner, in
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that little verse. It has been years and years since anyone remembers this

Homer I. Socrates, let alone know him, so this story is bound to be new
to all readers and will bring to light some old truths and facts, bearing

with them, perhaps, a moral.

College records show that a student by the name of H. I. Socrates

entered college many years before you came and graduated four years

later, as is wont among colleges. No sooner had Homer put his foot upon

the greensward (the campus, to you dumb guys) than it was recognized at

once that he was a genius. Homer was the only person who could turn on a

hot water shower and get hot water without waiting hours on end; the

only person who could walk into the library, read, understand and enjoy

the card index capping this off by walking right smack to the book he

wanted, without losing time by wandering up and down aisles, looking

behind posts and other things. He never grabbed for food at the table

(by this trait he never in his four years of college got a piece of rye bread

without waiting for a second or third serving); he never pushed and

shoved his way into the dining hall as did the other vulgar college lads.

All in all, it did look as if he were the ideal student, who would eventually

get somewhere in college besides the Dean's Chair of the Third Degree.

He was a quiet fellow and did not have many friends chiefly because he

would walk immediately to his room following a heavy snowfall, never

pausing to go around throwing snowballs through window-panes with

fiendish glee, and, conversely, he did not push buckets of water upon un-

suspecting roommates, seated below his windows. As a consequence,

he was considered very queer, but he did not seem to mind that very

much, and paid attention strictly to his own business.

One day the idea came to him that he would take a step forward and

show these fellows what was what. (Was it really taking a step forward?)

Yes sir, he would show these nasty, nasty boys that he had something.

Here he snapped his fingers and humped his hips to add emphasis. He,

Homer Iliad Socrates (his mother named him for a race horse that finished

last, as punishment to the horse) . . . yes, he would get the highest

average in the history of the mouldy walls of the sacred institution.

That's what he would do, he would, he would. And, he set about to do it.

That was the first chip in the cut glass.

Then a.fox pass happened that was really not his fault. Nor, could it

be attributed to the college authorities for how were they to know that

when they put a lot of names into a hat—drew two—split the deck, with

ace high and—yes, how did they know that they would draw Joe Blopp
as a roommate for Homer?

Now there have been funny things done in the land of the midnight
sun, where the icebergs bloom and grow, but the strangest thing that

has ever been seen—was Joe and Homer as roommates. As much as
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Homer was a brightie, just so much in the other direction was Joe. Homer
vowed he would work for a top mark; Joe didn't have to work for his, it

just came. At the end of the first quarter, Joe's average was so low they

could not get it on the report. The registrar was frantic; the Delinquent

Committee figured and puzzled but just about the time they got things

figured out, it was time for another report and they had to start all over

again. Joe still did not receive a report. This went on time after time.

In fact, Joe never got a report all the time he was in college. Nor could

they kick him out. How can you kick out a guy when you can't even

figure up his grades? Yes, Joe was pretty safe. The college knew he was

dumb but he was just smart enough to be dumb enough to keep from

being kicked out because he was not really smart enough.

Meanwhile, Homer ground away (see that verse on his tombstone.

It's really just like Homer). He led his class with an average of 99.872%

at the end of the first year. It was a common sight to see him walking

across the campus pushing four wheelbarrow loads of books at a time, a

wheelbarrow in each hand. (Quite possible since he always wore a four-

in-hand tie.) His thick-rimmed glasses just balanced on the end of his

nose. Passersby could hear him mumbling: "F to the eighth power

times Pi squared 945 raised to the eighth power cubed . . .

" or some

stuff that sounded just like that, much of it in a low grunt. When you

would try to speak to him he would immediately interrupt your greeting

with: "Did you see what average I got last quarter?" or else he would

ask what mark you got in such and such a quiz or what was your answer

for this and your result for that. Very irksome. And so it went on, all

through college as year followed year.

While he was a sophomore, he took seventeen subjects, often going

to four classes in the same hour. So marvelous was his capacity for

absorbing that by the end of March, his Junior Year, he had read every

book in the college library and was then starting on the back numbers of

the old magazines. He could walk in the door and translate old Chinese

sayings or read illegible inscriptions on clay stones brought from foreign

strands and hidden in dark, glass cases. He never slept during his whole

four years in college, he needed so much time to study. He ate only one

meal every week and that was Sunday breakfast, because he used to

take the pancakes back to his room and, spreading his wrinkled trousers

along the bed, would lay the pancakes firmly upon the creases. This

economy measure saved him a small fortune that would have otherwise

been paid to tailors for the pressing of trousers. He had command, and

when command is used command is meant, of seven hundred thousand

useless languages and it was not at all strange to walk into his room and
hear him carrying on an imaginary conversation with fifteen or sixteen

equally imaginary persons, himself acting as interpreter to himself.
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By the beginning of his Senior Year he had an average of 107.654

(he was able to get over 100 for an average since he taught several of the

courses he was taking) and also, he had so many Phi Beta Keys that

when he walked across the campus the clanking of steel against steel

sounded like the clanking of a chain hauled by the ghost in a haunted

house. It was during the Senior Year, though, that he really got down to

work. "Got to cut out the loafing I've been doing," as he said to Blopp,

who so far had not received the report of his first-half year in college.

Speaking about Joe calls to mind the fact that he was the fellow who
started the idea of unlimited cuts. He never went to class for two months

at a time, and the college having no way to kick him out (since he could

not write, none of the professors had cards that he was taking their course)

was forced to give into him. Since Joe would not conform to them they

would have to conform to him. There is a monument at the bottom of

the skating pond sacred to the memory of the boy who was responsible

for the unlimited-cut suffrage.

Homer, incidentally, considered Joe as a no-good-no-account. He
felt Joe was a coarse thing who spent all his time in baseball and football

and even dealt a hand or two of Bridge. (Curse, ye of little faith.) "You'll

come to no good," Homer would frequently remind Joe, but since Joe

could not understand English very well, no one's feelings were hurt.

So far, the point of this tale has probably been grasped : Homer was
a grind, and a brightie; he cared for nothing else but to lead his class.

He was round-shouldered from browsing through countless books; his

nose had developed a slight upward turn from continuous pressure on the

grindstone. His voice was harsh and squeaky. It got so that by the

middle of his Senior year, many professors were cutting their classes

when Homer came at the appointed time. "Let Homer teach us,"

the students screamed as one man. Homer put the pressure on and took

twenty-three courses. Once he got 99 in a quiz (the lowest mark in his whole
four years, it turned out). Well, he went right around to that professor

and laid the law down with the result that the mark was raised to 99.01.

You see. Homer threatened to flunk the professor in a course the pro-

fessor was taking under Homer, unless the mark were raised.

Now we are coming to the best part. Final Comprehensive* were
coming!

Everybody in the college felt that Comprehensives would be a push-
over for such a bird as Homer. Homer eased up not a jot. He had never
slept in his bed all the time he had been in college and now, he did not
even go near the bedroom. He gave up Sunday breakfast using books to

press his pants. Daily he greased and crammed. Now was his big chance,
he reasoned! He sweated and labored and finished reading all the books
in the library for the second time and was half-way through the magazines
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for their third reading by him. Present college records show that this

feat has never been equaled since A. H. (After Homer).

And then came the

—

Exams!!!

You can imagine the intense excitement in the College Hall when the

President of the venerable institution (just what is a venerable institu-

tion?) arose from his rickety chair to announce the winner of the $1,000,-

000 prize for the college student in the graduating class who had the

highest individual average. There was a terrible noise like the hammer of

sledges on boilers as Homer shifted uneasily in his robes and Phi Beta

Keys clanked against Phi Beta Keys.

The crowd had been a busy hum but when the omnipotent arose like

the moon coming over the mountain, silence became almost oppressive.

"Ladies and gentlemen," he began, adjusting his old-fashioned

nose glasses as he spread the paper on the altar-like stand between him-

self and the finger-nail chewing audience. The glasses were arranged in

his habitual manner. A slight cough and he continued.

"Ladies and gentlemen, I know what you are all impatiently waiting

for me to announce. " Here he paused, teasing them like a fisherman

playing with the trout. He hrumppphhhed again.

"The winner's name I am sure will surprise you all. Mr. Joe Blopp,

with an average of 110.0075324 and %ths."

The audience at once fell through the floor to the damp cellar below.

The next day Homer died from tuberculosis. Joe went to Europe, re-

turned and bought a baseball club and later received a seat in the United

States Senate.

It was years before a stunned college determined to re-examine the

records and—and what do you suppose they found? Joe's average had

finally been obtained by the Delinquent Committee but only after the

college had decided to omit the giving of reports for the last quarter,

thereby enabling the Committee to get even-Stephen. The Committee
had finally caught up with Joe. The members used logarithms, chemical

equations, a road map of Sweden, surveying instruments and a knife and

fork found under an old owl's nest. You can imagine the remorse of all

when they got an average of 110.0075324 and 5-6ths. But, the investiga-

tors found that the joke was on the committee, for the work of logarithms

had been done in a quadrant requiring a minus sign before the result and

the Committee had forgotten to put the minus sign bejore Joe's average!!!!!

Oh, Boyoboyoboy!

As for Homer—remember. Homer used to teach some courses? Well,

Homer passed 22 out of his 23 courses, but he flunked his Comprehensive
in Chemical Psychological Economical Astronomy 17B with an F.

And what do you think? Homer was Head Professor of Chemical
Psychological Economical Astronomy 17b . . . Homer had flunked

himself!! C. M. Bancroft.
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A Very Modest Proposal

I
REALLY hate to discuss love and sex. It has got to be that one

ought to apologize for mentioning it since so many cheap books on

this alluring subject have come out. But I exhort my reader to

put aside unworthy thoughts and, having freed love from its present ill

fame, consider it intelligently.

Love is one of the primordial forces in us. Perhaps it is surpassed in

power by the will to live and by fear, but certainly love is of exceeding

moment for all of us. It pervades our entire life. Love answers the ques-

tion of why we work in college, in graduate school, in a job; it holds the

secret of most of our life endeavor. Love, or its resultants, is one of the

big sources of driving energies in our lives. Deny it as you will, the cause

of most of our actions can be traced back to love.

Such a tremendous dynamic power as love is must needs be con-

trolled: we are all aware of its dangers when it is unrestrained. Our
domestic relations sessions of court are filled with cases arising out of

misconduct occasioned by unrestrained love affairs. Our daily news-

papers bear glaring witness to the sorrows and distresses attendant upon
erring love. How often do the headlines record heartbalm suits or the

pilfering of some "sugar daddy" by a chorine, all resulting from un-

regulated love.

What has been the age-old restraint for this restless and devastating

power? Why marriage, of course. Marriage harnesses the powers of

love; it directs them towards a permanent goal; it utilizes this tre-

mendous force for the benefit of society in general. Marriage is, and al-

ways has been, one of the greatest bulwarks of society.

In addition to this, marriage has in all ages and climes provided

man with his most trustworthy and dependable ally. Except in rare

instances a strenuous future has awaited the young man about to set

forth into life, and marriage has from time immemorial furnished that

pleasant companion who is ever eager to please—a wife. The Creator

realized that he had made man imperfect and that man alone and un-

aided could not successfully cope with the life that lurked ahead. There-

fore was woman created and bound in marriage durably and everlastingly

to man as a tender yet staunch fellow traveler in this vale of tears.

Gentlemen, if you are inclined to doubt this, I beg you to survey the

world and inspect the efficacy of married love as it has existed up until

the present time. Glance through every rank of society in every past

age and verify this statement. Allow me to call to your attention a few
examples of this wonderful institution that has been—married love. We
need not leave our own country for astonishing and convincing examples.
I whisk you back a few hundred years into the past of our own great

continent.
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We have heard since childhood how, in the days when America

was being settled, wives went side by side with their husbands into the

unknown dangers of the wilderness. We carry in our hearts a picture of

these courageous figures clad in homespun, and in our mind's eye we see

them toiling slowly westward, ever on and on. For another example of

the wonderful role of marriage we need look no further than the wives of

the men whom those sturdy pioneers were displacing. We are all familiar

with the patient squaw who has become the traditional personification

of the good wife. In her we see a loving wife and a faithful friend, one who
labored in the fields under the heat of the noonday sun; one who returned

to her humble home and joyfully did domestic chores. Truly she was both

a solace unto her warrior's heart and a reliable contributor to his pocket-

book. Nor did she allow these manifold duties of farming and managing

a home to interfere with the bearing of children. On the contrary she

evidenced her sense of duty and her feeling of devotion by bearing to

her warrior-husband a numerous copper-hued brood. Verily, the Indian

squaw was a mate fit to face bravely into the besetting dangers and risks

of wild America. We pay her our homage.

There is no necessity ofdoing more than reminding the reader of fur-

ther instances in later American history of married bliss and conjugal

harmony. I refer the reader's attention briefly to the wives of the Revo-

lutionary War, of the Civil War, and of the World War. The reader re-

quires no further proof of the strength and sure assistance that has in the

past resided in marriage than the stories of the devotion and sacrifice of

women in these wars. At every time of crisis in the past men have felt

the need of a loving and courageous helpmate ; and now once again we
face a dark and troublesome future. Now the young men facing the

world have need of wives who will make the enormous sacrifices the times

require. Now again we face arduous days. We have grown up in an era

when millions had automobiles, and when we lived in the lap of luxury.

Enormous incomes were made by countless thousands. But—and I

need not remind you—a different prospect confronts us. The man of

our generation must needs have a wife who will face into the future with

a brave and sacrificing heart.

But what are the women like whom we should be marrying? They
are a generation of women who grew up in the prosperous years; they

have not had the training necessary to fit them for the life they would have
to lead. They have been used to luxuries and will demand that these be

supplied them by a husband. Think what it would take to marry a

luxury girl of our generation. A fine home with expensive furniture;

electric irons, washers, sweepers, what-not? and maids to run them.

They would have to be furnished with their own automobile and quantities

of spending money. They would demand hats by the gross and whole
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wardrobes full of evening gowns. They will demand all these things be-

fore they will love. They are a generation of women who have their

eyes on material things, and who will demand these gowns, evening

gowns, tea gowns, dozens of gowns, as the price of their love. They are a

generation of women who have forsaken their very nature, and will refuse

marriage unless the suitor can maintain them even better than their

parents. Yes, they will absolutely require that, for love is no longer spon-

taneous, but is a commodity transferred from indulging parents to you if

you can afford to buy more teagowns.

What then are we to do? Gentlemen of my generation, I issue a call

to you to meet the situation with determination. Renounce the women of

our generation; yes, I say, renounce them. What then? That question

I answer with a modest proposal.

We must marry out of our generation. That means that we must

choose maiden, widowed, or divorced wives somewhere between the ages

of thirty-five to forty, or else select young and tender wives of from ten

to fifteen years of age. Now as to the first alternative, that is to marry a

middle-aged wife. I advise against this. The most pressing danger of

such a course that I think of is that you might have difficulty in avoiding

an irascible wife. This generation would have been chosen from by an

earlier set of men before we arrived on the scene and the danger of getting

a bad bargain would be great. Moreover, women of this age would

probably be set in their ways so that they would be confirmed in whatever

bad habits they had. Such a woman might have some money it is true,

but she would probably be inclined to be stingy instead of liberal, and the

money would be offset by some unfortunate personal habit like a fond-

ness for cats. Also such a woman would probably be disillusioned and
would not marry you for love anyway which would introduce a material

aspect and that is the very thing we have been trying to avoid. Of course

there is the possibility that she would die within a reasonable number
of years after marriage and leave you free to choose a more pleasing

wife when times were better. But the life span is increasing, and, all in

all, I do not recommend marriage among this group.

There is left to us, therefore, the choosing of a wife among those

girls who are somewhere around ten years of age. This I strongly advise.

In the first place the girl is young enough to allow of your taking a hand
in her rearing and training. I admit that there is the difficulty that her

character is not, at so tender an age, completely evident, and that there is

no guarantee of her remaining beautiful, but these contingencies must be
risked. The most important feature of such a marriage is that you will

be faced with the problem of a proper disposition of your bride until

such a time as your financial situation and the young lady's age permit
consummation ofthe marriage. I have done some research into the prac-
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tices of ancient royal families in such cases but find little to guide us there.

Therefore, in view of the fact that her parents will probably be willing to

allow you to assume the expense of her maintenance, I advise you to

take her in hand as soon as the marriage papers are signed.

There is of course the possibility that some parents will object to

such a procedure because of the tender age of the proposed bride and

American ideas of prolonging the youth of children. In this event point

to the girls of our own generation. Explain the importance of keeping

the young girl from getting her head full of foolish notions about her

rights and privileges. Show that it is much more desirable for girls to

be brought up with strict and supervised ideas with regard to their duties

towards their husbands, particularly in times of stern realities like the

present. If every other argument fails, point again to the girl of our own
generation and the parents will be brought around.

I urge you, therefore, to plan a careful course of training for your

prospective wife possibly under the immediate direction of a hired female

tutor. But you must always be sure to maintain a close .supervision

over the course of training. See to it that your future wife is drilled in

studies of the beauty of self-sacrifice, and the importance of economy.

Only in this way can you hope to overcome the evils of our own gener-

ation of women, and assure yourself of a wife whose love will equal the

love of women of former ages.

Gentlemen, I submit this modest proposal to you. I have only in-

tended to suggest the idea and leave the details to be worked out by
those who are interested. Personally I shall remain a bachelor. But
whatever you do, Gentlemen, I exhort you to turn your backs on our

own generation of women who have strayed so far from the nature of

womankind as to prefer tea gowns to love.

James R. Graham.

The Old Peanut Vendor

If William Wordsworth Had Met John the Peanut Alan

He stands beside the Campus track

That leads injront oj Founders' Hall,

A threadbare coat is on his back,

And he is large, not small.

He takes his standjrom morn till eve

On rainy days or sunny,

Andfrom the frugalfolk that pass,

Collects a little money.
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Taking an early morning stroll,

I chanced to see film there,

And stopped to ask him what he did;

(I had some time to spare.)

I spoke to him right cheerily:

" Tell me, old man, I pray,

Why stand you here so patiently

Emitting cries all day?"

He lifted up his pudgy hand

And pointed to his side,

Where, on a box, his wares were set;

"Peanuts!" he loudly cried.

"You have no peanuts there," I said
—This Is a simple tale—

"And Ij your peanuts have been bought,

What have you then for sale?"

He looked at me with baleful eye,

And not to be defeated,

He wagged his white unshaven chin

And "Peanuts!" he repeated.

" But you have only Hershey bars,

Yeast-cakes and candy by your side,

There are no peanuts I can see,"

But "Peanuts!" he replied.

And though I reasoned with him thus

The greybeard loon would always say

"Peanuts!" every time the same;

Andfurther to dispute his claim

Was throwing words away.

And oft upon my chair I sit,

And tears rollfrom my eyes

As I think upon that ancient man,
So simple, and so wise.

Patrick Hodgkln.
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/ learned with what a rosy feeling

Good ale makesfloors seem like the ceiling,

And how the moon gives shiny light

To lads as roll home singing by 'l.

THESE, to be found among the opening lines of Masefield's The

Everlasting Mercy, should prove quite appropriate to the times.

Observing how the mere prospect of a glass of beer may set a whole

nation crowing with infantile delight, one finds one's heartstrings twang-

ing with joy at the realization that this sophisticated world, so-called, is

after all a very child-like one. From which, I hope, you will not gather

the implication that all children are fools.

Spending the last summer in France as I did, I was continually irri-

tated by the cocky cocksureness with which every Frenchman I met as-

serted that Prohibition in America would soon be a comedy of the past.

It seemed to me that the speaker in every instance made his remark not

in a sympathetic, but in a gloating manner—something of the pleased atti-

tude with which we observe one of our fellows fall back to our own level.

It hurt my pride too; for I had to a certain degree felt quite proud that

Prohibition was a thing that no other country than America could have

accomplished—or perpetrated, as you will.

Almost a year has passed to allow my poor sensibility's maturing

into reason; and still it appears that what I have termed the "gloating

manner" was not the product of my imagination. The reason for the

hatred that France, England, Germany, et at. bear toward the United

States—I speak my mind—has not for its foundation so much our, until

lately, greater prosperity; as that they feel annoyed at our placid, sober

state of mind which, so far, no efforts of theirs have been able to ruffle.

And now, we have given them reason to gloat.

It must not be thought that a beverage of so small an alcoholic con-

tent as has been proposed is going to disturb our common-sense; it

must be thought, however, by every person of moderate intelligence, that

the beer-mug is being used as a jimmy to pry open the door leading to

whiskey, gin, and good old corn-liquor.

Well, why should we not have the freedom allowed in the choice of

our "liquor" as is granted in such a country as France, for instance?

The answer is simple: because in France it does happen that people

know how to drink a glass of Pommard as you might smoke your pipeful

of tobacco—and who would think of smoking a half-pound of Girder

Cut Plug at one sitting?—while we in America drink, par malheur, only

to get drunk.
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At a time when war seems as inevitable on the European horizon as

ever it did in 1914, it is a question whether we can afford ourselves the

hazardous luxury of getting pleasantly inebriated. When the storm

breaks we shall find it difficult enough to make a bee-line for shelter;

certainly we shall have no time to lose in zig-zagging towards it.

As I see it, our older generation has perhaps done its best, but the best

has scarcely been good enough. Our elders have impressed us so often

with our importance in the days to come, that it is as a din in our ears.

Our importance as to what?—cannon-fodder? But let us take them at

their word, and begin to reason for ourselves. No one will deny that if all

the college students of this country should begin to clamour for peace

with the same energy that students of other nations exert toward war,

something might yet be done to prevent another "war to end war,"

drive for Kultur, or whatever catchname you please to call it.

It will not be long now before the ballyhoo of propaganda gets under

way. Something to insult our "national honor" is sure to happen.

Whether the beating of the war-drum will "get us" will depend to a large

extent on how sober we, the "younger generation," really are.

R. B.-R.

The Calm Unruffled

THE weather had been foggy for two days and on the second night

there was no sign of its clearing. The little yacht climbed through

the long heaving swells and seemed always about to pierce the

murkiness in front. But the grey wall ever receded before her and ever

closed mysteriously in behind. The yellow lights alow and aloft made a

strange aurora about her, an isolated misty world which she carried

along with her. At intervals the sudden boom of the whistle burst forth

followed by a long piercing shriek. Above, shreds of fog swept inter-

minably through the beams of the range lights.

It was ten minutes before twelve when the second mate climbed onto

the bridge to relieve the mate.

"Everything as usual?" he inquired through the turned-up collar of

his slicker.

"Just the same," replied the mate. "Not a vessel in a hundred
miles of us." But at that instant he stopped and stood listening for a

moment. "Did you hear that, Mister?"
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The second mate shook his head.

"Lookout, did you hear a whistle?" cried the mate to the man on

the foc's'l head.

"Thought I heard something off to port, sir, but I'm not sure."

The two officers stood with heads cocked on one side listening

intently. After a seemingly endless silence they both started. But

it was only the quartermaster coming up the ladder. "Report eight

bells, sir," he said saluting the mate.

"Very well," said the mate, "you may strike eight bells." Then to

the second, "Well, Mister, guess I'll turn in." He walked over to the

ladder and was about to descend when he stopped motionless. There it

came loud and clear—a deep throaty whistle from somewhere ahead.

He walked back onto the bridge. Suddenly the air was vibrating around

them with the crash of their own whistle. Then there was silence. The
men on the bridge stood motionless, for a long time straining their eyes

into the dark, when the excited voice of the lookout came up from the

foc's'l head. "There she is, sir, two points off the port bow, coming

dead at us, sir."

At almost the same instant a confusion of shouted orders and clang-

ing bells came from the darkness ahead followed by five short blasts of

the deep whistle. Even before the mate shouted, the helmsman was

spinning the wheel to the right. The yacht began to tremble and swing

off. The two officers stood tense and motionless. On came the great

grey bulk and the mass of blazing lights that was the other ship. Gradu-

ally she edged around till she was broadside to the yacht.

"She'll never make it," said the second mate, breathlessly, "there

goes the bowsprit." But nothing happened. Just when the two ships

seemed to be actually touching they swung slowly apart and the great

stern of the other ship slid by the yacht and was swallowed up into the

night.

"Put her back on her course," said the mate to the helmsman, then

yawning, "Well, I guess I'll be turning in, Mister. Good-night."

The second mate stared after him open-mouthed for an instant. Then
he turned to the man at the wheel: "Watch your course there, helms-

man!" and he spat ostentatiously over the rail.

John Hazard.
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A Taste of Unemployment
rHERE are all the unemployed? That is a question we had often

asked ourselves and had never been able to answer satisfactorily.

There are thousands out of work in Philadelphia but in the course

of an ordinary trip into the city, a few odd panhandlers is all you see of

them. Where is this vast army of men? Where do they eat? Where do

they sleep? How do they live? After asking ourselves these questions

for a sufficient number of weeks and receiving no adequate answer,

a friend of mine and I, being of a somewhat romantic nature, decided to

find out for ourselves. We would let our beards grow for a day or two,

dress up in old and dirty clothes and try our luck in the city.

We would leave after lunch on Saturday without a penny in our

pockets, "bum" our way into the city and stay until Sunday afternoon,

getting enough to eat and a place to sleep as best we could.

After lunch on Saturday we looked our parts. Ray looked tougher

but I looked dirtier. I was dirtier in fact, having spent the half hour

before lunch rolling around in a dirty attic to achieve the proper effect.

Even then we had some qualms as to whether we looked like bums. But
these apprehensions were soon put to rest when we started into the city.

We found that we looked too tough even to bum a ride and had to walk

all the way in—a very gratifying compliment to our disguises. The farther

we trudged along the more our feelings sank into harmony with our looks.

We began by addressing passing motorists as "damned capitalists!"

and with every additional person who sped by us without a glance in our

direction our language became worse until we were speaking creditable

sea jargon. By the time we had walked ten miles we were so tired and

footsore that we found ourselves with the outlook on life popularly

attributed to communists. Well-dressed men and women we stared down
balefully. When we passed a policeman we avoided his glance. We were

vagrants, criminals. But whenever we passed a pretty girl, strangely

enough we were poor homeless boys wandering forlornly through the

country in search of a shelter and a mother's love.

And so we came to City Hall and continued down Market Street to

the riverfront. There was nothing stirring there except an American-

Hawaiian freighter about to go out. After she had taken in her gangway,

singled up her lines and blown three blasts on the whistle, a fireman

slightly drunk, who had been joking with some stevedores on the dock,

suddenly realized that he was supposed to be aboard. He walked over to

the side of the ship and called up to someone on deck. There was a sudden
scurry and a ladder appeared over the side. We watched him clamber
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aboard and pictured his reception by the mate. Then the ship crept out

of her berth and slipped down the river and we started back to the center

of the city.

By this time it was getting dark and we were hungry. We were con-

fronted with our first problem: how to get something to eat. On South

Street we saw a tall man with a pinched face, black uncut hair covered

with a dirty cap, dressed in a shabby coat with the collar turned up. We
accosted him. "Say, buddy, how can we get something to eat in this

town? Are they running any breadlines?"

"Breadline's at three o'clock," he said. "You can't get anything
ft

now.

We stood irresolute. "Gosh, we haven't had anything to eat since

yesterday.

"

He started to move on but instead he said, "Why don't you try one

of those big bakeries. There's one down on Second Street, a big German
Bakery. They'll likely give you something if you ask for it.

"

We thanked him and headed for Second Street. There we found a

clean thrifty-looking little shop with "Teitlebaum's Bakery" in gold

letters on the window. We hesitated at first, waiting for some of the

customers to come out. They didn't come so we went in anyway. A
nice-looking girl at the counter asked us what we wanted.

"We thought maybe you'd have some work we could do to earn a

little something to eat. We haven't eaten for two days," we said looking

hungrily at the cakes and buns.

"Well if you'll come back at nine o'clock, I think they'll give you
something," she said. "They most always do."

We started out again for City Hall. About half-way there we tried

a Jewish grocer's. He picked up an orange, seemed on the point of giving

it to us and then put it back in the crate. "There's a woman runs a

bakery over on Lombard Street. She'll give you something," he said.

We found the bakery and went in. A large phlegmatic Jewish

woman listened in silence to our plea for work. When we had finished

she walked stolidly over to the counter, picked up two huge loaves of

strange Jewish bread, put them in a bag and handed them to us. During
the whole time she neither spoke to us nor looked in our direction. We
went out with the bread.

When we reached the City Hall we went in the men's room to wash.

There were a number of men, mostly colored, sitting around on the

floor. At least it was warm there. One handsome black buck in particu-

lar had just washed his underwear. While it was drying on the radiator

he was taking a bath in the wash bowl. We longed to recommend this

procedure to some of the others but we refrained, withdrawing instead.

In the Pennsylvania Station we found a quiet corner and cut off
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two large chunks of our Jewish bread and began supper. There were lots

of silent unkempt men sitting around us but they didn't look hungry;

they just looked sullen and beaten. They sat staring dully before them,

hopeless.

After two large pieces of dry black bread we decided to have another

try at the German bakery. Perhaps they would give us something a

little more palatable. On our way across Broad Street a burly police-

man shouted at us.

"Hey you!"

We looked at him with an innocent "Who me?" expression and he

said "Yeah you. Where you from?"

"New York," we answered.

"Ever been in the marines?"

"No."
"Where'd you get these pants?" pointing to my blue dungarees.

"I've been working on a ship."

"Oh," he said, relenting a little. "I thought you was a couple of

marines going over the hill. You know you get fifty bucks apiece for

bringing them in."

We regretted that we couldn't help him make a little money.

"Oh, that's 0. K.," he said airily. "Just thought I might pick up a

little extra dough for the wife and kiddies," and he waved us on. A few

minutes later we gave the bread to a little colored girl we saw in a narrow

dirty alley. She snatched the bread, thanked us very politely and ran

eagerly into a nearby doorway.

Our second trip to the German bakery was more successful. Mr.

Teitlebaum himself came out from the back of the shop and joined his

two assistants who were listening to our story. When we had finished he

shook his head sadly.

"There's two million boys like you wandering around the country out

of work, " he said, motioning one of his assistants to fill up a bag for us.

We thanked him and went outside to take stock of our booty. It con-

sisted of thirteen sugar-coated buns. We ate them all.

The next thing was sleep. We made a number of inquiries and found

that lodging could be had for nothing at "The Shelter." "The Shelter,"

we found, was a great building occupying a whole block at 18th and Ham-
ilton Streets. As we came near we saw men approaching from all direc-

tions. We went in at a little door and were confronted at the bottom of a

stairway by a man whom we immediately classified as a very tough ex-

prizefighter.

"Well?" he said.

"We want a place to sleep," we explained.
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"Come around tomorrow between one and nine and register. You
can't stay here without you register first."

"Well, we just got into town tonight. How did we know ..."
He wasn't listening; had his back turned to us and was talking to a man
in a little booth. We waited. Suddenly he swung around.

"Listen, you guys, I told you you can't sleep here without a pass.

You know you have to register between one and nine and then you loaf

around the city all day and come up here at midnight and want to register.

Now get out. " He was tough, very tough indeed.

"Well, where can we sleep?" we asked.

"Try the police station at Twentieth and Buttonwood, " he snapped

and turned back to the man in the booth.

We stood outside disconsolately. It was a little risky trying the

police station; they might ask too many questions. On the other hand it

was getting cold and we had no overcoats. Better to take a chance we
thought.

The Jail

The house sergeant at the Twentieth and Buttonwood station was a

big, clean-shaven, honest-looking man with a kindly but penetrating eye.

He looked us over carefully.

"What are your names, boys?" he said picking up a pen and opening

the big ledger.

"Ray Carter."

"How old are you?"
" Twenty-one.

"

"And yours?"

"John Bowdoin."

"And you're twenty-one too?"

Yes, sir.

"Both come from Philly?"

"No, I come from New York," said Ray.
"I'm from Washington," said I.

What do people do in Washington?"
Mostly work in the government," I answered.

"Well, what are you trying to do, John?" he asked kindly.

We're trying to get a job on a ship," I said. "We heard the

Pennsylvanian was coming in today and we've been down on the docks
looking for her but she didn't show up."

"Not many jobs in Philly," he said.

"No, sir."

"Well, you go with the turnkey. He'll fix you up all right."

We followed the turnkey into a narrow brilliantly lit passage, one
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side of which was composed of the bars of a row of cells. The big grilled

door of the first cell was open and the turnkey motioned us in. "I'll

have to turn you out at six o'clock," he said. Then he closed the heavy

door with a clang and snapped the huge brass padlock. We gave each

other a startled look. We were really in jail.

The cell was about six feet wide and eight feet deep, three walls

being of brick while the end facing the passage was covered with heavy

iron bars. It smelled strongly of disinfectant. Along one side was a

wooden bench about a foot and a half wide where we were evidently to

sleep. We took off our coats, folded them up for pillows and lay down as

best we could, our heads at opposite ends, our feet in each other's

stomachs. During all this time there was a terrible racket going on at the

other end of the passage. There were evidently three drunks in cells

4 and 5 and they were quarrelling and cursing in loud thick voices.

"Get the hell over, you . . . Do you think you own this jail?"

"Well . . . you, you . . . ! Get the hell over yourself.

"

Even in the midst of all this racket we dozed off to sleep. About half

an hour later we heard the door open and a mild, stocky little man came
into our cell. "Make yourself as comfortable as you can," said the turn-

key as he went out.

We greeted the newcomer. "What are you in for?"
" Just to spend the night, " he answered, looking around for a place to

lie down. He finally chose a corner, spread out his overcoat and lay down
on it. The drunks in the end cells were still cursing.

We dozed off again. Suddenly the outside door was flung open and

two husky policemen ejected a short bandy-legged man into the passage.

He was a little gorilla of a man with a bushy beard and a cap pulled down
over his eyes. He bounded into a corner of the passage and stood there

swinging his arms, muttering and glaring at the policemen like a trapped

animal. They caught him by the arms and bustled him off down the

passageway. The last we heard ofhim was: "For Chrise sake don't put

him in here, they're eleven in here already."

The next arrivals came in about two o'clock. We were both too

sleepy to get up to look at them but from their chatter we recognized them

as Filipinos. There was evidently only one of them who could speak

English for he gave the turnkey all the names. After they had been

booked we heard the turnkey's deep voice. "All right, let's have your

belts now." There was a short silence. "All right, buddy let's have that

belt and the scarf too."

Then came a soft slightly cynical Irish voice. "What's the matter,

officer, we're not going to hang ourselves."

"You never can tell," said the turnkey. Then a door closed, a lock

clicked and the turnkey went out.
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The Filipinos began to chatter softly in their pidgin Spanish while the

Irishman and one Emanuel, the English-speaking Filipino, discussed

the raid that had brought them in. They were in the cell next to ours.

"When the cops came I grabbed all the stuff I could hold and beat it

upstairs to one of the rooms," said the soft Irish voice. "But that crazy

girl, she follows me up there and when the cops came up they got me for

being with a woman in a room."

"That's seex months, eh Chico?"

"Nice little rest," sighed the jolly voice.

It was then that I dozed off and it must have been an hour later

when a commotion in the passageway awakened me. The door to our

cell opened and I heard someone stagger in. Whoever it was wandered

vaguely over to where I lay and leaning against the wall over my head,

stood staring down into my face. I tried to keep my eyes shut but the un-

seen presence was too much for me. Also I was curious to see what man-
ner ofman could have such a terrific breath. I opened my eyes and saw a

young fellow looking vacantly down at me. His hat was on the back of his

head, he had no tie on, though otherwise fairly well-dressed, and his nose

and chin were bloody and swollen.

"Whatsa name, kid?" he said.

"Red," I answered.

"0. K.," he said, "knock off s'more sleep—uh—what did you say it

was, Joe or Bill?"

"Joe," I said.

"0. K. Bill, knock off s'more sleep . .
" He swayed over to the front

of the cell, caught hold of the bars and shouted nasally, "Who's got some
smokes?"

"We got no smokes but we got a butt," said the Irish voice.

"Give us a butt, pal."

The butt was passed around between the bars.

"Thanks, pal. How many you got in that cell?"

"Seven. How many you got?"

Let's see," said the drunk counting carefully, "four guys beside me.
Four guys and a shadow; I'm the shadow."

"What are the other guys doing?"

"Sleeping. They must be farmers or something."

"Where'd they pick you up?"
"On Girard Avenue. My own mother turned me in, for Chrise

sake. Where do you guys hang out?"
Twentieth and Buttonwood," came the humorous reply.

' Come on, don't give me that. Where are you guys from?"
"Twentieth and Buttonwood, keed." This time from Emanuel.
"Hey pal, what's that you got in there with you, Filipinos?"
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"We Chinamen," said Emanuel.

"The hell you are, you God damned dirty yellow-skinned half-

breeds, you're not good enough to be Chinamen, you yellow rats. Where

you guys from, Honolulu?"

"We Chinaboys from Hong Kong."

"Yes, you are, you Listen, you yellow-bellied half-

breeds, I know you. I've been three years in the Asiatic Fleet in Hono-

lulu. I know you, you black . . .."

"Maybe you white, but your mouth black," retorted Emanuel.

"Say pal, are those God damned yellow-bellied goo-goos friends of
Oil

yours !

"
. . . . you, " said the Irish voice genially.

"... you too," yelled the drunk. If I could get to you, I'd beat

the hell out of you, you . .

"You're not quite big enough," came the caressing reply. "I took a

good look at you when you came in.

"

"Listen, I'll meet you outside after the trial, howsat?"

"I'm not going to be outside after this trial, buddy," said the cheer-

ful voice.

For three hours the drunk in our cell raved. He called those Fili-

pinos every name that three years in the navy had placed at his disposal.

They answered him occasionally in kind and their soft repartee was always

keener than his loud curses. Sometimes the drunk and the Irishman

talked together, half the time chatting as pals and half the time reviling

each other. But whatever happened, the drunk got the worst of it.

When he was friendly the Irishman pumped him and kidded him un-

mercifully. When he cursed the Irishman out-cursed him in his soft

humorous voice. But underneath it all ran that strange subterranean

current of understanding that enables two sailors to revile each other one

minute and in perfect joviality to treat each other as old buddies in the

next.

It was about six o'clock when the drunk got the blues. This

amounted to his wandering disconsolately back and forth saying "I

got the blues." Finally he lay down and went to sleep. At six-thirty

we began wondering where the turnkey was. All sorts of disquieting

thoughts passed through our heads. Suppose they weren't going to let us

out? Suppose we were really locked up for vagrancy? Suppose the

magistrate chose to send us to the reform school? At about a quarter of

seven the Irishman began saying "This is terrible." Evidently seven in a

cell was a bit uncomfortable.

"This is terrible. Open that door," he chanted.

"You can't get outa here," came the sing-song response.

"Open that door."
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"You can't get outa here."

"Open that door."

"You can't get outa here."

"Open that
—

"

"What time is it?" came a drunken voice from the other end of the

passage.
" It's time to change linen, " answered the pleasant ironic voice.

"Are you boys ready for your clean linen?"

"What time is it?" insisted the voice thickly.

"Time for breakfast?" replied our friend sweetly. "What will you

have, grapefruit or orange juice?"

Then we heard footsteps. The turnkey came in, checked our names
off the book and turned us out the back door. We never did get a glimpse

of the owner of that pleasant ironic voice. But we shall always remember

him for he epitomized all that is clever and humorous, all that is happy
and carefree in those quaint followers of the sea.

Limitations of space prevent the inclusion of the rest of our week-

end. Although it consisted merely of breakfast at the Sunday Breakfast

Association and practically compulsory attendance at their revival serv-

ice, yet it was more interesting and would take more space than the mere

mention would imply. Sufficient to say that after having been saved

and redeemed, we filed out into the street with a thousand homeless,

hopeless men who were already wondering where their next meal would

come from. And we, lucky ones (and we knew it), set out to resume our

safe and pampered existence at college.

John Hazard.

Pause

How droll! Like slipping on my last year's coal,

Whose foldsjailfree, by habit hung just so.

Small need oj smiling now at every one;

Since yesterday you whispered, "You may go."

It's over! And quite clear behind my back.

As here and there I pass, I hear them say:

"I wonder what it was that changed him so

For that short time, that lasted till today?"

Rene Blanc-Roos.
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I'VE tried every way I can to—to school myself to liking the son of a

gun, but I'm damned if I can do it. You know what he said this

morning? Didn't you hear about that? He says to Jule when he

gave him the chain and picket, he says: "You want to hold the picket

away from the chain when you check for distance." Jule's head-

chained half-way around the world I suppose, and then has to have Kid

Plev tell him how to do it! ... I think he's the dumbest sucker I've

ever run across."

Neol Adams was puffing more than usual as he walked up the county

road on the outskirts of Lavina, for besides the cigarette which always

hung out of his mouth and made him gasp, there was the added expense,

this particular August evening, of exasperation after a day's work with

the newly arrived stake puncher. Neol was rear chainman on a survey-

ing party which had just that week moved to this barren little town to

begin a new project. Although he didn't belong to what might be called

the uppercrust of the party—the instrument men, and Zahn, the boss,

or even with their lieutenants—the head chainman, draughtsman, and

topographer, he took his job with a kind of fierce conviction, and found it

was all he could do to wait till evening to dissipate his wrath by taking a

fast walk with Willy Hanley, the level rodman.

"Zahn was sore at him today, too, did you notice?" he went on.

"Zahn was talking to me this morning when he took me ahead in the

Chrysler to set a sight for Si. He said by God that Merrill would snap

out of it or something would happen, and damned soon."

Neol's companion laughed and took a couple of hops to catch up with

his long-legged friend, who was nearly a foot taller than he. Willy, who
rarely got embroiled in the disputes of the transit party, since he worked

separately with Jule, the level man, was cheerfully open-minded and

easily the best man in the outfit to bear the rehearsals of party strife.

"Merrill's a great mathematician, you know, Neol," he said, and

chuckled. "He was over there this evening telling Si all about log-

arithms and the law of sines and—gosh!"

Neol snorted. "You know Si never went to school much,—not

more'n the sixth or seventh grade, and he may not know as much stuff as

Merrill thinks he does about advanced algebra, but by God you know he

has the kind of knowledge that a fella has to have on a job like this."

Neol halted his speech suddenly and arched his neck toward Willy to

impress him with the ensuing proof to this observation. How many
times had Willy heard just such words of wisdom from Neol! Fortu-
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nately he had a generous heart and listened seriously. It was a fine night,

anyway, and he was enjoying the exercise.

"You can show me one of your snotty kids out of State College with

all his books and bright ideas, and by God I'll put him by Si Ramey and

he'll look like a sap trying to shoot a section corner when it's away off on

a mountain some place. Or he'll be all day settin' up his transit on a

steep place when there's one of your high winds blowin'. It don't—it

doesn't take all your laws of cosines when you're up against some place

where you got to use your head. Now Merrill—he don't have any

gumption about things like that. He claims he can play a cornet, but

he doesn't know anything except what he learned out of a book and by

God if you ask me that isn't much."

"No. Merrill's not—quite—as bright—as he—geel I just saw a

falling star 1." Willy never talked very loud or fast for he didn't have a

steel trap mind.

Neol announced that he was beginning to get cold. He said he was

ready to get back to the hotel anyway and get some sleep, provided he

didn't see Merrill.

It was nearly two hours after Mr. Adams had climbed into bed in his

little room that Merrill Dunham came back to the hotel or wretched old

frame building as it really was. Following the lead of the young blades

on the crew, he had scoured the town of Lavina the second evening after

his arrival, to find some fair partner for social pleasures. He had found

such a partner this very evening and had spent three or four thorough

hours at her house, exchanging stories and laying nets. Her father,

Mr. Hogan, who was the hard-working milkman of the community,

approved his daughter's acquaintance, especially when he found the

Merrill family had lived next door to him fifteen years before in Plevna,

Merrill's home town, which lay four hundred miles to the east. It was
this exciting information that kept Merrill's eyes open as he climbed the

hotel steps (for he was very sleepy) and he longed to let some of the boys

hear the good news. Happy to see Willy's light burning, he went in at

once to recount the progress of his evening.

"Gee, you're in luck, I guess, huh Merrill?" said Willy, putting

aside the book he was reading. Violent snores came down from Neol's

room, making Willy smile to think how happy the vindictive rear chain-

man ought to have felt to be asleep just then.

' Yeah," Merrill went on, "when we was livin' in Broadview these

people moved from South Dakota and the next year we moved right

next door to 'em. So I'm all fixed. El'nor, she's a damn nice kid, you
know. How long are we going to stay here? By golly I'm going to

have some fun."
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"I dunno—Merrill," said Willy patiently, yawning at the same time.

"Yep, I bet El'nor's—right up in there."

Merrill walked down the hall to his tiny room, lighting a cigarette as

he went. His shoulders were humped, like a tired warrior's, his head

was bent forward with a certain expression of mature judgment, but his

legs plumped up and down exactly like a farmer in a ploughed field.

Merrill was enjoying his new job. The young fellows like Willy and the

draughtsman and topographer, challenged his powers of witty talk.

The hardened old men who ran the instruments challenged his manly

physique. Si Ramey, the transit man, for instance, who chewed tobacco

and snuse at the same time, and whose red fists were like vises when he

playfully squeezed Merrill's hand—he was a good one for testing his

strength during a long day's work. But the whole crew, Merrill thought,

were good guys. "Gosh, I've only been here a week," he reflected as he

pulled off his clothes, "but I feel as if I'd known the fellahs all my life."

Turning to fix his pillow before he snapped off the light, Merrill saw a

letter lying on the window sill.

"Oh Gosh, I wonder when this came?" he said as he tore it open. It

was from Plevna and read as follows:

Dear Kiddo,

Get a load of this. Jaky wasjust in town and says that he 's getting up a

new band to play at Miles City again this year, andyou re in it, ij you want

thejob. Forget your transit stuff, even ij it's what you're cut out to do. Jaky

says he' 11 give you jorty a week jor blowing through that old horn oj yours,

and I'm telling you it's better than what you getjor working your slide rule

there in Lavina. Remember,—Helen and all the gang will be back, and
rooting jor you.

Saw your Ma and she thinks it's 0. K. I can bring your cornet down
next week when I drive through. Wire me as soon as you can.

Hoping you swing it all right,

Yours,

Ed.

"Oh boyoboy, isn't that the nuts?" Merrill cried excitedly as he

read the letter through for the third time, and rolled over on his bed with

his feet in the air. "I wonder what Willy will say to this!"

He got up and tiptoed out into the hall, suddenly afraid that he might

wake the whole place up. Grinning and triumphant he stole down to

Willy's room. But the door was shut, and both the peaceful sighs from

Willy and Neol's garish snores made it clear that he would have to wait

till morning to tell his friends the welcome news.

Oliver F. Egleston.
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I
WAS just giving my music files the once over when I run across this

program. Jeez, you know when I first sat down in the orchestra

booth to hear them play this, I thought it was gonna be lousy.

Here's some of the junk they had in the program : Prelude to "L'Apres-

midi d'unFaune" ("The Afternoon of a Faun") . . . Claude Debussy

Born at St. Germain, France, August 22, 1862; died at Paris, March 26, 1918.

Before Debussy thought of writing music for L'Apris-midi d'un Faune, he had sat

at the feet of Mallarm6 among that famous company of experimentalists in new kinds of

beauty, new conceptions of style and form—Verlaine, Gustave Kahn, Pierre Louys,

Stuart Merril, de Regnier—who gathered about "the Poet of Poets," as he was so indul-

gently called in the dim and yeasty Nineties . . .

"Jeez, now that's enough to stop a guy from having anything to do

with a concert, but hell, I kept on reading, and found some beauties

in the latter part of the program (this is some stuff they quoted from a

bozo called Edmund Gosse)

:

"A faun—a simple senuous, passionate being—wakens in the forest at daybreak and

tries to recall his experience of the previous afternoon. Was he the fortunate recipient

of an actual visit from nymphs, white and golden goddesses, divinely tender and indul-

gent? Or is the memory he seems to retain nothing but the shadow of a vision, no more

substantial than the "arid rain" of notes from his own flute? He cannot tell. Yet

surely there was, surely there is, an animal whiteness among the brown reeds of the

lake that shines out yonder. Were they, are they, the swans? No! But Naiads plung-

ing? Perhaps 1
. Vaguer and vaguer grows the impression of his delicious experience.

He would resign his woodland godship to retain it. A garden of lilies, golden-

headed, white-stalked, behind the trellis of red roses? Ah! the effort is too great

for his poor brain. Perhaps if he selects one lily from the girth of lilies, one benign and

beneficent yielder of her cup to thirsty lips, the memory, the ever-receding memory,

may be forced back. So when he has glutted upon a bunch of grapes, he is wont to toss

the empty skins into the air and blow them out in a visionary greediness. But no,

the delicious hour grows vaguer; experience or dream, he will never know which it was.

The sun is warm, the grasses yielding; and he curls himself up again, after worshipping

the efficacious star of wine, that he may pursue the dubious ecstasy into the more hope-

ful boskages of sleep.

Cripesl I was ready to leave the place. As if the above wasn't

enough, listen to what the program artist himself says

:

The mood of languorous reverie is fixed by a meditative flute, singing, unaccom-

panied, the chief theme—a drowsily voluptuous phrase -(doux el expressij) that falls and

rises indolently between C sharp and G natural, as if undecided whether to stay in the

key of E or wander into C major. In the fourth measure, Debussy waves his conjurer's

wand and we are reminded of that warning uttered by another wonder-working poet

—
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Enter these enchanted woods,

You who dare . . .

for Debussy, by a single instrumental gesture—a chord of the woodwind, a shimmering

of harp tones, and a brief dialogue for the horns—has laid his spell upon us, and has

opened a path into that incredible world of his where the familiar and the magical are

inverted. There is a short crescendo on a motive that Debussy afterward made use

of in the Fourth Act of Pelteas. The chief theme returns in the flute, and then for ten

measures, we get an unclouded golden stream of pure Arcadian loveliness.

Honest to God, I swear—but the man with the stick came in finally

and the thing started. And honest to God, it was damned fine. But
from the way these sissies on the program wrote it, you never would of

known it. Why hell, it put me in mind of some girl's account of a debu-

tante's tea . . . These lilies don't know how to describe music, why
can't they get a man to write it. Because after all, it was the nuts of a

piece. I'd like to give you a real idea of how the thing sounded like.

The beginning is where the little elk comes in, you can tell this by the

high wiggly noise of the flutes. Then the fellows with the black medium-
sized horns got in a little close harmony for just a few notes together and

in the meantime the babes over on the side got off a perfectly swell effect

on the harps. To me this denotes the little elk ducking behind a tree

when he sees the bear. The bear sticks around for while, you can tell this

by the square shiny horns tooting back and forth. Then the whole thing

gets louder till it works up to a couple of crescendoes which indicates

where the bear scratches his back on the bark of the tree. You can just

see how scared the little elk is by the way the music gets louder for a

minute and then dies away. But the little elk pulls himself together

after the bear goes away and this is indicated by the same high shaky

tune as in the beginning.

I could go on and finish the piece for you, but I don't claim to be a

music critic, although believe me, the applesauce some of these sweet

little dears write is lousy. They ought to put those babies back in the

nursery and let somebody write the stuff that can chin himself a few

times. Why they didn't even say anything about the bear.

D.G.

{alias Dutch GagovitcK).
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THE devil take that fog-horn," he thought, resuming his former

position of leaning on the rail. The mist twirled by him and felt

wet against his neck and throat. "Damn that fog-horn," he said.

From the ballroom on the lower deck came sounds of music, voices, and

shuffling feet.

He stared down into the black, oily water below him. At times the

phosphorescence of the bow-way flashed luridly against its inky back-

ground.

Ay, very easy. With his heavy clothes and overcoat he would not

be able to swim a stroke. He smiled as he thought of what a joke it

would be to change your mind as you were flying down past D-deck.

"To be, or not to be . . .
" Fine time for his mind to be running

to poetry. Funny how your mind seemed not to concern itself about

you when you wanted most to use it properly. "For in that sleep of

death what dreams may come when we have shuffled off this morta^coil,

must give us pause . . . puzzles the will, and makes us rather bear

those ills we have than fly to others that we know not of . .

"And fly to others that we know not of . . .
" Why, the man had

but aimed at effect when he wrote that. Shakespeare, wise Shakespeare,

could not himself have believed it. A man to be afraid of consequences

resulting from a plunge into that pitch-black water? Nonsense. It

would be no worse than being anaesthetized to have a chunk of shrapnel

drawn out from between your ribs. (His hand moved toward his side.)

What, then, was it that kept his foot off the railing? It was not fear?

And—suddenly—he had it. Simply the belief nothing could take away
from him—the belief that things might change. They might not, but

still they might. It was Hope, then? Yes, Hope. Strange how a hack-

neyed word repeated endlessly assumed only after many years a concrete

shape.

He turned at the rustling sound behind him. She said: "I think I

promised you this dance, Mr. Carter?"

He smiled at her. His eyes looked strange, she thought. "Nymph,
in thy orisons be all my sins remember'd." He laughed.

She looked at him for a moment, eyes and lips smiling a query; then,

as with force he pushed himself with his elbows from against the railing,

hooked her arm in his.

Rene Blanc-Roos.
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CUBA

REFRESHING, humorous, vivid, complete, penetrating—these

are some of the adjectives which consideration of "Wilson

Wright's" Man Wants But Little brings to mind. Fiction should

enlarge our knowledge of life or increase our understanding of character,

and Man Wants But Little does both in a manner amazingly satisfying

for a first novel. The book paints a rich and riotous panorama of life

in Cuba, an island which never much interested me before I read about it

here. More important, it brings to life characters which, through con-

ventional treatment, have become lifeless "types" in literature.

The novel's title suggests the sort of people they are. All that they

ask from life is the opportunity to work land, acquire more land, enlarge

possessions and family, until they have created solidity and earned

respect. The protagonist, Jose Perdriga, wants only his wife Maria and

enough land to satisfy his instincts, inherited from an immemorial

peasant ancestry, for work and acquisition. Fantastic Cuba is contin-

ually preventing him from getting what he wants. Muddle-headed

Marco Sanclemente, his father-in-law, and the kindly, sentimental Senor

Wilson, one of Cuba's significant Americans, are always pushing him

into responsible positions, ignoring his dislike and incapacity for anything

but farm work. He finally wins through, but only, it seems, after fighting

all Cuba. For, withal that he is an insignificant peon, he is bound up
in the all-pervading ramifications of the Cuban political system. He
antagonizes and insults his father-in-law, and as that absurd worthy

increases in power and influence he does all that he can to take revenge.

Here we step behind the personal drama for a glimpse at political and

economic Cuba—at elections where Liberals and Conservatives fight

each other for the control of the treasury rather than the government,

at a war boom which makes and breaks fortunes and sows the seeds of

socialism, and—behind all at Wall Street, which, holding Cuban industry

in its hands, holds Cuba too.

To write all this requires an authoritative knowledge of the island

republic not to be gained by any alien not instinctively in sympathy with

these people who want but little. The literary achievement involved

seems the more remarkable when one considers the extreme simplicity

of the manner of presentation, which gives the characters a bluntly

objective quality that a native writer might fail to impart. For such

simple writing about a naive life is the creation of a detached, sophis-

ticated mind.
—R. E. G.
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10 THE Philadelphia theatre is not dead after all. Just when one

seemed justified in interring one's last hope, along came March
and three good plays within two weeks. Which, when one con-

siders the tedious preceding months, enlivened only by A Story of Love,

and Of Thee I Sing, is just another example of the perversity of things.

Too True to be Good, Another Language, and When Ladies Meet are

surely a strange combination of plays, yet a significant one. Least de-

serving of the three, Another Language is the most famous, had the long-

est New York run, and probably was best liked by Philadelphia audiences.

This is because, primarily, it is a "good show, " achieving a perfect balance

between writing, acting, and direction. The theme is an ancient one,

the struggle between the artistic few and the bourgeois many, and the

solution Mrs. Franken gives it here is neither novel nor completely satis-

factory. Yet the play is saved from triteness by two new points it makes.

We are shown that, contrary to popular belief, the artists are not the

snobs; it is the bourgeois money-grubbers who look down upon them

as useless parasites. Again, it is brought out, when the alien artist is

called upon to explain her credo, that she is not only unable to speak her

husband's language, but that, through long disuse and repression, her

own language, the secret language of her soul, has slipped from her com-

mand. Mrs. Franken's inquiry into these two problems justifies her re-

examination of the old theme, and she has written well. But one wonders

what the production would have seemed without the marvellous natural-

istic acting of Glenn Anders, Dorothy Stickney, Margaret Hamilton,

and John Beal. The vital production it was given made the play success-

ful in its bid for interest; without proper acting and direction it might

easily have seemed a tepid, overdrawn exhibit.

When Ladies Meet, not so popular, was a vastly better play. Rachel

Crothers never actually needs the support of fine acting, although, as

director of this production, she made sure she got it in this case. Perhaps

it is unfair to compare Rose Franken's first play with one of the products

of Miss Crothers' thirty years in the theatre, yet something must be
made of the marked difference in their popularity and merit. Personally,

I think that, where Another Language struck home to an audience which
saw itself being portrayed upon the stage—and recognized itself

—

When Ladies Meet dealt with matters beyond the average ken, and that is

the reason for its failure to appeal. This time Miss Crothers concerns

herself with a lady novelist who, in love with her publisher, decides

to go to his wife and beg her to release him. This seems to her the in-

telligent way out of a bad situation. But the ladies meet, unaware of
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each other's identities, and discuss a similar situation, revealing the fact

that the husband is a philanderer and that the wife, knowing of his endless

affairs with other women, loves him still and perforce forgives him. Upon
this scene the husband blunders in and gives away the game. With this

revelation of his character before them, the ladies find that they no
longer love him and become interested, instead, in each other. When
ladies meet, apparently, the man is shown up for the cheap fellow he is.

Miss Crothers makes this appear inevitable, and leaves scarcely a loop-

hole for the escape of masculine vanity. It is a careful, cruel analysis

fully supported by the acting of a fine cast.

And now, Too True to be Good, least patronized of all recent Philadel-

phia plays (although I saw it hold two audiences tense for several hours).

Shaw's reputation, of course, frightens away the light-minded, yet his

plays hold all classes once they are in the theatre. And this is also to be

said of Too True to be Good, his latest, perhaps his last, certainly his best

play. For it is greater than Heartbreak House, Man and Superman, and

Captain Brassbound's Conversion. It does not equal them in form, for it

is plotless and unconnected, but it contains his most important message,

and that is all that matters. Shaw disregards dramatic conventions

because he does not need them; his plays have too much to say to necessi-

tate dependence on device. All the old rippling, incredible wit is here in

this play, the never-ending jokes at the expense of the medical and mili-

tary professions—and much more. Just as he whipped into line the shape-

less thought of the nineties, Shaw has taken the turbulent post-war years

and summed them up in a play, and called that play Too True to be Good.

Swiftly and surely he portrays the destruction of rational determinism,

post-war hedonism, militant atheism, and every other ism that modern
man has recently put his trust in. All our beliefs are shattered, and we
are all "falling, falling, into a bottomless abyss." We know nothing,

and there seems to be no way of learning. And then comes a twelve-

minute curtain speech in which the greatest dramatic genius of our age

tells us that he no longer believes in the things he has spent his life preach-

ing. If this speech was calculated to make us lose our faith in its author,

it is a failure. This expression of a willingness to discard all the hard-

bought knowledge of the past and start learning all over again, is the most

inspiring talk I have ever heard in a theatre, and it makes me, at least,

sure of one thing. If there is a way out, Shaw, even at 77, will find it for

us.

Richard E. Griffith.
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Resurrection

A long translucent strip of curded cloud

Stood still, while brokenly revealed, the proud

Full moon behind it, swiftly westward rolled

After two fleeting stars of burning gold.

The strong west wind that swept the cloud along,

In space played a wild tempestuous song,

Whose notes were by the distance dulled, unheard

Above the rustle of the wood which stirred,

Asleep, but whispering softly, and the stream

That purled and grumbled in its restless dream

Of open seas. Then from the empty blue

Wherefew stars shone, a bell-like chorus grew;

A sound of mingled voices calling; soft

Afirst but swiftly louder, from aloft

The ringing song descended like the cry

Of hounds in full pursuit across the sky.

Lost in the far blue void, the music's source

Remained unseen until in headlong course

Aflock of geese showed black against the racing

Amber cloud; the silhouetted tracing

Of that arrowhead a-wing as itfled

The warmer Southern haunts and Northward sped.

They passed the cloud and vanished. The wild call

Fainterfloated back, but its message all

Delivered. Honking, honking, as they flew

Trumpeting abroad their song anew
The Hounds of Spring had come and every bird

Had brought the hoped-for, thrilling, stirring word.

T. S. Brown
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Mrs. Metherel

MRS. METHEREL always came in to town to buy her hats

and shoes and dresses; and because it did not make any dif-

ference which day she came in on she generally chose a sunny

one so that she could sit in the park in the afternoon, or do anything else

she wanted to. She came in on the business train with her husband, and

when he spoke to his acquaintances, self-consciously and half-heartedly,

she nodded, and smiled to them. He was timidly proud of having his

wife with him, and when they got into the train he was solicitous of her

comfort, and leaned forward to adjust the window; and he did not read

his paper, but kept it tightly rolled on the seat beside him.

Sometimes she went with him to the office to get some money, but

generally they said goodbye at the station. They walked together up the

platform, and at the mouth of the underground he turned and kissed her,

and went down into the tunnel with the jostling, noisy crowd of brown-

hatted, grey-coated business men. Mrs. Metherel watched him go,

and though his back looked just like everybody else's, and she soon lost it,

she always watched a brown hat and a grey coat until they were out of

sight. And then with a little sigh she turned and started off on her own
independent day, shopping for dresses and shoes.

In the evening it was the same. She waited at the barrier

and watched the brown hats and grey coats coming to catch the five-

forty-eight, until suddenly one of them was her husband. And she said,

"Ah, here you are Arthur," and he stopped and kissed her; and then

they walked together up the platform to try and find an empty carriage:

but they never could; and when he asked her if she had had a good day,

and she told him what she had been doing, they spoke in short jerky

sentences because they were both so conscious of the strange hostile

faces in the carriage with them. But when they got home they did not

talk much more, because Mrs. Metherel went upstairs to change her dress,

and did not come down until the supper bell rang, and her husband put on
his slippers and opened the paper. He had always wished, ever since

they had been married seven years ago, that after supper when he went to

sit in the big low chair by the fire, she would come and sit on his knee,

and he could kiss her, and talk about nothing at all. But this never hap-

pened, and it did not somehow seem right to ask her. She always found

some knitting or darning to do, and he sat and read the paper, and read

interesting paragraphs out aloud; and sometimes he read a book to her,

"The Life of William Gladstone " or "The Life and Times of Henry
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Shelbey." But she preferred novels and during the long days when

there were no temperance meetings or when she did not go out to call

she would often read Ethel M. Dell or Zane Grey.

Thursday afternoon, the tenth of March, 1920, was one of Mrs.

Metherel's shopping days, and by lunch time she had finished buying

two new pairs of shoes and a spring overcoat, and she went into a restau-

rant and ordered mutton chops, carrots, potatoes and gravy, and after

that a dish of rice pudding. It was a cheap lunch, for Mrs. Metherel

never spent much on herself, and when she had finished it, she put a

penny under her plate for the waitress.

Mrs. Metherel walked along the sunny side of the street for it was

still early March, and she stopped and looked into the shop windows.

She had looked at all the ones with women's clothes in them in the morn-

ing, and so she passed those by quickly; but the ones with men's shirts

and hats and ties in them fascinated her. The gold-headed canes and

leather gloves folded beside them looked so distinguished as they were

displayed in glorious isolation at the other side of the window from the

shirts and collars and ties. She wished that Arthur would get a bowler

hat instead of that old brown soft hat—he must have been wearing it for

years. She picked out a hat for him; gracious, it was thirty shillings;

what a ridiculous price to pay for a hat. Underneath it was a red and

brown tie; it was four and sixpence, but it looked so bright and enticing

all neatly tied in a white collar that she went in and bought it. Arthur

never bought himself any ties except dark and dirty-looking ones with

little spots all over them, and she didn't suppose that he would ever wear

this one more than once or twice. She could almost see it lying in the top

left-hand drawer of the dressing table, year after year, and looking almost

as good as new; goodness knows what would happen to it finally. Per-

haps she should not have bought it.

Mrs. Metherel decided to go down to Trafalgar Square to look into

the windows of the travel agencies. They always exercised a peculiar

spell over her. The gaily decorated posters and maps carried her right

away from London, and she could stand and look at them for ten or

fifteen minutes, and in her imagination travel to Arabia or Greece: she

liked the pictures of the staterooms and lounge rooms of the boats too.

Mrs. Metherel walked briskly along the Strand, and then she started down
Haymarket.

She was stopped by a number ofpeople passing back and forth across

the pavement. She stopped to let one pass in front of her: a middle-aged

lady, she was, and dressed in a middle-aged way, and she was calling

excitedly to someone behind Mrs. Metherel. Mrs. Metherel glanced around
and saw another middle-aged lady dressed in just the same middle-aged

way; and she stood in front of the dark doors of a theatre and held up
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two tickets; and she called back to the first lady. And when the first

lady came up to her, they both turned and went in. Nice respectable

looking women, thought Mrs. Metherel; too nice to be seen going into the

theatre—and in broad daylight, too.

There were some photographs over by the door, and Mrs. Metherel

went to look at them. They were probably very silly pictures, she

thought, but she went over just to glance at them in an off-hand sort of

way. Yes, just what she had expected; they were very silly pictures of

people just talking to each other in a room, and they all looked quite arti-

ficial. Then she looked down and saw another one. That was different.

It was a picture of two people kissing each other, and the lady had her

back turned, and all the way down to her waist she had practically

nothing on. That was disgusting, and Mrs. Metherel was shocked.

She was ashamed of being seen looking at such a picture in the public

street, and she glanced up sharply to see if anybody had seen her. But

people were passing her by quite unconcernedly, and Mrs. Metherel took

another furtive look at the photograph. Most of the people going into

the theatre were women, and nice-looking women too, Mrs. Metherel

mused; she was surprised. For she had been taught that the theatre

was a wicked place where only immoral people went. It was one of the

first steps along the path to eternal damnation. She could remember
her father discoursing on the "evil and ungodly ways of the devil's

house": she had always been much impressed by his speech and manner,

(he was a parson), and she had never doubted that he was always right.

But now as she stood and watched all these respectable-looking people

going into the doors of the theatre, her father's words came to her from a

long way away and a long time ago, faintly, and hard to hear, and she

wondered if the theatre were really such a very wicked place.

Many philosophers and psychologists tell us that there is no action

in our lives which cannot be accounted for by preceding circumstances.

They would be equally dogmatic about what happened next. The phil-

osophers would tell us that it had been so decreed from time immemorial:

the psychologists would speak just as convincingly about repressed

complexes. For Mrs. Metherel suddenly walked in through the open

glass doors, she went up to the little ticket office and she asked
—"How

much is it?" All thoughts of the wickedness of it were overpowered by
the emotions of excitement and novelty. For she had never done any-

thing exciting in her life. Once or twice exciting things had happened
to her—like the time when she had got lost in the fog and the time she

had broken her leg—but she had never done anything exciting herself;

and the irresistible impulse to go herself and see and hear that which she

had never seen or heard before, to see in fact—though she hardly dared

admit this to herself—the kiss that she had seen in the photograph, drove
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her, as a force greater than herself, to the little glass window of the box

office.

In answer to her inquiry the girl behind the glass window looked at

her in astonishment, and then said briskly: "Gallery all sold, balcony two

and fourpence, stalls three and tenpence, and six shillings." Mrs. Meth-

erel did not understand what the girl was saying, exactly, but she did

understand that the cheapest seats were two and fourpence. "Oh, I'm

afraid that's too much," she whispered; and she walked out past the

chattering groups in the lobby, through the glass doors, and into the street

again. She had been a fool to go in at all, she thought. But as she

turned down Haymarket again the travel agencies seemed to have lost all

their glamor. She walked more slowly, and she thought of the happy,

excited people going into the theatre. No she did not want to go down
to the travel agencies at all. She turned quickly and walked back to the

theatre. She fumbled in her purse and found two shillings and four

pennies. She hurried through the doors of the theatre and past the groups

in the lobby up to the glass window, and she pushed her money through

the little hole. "One," she said nervously, and she blushed.

She found her way to her seat with difficulty. The ushers were rude

to her when she did not understand what they said. She pushed her way
into the wrong row, and they came and shouted at her. People broke

off their chatter to turn round and look at her, and she became embar-

rassed and confused. She felt their eyes penetrating into her soul; she

felt them talking about her, laughing at her. Finally she got to the right

place, and she sank down into the little chair and waited for the darkness

to come and cover her shame.

Even to the hardened theatre-goer the sudden darkening of the

theatre, the white glare of the footlights on the black curtain, and the

expectant hush which falls over the audience impart a certain thrill of

suspense just before the curtain rises, and he collects his wandering

thoughts and focuses his attention. For the inexperienced the effect

of this magic moment is almost intoxicating. And for Mrs. Metherel the

knowledge that she was about to see that which good Christian people

never saw, that she was doing something wicked, added its peculiar

flavor to her heightened emotional tone. So that when the audience sat

in stillness in the almost dark theatre, their faces alone illumined by the

strange cold light from the front of the stage, Mrs. Metherel breathed

hard and gripped the arms of her seat tightly, hardly knowing that she

was there at all. She felt cut off from the reality of the world, as in a dream.

She felt, in some strange way, as though she were assisting in the unholy

rites of some mysterious pagan religion, and she stared tensely at the

lighted curtain.

The curtain rose with a little hum of machinery, and then again there
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was silence. Flooded in the white glare of lights, and framed by the deep

shadows of the wings, a brightly colored living room lay revealed to

Mrs. Metherel's wondering gaze. But it was such a living room as she

had never before seen. It was all black and red, and shining metal and

glass. The chairs were low and seemed to be composed entirely of two

great leather cushions held together by polished steel tubing of a curious

shape. Against one wall was something which Mrs. Metherel took to be

a bed with no ends, covered over by a big black rug, and with great red

and black cushions scattered about its surface. Two low tables, made ap-

parently of glass and silver, reflected bright flashes of light. And upon

the wall hung gaudy, crazy pictures. But despite its strangeness Mrs.

Metherel liked the room, and she knew it to be the sort of room in which

society people and rich people lived. It had the brilliant and exotic

beauty of excessive luxury, and she knew that it was wicked; but she

was thrilled by it ; she was intoxicated by it, and the bright lights which

gleamed from the glass and polished metal dazzled and hypnotized her.

The room was empty, but after a few moments the noise of voices

was heard off stage, a lock clicked, and a young man and woman entered

from the right. The man relieved the girl—for that is all she seemed to

be—of an extremely complicated wrap, and she turned to take a cigarette

from one of the tables, revealing to Mrs. Metherel the almost entirely

naked back of the picture outside the theatre. They chatted to each other

with a sort of staccato gaiety quite unfamiliar to Mrs. Metherel, and they

smoked cigarettes and drank cocktails.

Although she found it hard to understand much of the conversation

at which the audience laughed so loudly, Mrs. Metherel was carried quite

away by what she saw. She forgot that she was sitting in a theatre, and

all her past life seemed suddenly to be swallowed up by a great blanket

of non-existence: she was living upon that bright stage; she was sitting

in those deep leather chairs; she was smoking cigarettes and drinking

cocktails,—and she was being kissed—oh! the unspeakable bliss of those

kisses—by handsome, masterful, men. And so new and unprecedented

was all this, that it was not until the sudden glare of the lights, which

marked an intermission, revealed to Mrs. Metherel that she was indeed

sitting in a row of small and uncomfortable chairs, surrounded by many
ordinary ladies dressed in ordinary clothes, that she understood its terrible

immorality. She had seen men kiss other men's wives, shamelessly, and
with every evidence of pleasure; and she had seen women flirting with

other women's husbands, and apparently welcoming their advances : and
because she had identified herself so completely with those characters on

the stage, she felt herself incriminated in their guilt. But although all the

moral nature of her training cried out against these things, she had also

felt the pleasures of a forbidden way of life. She had smoked cigarettes,
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she had danced, she had drunk cocktails; and she had been held in the

passionate embrace of men who were desirable.

Mrs. Metherel was not in the habit of examining her thoughts and

feelings with any particular interest or understanding, and it seemed to

her that she was being torn by forces which were beyond herself; the

powers of good and evil were wrestling for her soul. But she was under

the spell of a new life that had suddenly opened out before her, and the

expostulations of her conscience were swallowed up in the thoughts of the

unfinished drama waiting behind those curtains, as the grim realities of a

new morning are swallowed up in our interrupted dream as we sink back

into sleep. And as the curtain rose again Mrs. Metherel once more en-

tered into her new life : she sat on that low couch and smoked cigarettes,

and men came and took her in their arms.

Ever since she had entered the theatre, hardly a thought of her

husband had entered Mrs. Metherel's mind. But now as she came out

into the pale light of the street at the tail end of the jostling crowd, she

thought with horror of meeting him at the station. She experienced a

sudden cold realization of the enormity of her behavior as she thought of

telling him what had happened. Coming as it did, after the excitement

of the climax of the play that she had just witnessed, and after she had al-

ready passed beyond the heady and artificial atmosphere of the theatre,

this feeling produced in her a physical weakness amounting almost to

nausea. She came to a bus stop and when a bus came that was going to

King's Cross she stepped onto it and climbed up the steep narrow stairs,

up onto the open top. It was cold, and she drew her coat close up around

her chin and sat down.

The swaying of the bus and the cold night air held all of Mrs. Meth-
erel's attention, and she sat almost in a trance as the lights streamed by.

The immediate details of her suffering sank back out of her mind, and

left a dead weight of unanalyzable misery that was almost unbearable.

She looked down over the side of the bus into the pale darkness of the

street. Death and oblivion and forgetfulness-—one plunge, and then

eternal rest, escape. She thought of the welcome darkness of death, a

long sleep of forgetting; but never for one moment did she think of arous-

ing herself, of scrambling over the low rail, of hurtling down into the dark-

ness. She was too closely bound up into life by the details of life. She had
to meet her husband at the station in twenty minutes. She had to travel

home with him, have supper with him, and sit with him through the

evening; she had some knitting to do. But as she thought of this she

knew that that could not be. She would be shamed, no longer his wife as

of old. And the evening opened out in a great emptiness before her.

What would she do: what would Arthur do? For she had been unfaithful
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to him. She had drunk cocktails, she had smoked cigarettes, and she

had kissed other women's husbands.

She hardly knew how she came to be standing at the barrier waiting

for him. Dully she watched them coming to catch the train. Hats and

coats bearing down upon her darkly, and then a stranger's face flashing

out white in the station light, looking at her questioningly for a brief

moment, and hurrying past. Hats and coats—strange men. Hats and

coats—her husband.

Suddenly he was there. She was silent, afraid, all alone by the bar-

rier. He advanced upon her menacingly. He stooped and kissed her.

"Why you look tired, Hilda," he said, "what did you do all afternoon?"

What had she been doing all afternoon? He had kissed those lips of sin

a cold formal kiss, and he had asked what she had been doing all after-

noon? Of course he couldn't know—why should he know? No she

could not, she could not tell him. "Yes I do feel a bit tired," she heard

herself say. "I went to the Tate gallery. I expect I looked at too many
pictures." She had lied to him: she had lied to him. They walked to-

gether up the platform. She had lied to him. She would have to tell

him; but not now: she could not face him now. Perhaps if they got an

empty carriage she would be able to tell him then. But there were two
other people in the carriage, and she was relieved. She sank down in a

corner seat, tired and frightened, and when he spoke to her she hardly

answered at all. She had lied to him. She would have to tell him. Of
course she would tell him.

P. Hodgkin.

THE FIREBRAND

Now that he's burnt out, we're glad that he's burnt out:

He made us/eel less comjortable, he made us sense—
In a vague way, 'tis true—the world is somewhat a pretense

Of smooth and smug respectability. It would not do to doubt

The things ourfathers taught us. We had best suppose—
As they did—that what is, is right;

We, if not blest with, can assume a purblind sight . .

Well, friend, let's go to see that play before it close.

Rene Blanc-Roos.
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A Night in the Fog

THE air was heavy with lazy fog. Along the street the overhead

lights were blurred into irregular nebulous islands of faded night.

Several blocks away the red of a traffic signal blinked with sub-

dued malice. A paper-boy, a huddled, black shape against the drug

store window, across the street, cried his wares dismally into the deaden-

ing dank. With softened screech of brakes a car pulled up; the driver

purchased a morning paper. A trolley car gong sounded dully.

I was much later than I had intended; but the food had been so

rich and the wine persuasive; cigarette smoke had filled the luxurious

room; someone had played a haunting melody; and voices had been

mellow—outside it was cold, and night wept in its misty shroud. Still,

I had delayed too long and might miss the last train.

Along Parke Street, after twelve o'clock, the trolley cars run accord-

ing to a rather eccentric schedule, or no schedule at all. I realized this

disquieting fact but was not resigned to it; I did all in my power to sum-

mon one by gazing anxiously into the fog, and wishing.

I had thought the corner deserted but for myself, not having seen his

drooping figure by the pole. He muttered to himself and sighed woefully,

at which I perceived I had a companion. His coat collar was turned up
against his face; a dented derby was perched insecurely upon his head;

and the Iaxness of his body leaning against the pole suggested a liquid

looseness, which if indulged further might precipitate him into a heap.

Another trolley passed, going the wrong way; I gazed after it hope-

fully as if it might change its mind and come back on the other track.

"What—yu doin'?" He had slouched around the pole into a more
companionable nearness. There was a taint of alcohol in the damp air.

"Waiting," I replied laconically without looking at him. I meant to

discourage conversation.

"Tha's a lie." He stiffened somewhat, still keeping a hand on the

pole to steady him. "Every one's a liar," he growled, then fell back
against his support, as though the effort had been too much for him.

"Every one's liar 'cept me." His voice was lachrymose. "The're all

liars,—Liars!—LIARS!" An oratorical arm fell to his side with a jerk

that almost tumbled him into the gutter.

My breath floated into fantastic figures and merged into the all-en-

compassing blanket of fog. It was growing colder. Listen as I might I

could hear no distant rumbling of an approaching trolley. Perhaps
there had been an accident along the line.
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"Who'reyu?" demanded my maudlin companion.

"John Smith."

He was muttering to himself and didn't hear me.

"Wha'—yu doin'—here? ought be
—
'ome in bed. 's trouble wit' yu

felles—gwan—yur drunk."

"You are (?) quite right," I replied with wasted subtlety.

"Oughtn't drink, son
—

's bad." He sniffled and groped for a hand-

kerchief—but he forgot.

"Root all e—vil, " he continued. "I's once 'n arch'tec'—built

—

bri'gez
—

'n dams—damn good too, son. 's badfer yu, ne'er touch it."

After some fumbling he produced a bottle from the side pocket of

his overcoat. He considered it with distaste and made a move to throw

it into the street ; but thinking better of it worried the cap off and applied

it to his lips. The liquor gurgled. His breathing was hoarse between

swallows.

He lowered the bottle. His eyes were bleary. A damp, slightly

grey forelock clung to his brow. His lips were wet.

There was a puzzled expression upon his face as he caught sight of

me.

"Who'reyu?"
"Surely you know me, I'm John Smith." It was cold, and I was

miserable with thoughts of missing the last train. I might as well wring

whatever diversion I could from the antics of my befuddled companion.

"Yu John Smith?"

"Sure am, old timer." Jocularity is difficult at times.

"Didn't rec'nize—yu, how're yu?" He deserted the pole, shoving

himself toward me with one hand, and draped himself around my neck.

"Have drink yu ol' " His breath was almost as strong as his

language. I attempted to refuse. "Take a drink, yu lousy 'r

I'll
"

I took the drink. Never have I tasted anything so vile; I sputtered

and gasped for breath.

"Tha' 's right, now I'll 've 'n other snifter."

It wasn't quite as cold as it had been.

"What are you doing here at this time of the morning?" I asked

him when he had lowered the bottle.

"Waitin'," he muttered.

"Waiting for what?" He left me for his pole, almost falling en route.

"Waiting for what?" I repeated, thinking perhaps the concentra-

tion needed for his journey had prevented him from hearing me.

Wha' 's tha'?" He reached out an uncertain hand and seized me
by the arm. "'ve 'n other drink."

The liquor, perhaps with the assistance of the wine I had previously
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taken, was producing a gratifying warmth in the stomach, and a slight

vertigo in the head.

The suggestion was not entirely distasteful.

"Gwan!" he insisted, pressing the bottle on me.

The effects were not so violent as those I suffered before. I returned

the bottle and patted him kindly on the shoulder.

"What are you waitin' for?"

"'m I waitin'?" He blinked his eyes foolishly. "Who tol' yu?"
"You did; what 're you waitin' for?"

"Sure! Le's 've 'n other lil drink."

We had another. The drug store window seemed to move somewhat

with the slow moving fog, which was growing thicker. The street ap-

peared slightly unreal. It was no longer cold.

My friend slid down on to the curb.

"Tha' 's very fine stuff," I praised his liquor.

"Was 'n arch'tec' built bri'gez. I like — yu." His ges-

tures appeared independent of all mental direction, "'m goin' t' tell yu
somethin'. The' 're all liars

—
'cept—us," he confided.

"Wha' 's that?" I inquired, not sure I had heard correctly.

"Waitin' fer—trol—ley—car," he replied.

"So 'm I, I think."

When a trolley finally did approach our corner we got out onto the

track to signal it—because of the fog. It was so foggy I couldn't find the

steps; the motorman was kind enough to aid us in boarding the car.

It was an exceptionally foggy night.

F. P. Jones.

Chance

THE day the ship left Havana, Anton the Czech was in an ugly

mood. For three whole days he had been raving drunk ashore,

and been dragged stupidly aboard an hour before the ship sailed.

At a quarter of twelve, Havana was two hours behind and he sat at the

lower end of the mess table staring sullenly before him. The crew

avoided him as they gathered for the noonday meal. Anton was an ugly

man when recovering from a drunk. They had seen that sullen immobile

form spring into sudden raging action and the great arms that hung
listless at his side become terrible battering rams. Better not to disturb

him.
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At twelve o'clock the new Filipino mess boy came down the ladder

with two steaming pails of chow. They were passed down the long table,

crossing from side to side until they came to Anton, empty.

"More chow!" he shouted to the little Filipino.

"No more chow," piped the boy indifferently in his high sing-song

voice.

"Get some more chow, you yellow-skinned rat," roared Anton. The
Filipino was frightened.

"Cook he say no more chow. You go see heem. He say
—

"

With a roar of rage Anton was over the bench and at him. At the

same instant the old grizzled sailor who had been sitting beside Anton,

leaped up and caught his back-drawn arm. A short struggle ensued but it

was soon over. That night at supper he was cursing ^he mess-boy as

coarsely and good-humoredly as his fellows.

* * *

The day the ship left Havana, Anton the Czech was in an ugly mood.

For three whole days he had been raving drunk ashore and been dragged

stupidly aboard an hour before the ship sailed. At a quarter of twelve,

Havana was two hours behind and he sat at the lower end of the mess

table staring sullenly before him. The crew avoided him as they gathered

for the noonday meal. Anton was an ugly man when recovering from a

drunk. They had seen that sullen immobile form spring into sudden

raging action and the great arms that hung listless at his side become
terrible battering rams! Better not to disturb him.

At twelve o'clock the new Filipino mess boy came down the ladder

with two steaming pails of chow. They were passed down the long

table, crossing from side to side until they came to Anton, empty.

"More chow!" he shouted to the little Filipino.

"No more chow!" piped the boy indifferently in his high sing-song

voice.

"Get some more chow, you yellow-skinned rati" roared Anton. The
Filipino was frightened.

"Cook he say no more chow. You go see heem. He say
—

"

With a roar of rage Anton was over the bench and at him. At the

same instant the old grizzled sailor who had been sitting beside Anton
leaped up to stop him but missed the back-drawn arm. Anton struck

and the Filipino fell twisted against the steel bulkhead, his head striking

with a clang that filled the foc's'l. Then all was quiet. Gradually the

sailors edged away from the great Czech who stared stupidly down at

the still form before him. Then one man turned and went quickly up the

companionway; one by one the others followed. Five minutes later

two officers walked grimly down the deck with drawn revolvers and a

pair of irons.

John Hazard.
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The Washerwoman

THE dignity of the proletariat has always been a favorite subject of

mine. I like to argue about it with those people who are Babbitt-

conscious, or who object to many-headed monsters. Last summer
it was my fortune to meet a poor woman who has only strengthened my
zeal. Living a thousand miles from nowhere, she seemed to me to eclipse

any of the strong, stern proletariat who live in our great cities.

Late in the second day of a long hitch-hiking trek from Yellowstone

Park to the East, I landed in Wyola, a barren little town which lies in

the lower right-hand corner of Montana. The town, only a bare stretch

of houses by the Little Big Horn River and not far from the Custer Battle

Field, looked like a dreary enough place to spend the night. If there

had been more cars on the road, I should have tried to move on. It

doesn't take a professional hobo to acquire a certain evil craving to move
on from place to place. (It is a corrupt form of the more polite "wander-

lust".) Only a few hundred miles of hitch-hiking had put me into a

petulant, dissatisfied state of mind where all that seemed attractive was

the next town. But it was getting late, I was tired and thirsty, and I

walked over to the back door of a nearby cottage to get a drink of water.

There, by her back door stood a brusque, middle-aged woman, scrub-

bing clothes in one of two great wash tubs which stood on a rude platform.

A small boy who was bringing her a pail of water from the garden pump,
struggled along the path, using both hands before him to carry his burden.

When I asked for a drink of water, the woman quickly told the little

boy, who was her son, to run and get meadipperful at the pump. Then,

going on with her washing, she asked me whether I was paying my own
expenses or wanted to earn my supper. I jumped at the chance, and for

half an hour's fetching and carrying, was given a fine summer supper,

a la carte (for she asked me what I felt like eating) of egg nog, bread and
butter and marmalade. My labors, which continued after supper, were
easy and enjoyable. When the wash tubs were furnished with sufficient

water, I carried more brimming buckets down to the front yard where my
sturdy employer directed me to empty them gently into her little rock

garden, into flower beds which lay enclosed in automobile tires, and onto

the meagre patches of grass which she called her lawn.
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There was still time for me to go down to the Little Big Horn River

for a bath. The small boy told me where his favorite swimming hole was,

and his mother gave me a note to take to a friend of hers who lived on the

way. While I carried my suitcase into her ramshackle little house where

she kindly allowed me to leave it for the time being, she spoke of the

hardness of the times. Smoothing back her hair and hanging up her

apron, she said, "There are somany boys trying to earn a living these days

that can't. They come here, lots of 'em, and I always feed 'em. My,
I feel sorry for 'em. You just can't buy a job these days, you know. Oh
dear. So many people are hard up, I declare. But heavens, you know,

I'm lucky, because I have this garden here and do washing for a lot of

people in the village, too. I've got a snap.

"

I went down to the river for my swim and bath, leaving the laundry

woman's message at the house she pointed out. If I hadn't been thinking

about my good benefactress in the midst of my bath, the muddy current

might not have swept away my little guest cake of Woodbury's soap

which I had brought from Old Faithful Inn.

It happened that I earned another meal from the good woman before

leaving Wyola. That meal was, naturally enough, breakfast early the

following day, since the midnight freight for Lincoln, Nebraska, didn't

stop for water as the railroad clerk maintained it would. After a night

on the ground, it warmed my joints to flourish the pump handle again and

to carry more pails of water to tub and flower bed. Seated at my friend's

kitchen table with three fried eggs and several thick slices of bacon before

me, I listened to her say, "Yes, you know I was wondering where you was
going to spend the night. I just said to Jimmy, 'Why that boy could a-

stayed here. ' Here, let me pour you some more milk.

"

I left her with the kindest feelings in the world and to say the least,

I shall never forget her. It seemed incredible that she should think she

had a snap, living as she did, out in that lonely little town. Stop and see

her if you ever go through Wyola.

Oliver F. Egleston.
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"Two Thousand Words Every Other

Week"

A Lesson in Essay Writing

TWO thousand words every other week. " The other week had come,

and I who had dreamed of being one of the brilliant dramatists of the

century, I, who was going to become the greatest novelist ofmy gener-

ation, found myself approaching the task with an empty feeling inmy head,

and a hopeless sinking in my heart. Looking back over my life at this

time, I found that the only things I had ever written of two thousand

words or more were letters and philosophy themes. Had it come to the

point where I should have to write Dr. Hotson a letter or a philosophy

theme? I asked myself. I had already made as many translations as

seemed proper, and still I found that I had nothing particular to say for

myself. Moreover it was against my principle to force the muse. One
should not write unless one had something to say, and when I had some-

thing to say of course I said it—in letters and philosophy themes. It was

not right that Dr. Hotson should make me speak when I had no flaming

mission to fulfill, I reflected bitterly.

Then I had nothing to say. I, the profound thinker, had nothing to

say. No, of course that was absurd. All it meant was that those startling

and original ideas which would later lighten the world like a flash of sun-

light on a cloudy day, were still lying dormant in my mind; I would not

release them until they were finally worked over in the perfection of detail,

and polished with the reflection of a maturer mind. Of course if I chose

to do so I would be able to write a brilliant and witty essay on practically

any subject that was suggested. Yet despite myself I had certain mis-

givings. Two thousand words were a great many when you had to write

them all yourself, though you could perhaps read them in two or three

minutes. However, I had better try and see what I could do. Time
was getting short and I wasn't getting any further. So I got up and took

down my dictionary.

One of the history masters at the school to which I went was also a

great English scholar, and it was under his influence that I bought
"The Concise Oxford Dictionary." I can remember quite clearly sitting

round the fire in his room during a history class, while he discoursed upon
its merits. He said that a dictionary was one of the most treasured pos-
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sessions of the essayist, and told us that three great volumes comprised

almost the entire furniture of Robert Lynd's little room in the offices of

the Daily News. You could practically write an essay out of a dictionary

he pointed out, and he became almost lyrical. To demonstrate he turned

to the wood "apple." —"A round fleshy fruit of a rosaceous tree," he

read; and then "A. of discord"—why you could write an essay on this

alone. "A. of Sodom, Dead-sea a., a. of the eye, a. brandy, a. butter,

a.-cart. " There was enough material here for half a dozen essays. Look-

ing back on this scene I wondered if my worthy master had been thinking

of not less than two thousand words.

I opened the dictionary; I shut my eyes; and I plunked my fore-

finger squarely down on the middle of the page. "Than," I read, " (than,-

an), con;, (quasi-prep.) introducing second member of a comparison, as

you are taller t. he (is), (colloq.) taller t. him ..." It did not stop here,

but that was enough for me. Perhaps a more gifted writer t. I (am),

(colloq.) more gifted t. me, would be able to write an exquisitely humor-

ous essay entitled "The Than." Why the title alone would assure it of

publication in Punch. But the task was not for me.

I opened the dictionary again, and once again I plunked my finger.

"Leibnitzian (lib), a. nd n. (Follower) of Leibnitz (d. 1716) or his philos-

ophy (-ian)." I sat back and let my mind wander for a while. I might

write a character study and story called "The Leibnitzian," it would

certainly catch the eye. It would be about an old philosopher who was a

devoted admirer of Leibnitz, even though he had never met him, who
defended his name from all attacks. Naturally a recluse, when the philos-

ophy of his master was attacked he would come forth to battle, and sur-

prise all with the vigor of his eloquence. But finally the poor old man
would become utterly obsessed with his hero worship and would

become a psychopathic case. He would not be able to make both

ends meet, and up there all alone in his little attic he would decide to

end it all. So he would hang himself. Meanwhile the great philosopher

himself will have heard of the old man, and will decide to visit him. With
great difficulty he will find out where he lives, and slowly he will climb

up the five dark flights of narrow stairs. Knocking at the door and re-

ceiving no answer he will then turn round and walk down again. Or per-

haps it would be better for him to open the door and see the old fellow

hanging there. Then he would rush forward and cut down his lifeless

body, and go out and call the police. Or else he would pillow the white

face in his arms, and the old man would open his eyes, and with his last

breath whisper feebly, "My Master!" Reluctantly I faced the fact that

it would not do. It would not even be a literary handspring. Moreover
the whole thing would smack too much of philosophy, and I had decided

not to write a philosophy theme.
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I opened the dictionary again. "Geese, see goose," I read. This

seemed to me to be a trifle personal, but nevertheless I obeyed orders.

"Goose, n. (pi. geese pr. g-). Kinds of web-footed bird between duck and

swan in size, female of this (opp. GANDER), its flesh (all his are swans)

he over-estimates; kill the g. that lays the golden eggs, sacrifice future

profit to present necessities." There was a good deal more in the same
vein, and I read on down through "COOK person's g." and "simpleton,

whence goosey s.n.;" to "g-step, balancing drill taught to army re-

cruits and much used in German Army." Here at last was the material

I had been hunting for. Now I would be able to write my brilliant and

witty essay, "The Goose." I sat back and lit a cigarette to let the thing

take shape in my mind.

But when I had finished one cigarette, I found I had to light another

one, for the inspiration had not come. I got up and wandered around the

room, nervously picking things up and setting them down again. I

went into the next room and watched two hands of bridge being played.

And I stood and looked out past the smudge on the window to the green

rolling turf of the campus. After my fourth cigarette I went and sat down
again, and I took up my pencil and began to write.

"How often have we heard a mother scold her little girl when she

cannot find something, or when she spills spinach on her party dress,

'Oh you little goose!' Five times out of six we think nothing of it.

And yet how unjust are those words. Hard words spoken in haste are

repented at leisure, and many mothers have perhaps seen the harshness

and injustice of this epithet, 'Oh you little goose!' For why should a

silly child be called a goose? Why not a hen, or a seagull? What has the

gentle goose done to deserve so unkind a fate? For geese are the friends

of man. If it were not for their quills, much of man's knowledge and

wisdom gleaned through the centuries, might now be lying forgotten as

their bones. And do not geese lay golden eggs? And did not the sacred

geese save Rome? Geese are, in fact, admirable birds in every way; they

lay larger eggs than leghorns, are more delicious than ducks, and less

terrifying than turkeys. I have even heard of them being reared as pets

to follow their master around and take food from the hand.

"Those of us who have had the care of pigs at one time or another

know very well why certain men at certain times may be called pigs with-

out doing violence to the nature of those worthy beasts. Similarly a

clumsy man may rightly be called an elephant, or a strong man a horse.

But why a silly person should be called a goose is beyond my understand-

ing. Geese are actually quite intelligent birds. When they go for a walk
together they keep together, and they do not stray about independently

and irresponsibly in the way that hens do. They do not make a silly

fuss when they lay eggs, telling the whole world where to find them. And
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they do not arouse good people from their well deserved sleep some time

in the small hours of the morning, as soon as the slightest glow brightens

the horizon."

At this point I stopped to ruminate. The fact was that I found that

I could not write any more. I had thought of bringing in a gay pastoral

scene of some fair-headed country lass tending her flock of geese on

a green mountain slope in the Vosges : I had thought of displaying my
knowledge of things by mentioning casually that pate dejoi gras was made
from the livers of geese; but for the life of me I could think of no reason-

able excuse for bringing in these subjects. I had shot my bolt. And then

I learned my lesson; it came home to me with startling clarity: one

simply can't write an essay out of an inventory; one must have some

central point around which to build the structure of one's thought. And
now geese seemed to be out of the question.

I felt that the dictionary had let me down pretty badly; I had hoped

to reap a crop of golden words, and I had found only tares that cut my
hand. I even tried my luck again, but I only found "Pozz (u) olani

(potoolah-na,—towo-), n. Volcanic ash found near Pozzuoli, much used

for hydraulic cement. (It.)" This confirmed my worst suspicions. Had
the dictionary been a rather lighter one I think I should have thrown it

across the room in disgust. Instead I laid it down by my side and gave

myself up to black thoughts about Messrs. Fowler and Fowler.

In the life of one of the prophets I recall an incident in which the

good man retired into a cave to meditate. And there came a great wind;

and there came a great earthquake; and there came a great fire: and

after the fire came a still, small voice. So it was with me. My mind had

labored in agony, and had produced but one still-born offspring. But now
after the anguish and the turmoil came a still, small voice, and I seemed

to hear Dr. Hotson exhorting us to write from experience. "Each one of

us has a large source of material within our own experiences," I seemed to

hear him say, "and the only difficulty is to get outside the experience you
want to describe and present it in the right perspective." And so I took

up my pencil and began to write.

"'Two thousand words every other week' ..."

Patrick Hodgkin.
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natural shoulders, the other with squarer shoulders and more
closely fitted. Single or double breasted in either style.

Flannel Suits $45 to $65

Illustrated Folder on Request
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Theodore Petcoff

INTERIOR DECORATOR
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1509 North Carlisle Street

PHILADELPHIA

Stevenson 2583 Phone or Write

MEHL & LATTA, Inc.

Lumber, Coal and

Building Material

Rainey-Wood Ply Wood
Koppers Coke

Wall Board and Celotex

ROSEMONT, PA.
Telephone Bryn Mawr 1300, 1301

OTTO FUCHS
Library and Law Book*

a Specialty

OLD BOOKS REBOUND

2416 N. 15TH STREET

Baldwin 4120

Haverford Pharmacy
Established 29 Years

GOOD DRUGS

Best of Service

To Haoerjord Men

Phone. Ardmore 1 22
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